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FOREWORD.

THE teacher should not make the children learn

this Catechism, merely by rote. He should take only

one question, or two or three connected questions, for

a lesson; explain carefully the answer, and ascertain

that the children understand it by putting to thm

questions on it. He should, where possible, illustrate

it by familiar analogies and by stories. For instance,

he should tell the children much more fully the nature

of the contents of the books named in the answers to

questions 4 to 9. The story of each Avatdra should be

told, simply and brightly, under the answer to question

18, and so on. At the end of the lesson, the answef

should be learned by heart by^he whole class, and

repeated aloud together, special car? being taken that

every child takes part in this.

For the two lower classes only the easier questions
should be taken, and very fully explained in th&

^rnplest language.



SAUATAJSTA DIAMLA.' -o ,

^ PART I $

, BASIC PRINCIPLES ov HINDUISM.

Question 1* What is the meaning of the word

San&fcana Dharma ?

Answer. San&tana means ^$gag|; Dharma means

religion,

*Q, 2. To what religion is this name given ?

A. It is given to the Hindu religion, which is the

oldest of the religions now in the world.

Q. 3. Is this the only reason for giving to it the

name eternal ?

A No. It is also given because the gteat truths

taught in it are eternal.
.iWtoMaSJL,*^'^

Q, 4. What is ^3 foundation ?

A, The Four^Vedas, namely, the Xtigvcda* the

Yajarveda, the Sdmaveda, the Atharvaveda* These

were spoken by the Sishis, holy men taught by Brahmfi,

and teach us how to worship and what to believe*

Q, 5. Are there any other books given %
Rishis ?

"A. Yes. There are the Laws of Manu t the

great Purdnas, and the two histories, the lidrnd*-

yana and the Mahdbhdrata* These are the chief

Hboks from which we learn the Saniltana Dharma,
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Q. 6. What are the Zau*s o/ Manu ?

A. The laws which govern Hindu life and coh-

t duct, and tell us what we should do. 9

Q. 7. What are the Purdnas ?

A. Books which tell the story of the making of

the world, and its history afterwards. They are full

of stories which even children can enjoy.

Q. 8. What is the Rdmdyana?
A. The story of the great king, Shri Ramaehan-

dra, His parents and His brothers, and of His w*ife

SM, the model for Hindu women.

Q. 9. What is the Mahdbhdrafa ?

I

* A. The story of the great family of the Kurus,
their division into two, their struggles and destruc-

tion. It contains the Bhagavad-GttA and other

famous Gitas, and an immense number of beautiful
j * '"*

and instructive stories,

Q. 10. What are we taughFt^ believe about the

Supreme Being, GOD ?

A . That there is one Boundless Eternal Being,
' 'One

only without a second." He is spoken of as Brahman

\

in the sacred hooks, or as Parabrahman, or as

THE ALL, because containing all that ever has been, is,

and will be.

J
Q. 1 1 , Can we know that Eternal Being ?

! A. Only when revealed as I'shvara, the Lord, the

loving Father of all the worlds, and of all the creatures

<->, who live in them.
*
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Q. 12. How does I'shvara help us to know Him ?

A. By taking different forms, each of which shows

us a little portion of Him, so that we may learn to know

Him litfte by little. The more we know Him, the more

we learn to love Him. Some forms show us little, others

show us much of Him.

Q. 13. Tell me some of these forms.

A. The chief are the three great Devas?, called the

Trimurti, whose names are: Bra'hmft, Vishnu and

Shwa, called also Mah&deva. As Brahmfi, I'shvara

creates the worlds
; as Vishnu, He sustains and preserves

them ; as Shiva, He dissolves them again when they are

worn out and useless.

Q. 14. What other forms does He take ?

A. The forms of Devas and Devfs, such as Indra,

who fends the rain
; VHyu, whose breath makes the

winds
; Agni, who gives us fire; Vartma, who takes

care of water
; Kuber^the guardian of the earth, which

supplies us with foocl. Then there are Sarasvatl and

Gaoesha, who will help us to learn, if we ask them;
and many many others, all of whom are always working
to do us good, making us happy when we do what is

right, and unhappy when we do what is wrong,
*

Q. 15. Does He take any other forms ?

A. Yes
;
He lives in us, in our hearts always, and

is our own inner Self; He shines out in us when we are

kftring and pure, and is clouded over when we are cruel
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or unclean. And He lives also in all animals, and even

in plants and stones. He is everywhere, helping every-

one and everything, and we cannot do harm to any

without hurting Him, i

Q. 16, We read in the sacred books of some

other forms He has taken, called Avat&ras. What are

these ?

A. An Avat&ra means some one who has descended,

or come down. The word is used as a name for certain

special forms of Vishnu, the Maintainer and Preserver

of the worlds. He comes as an Avatra, when some

great work has to be done to help the worlds.

Q. 17. How many Avat&ras are there ?

A. Ten.

Q. 18, Name them.

A. (1 ) Matsya, the Fish, who came when the%arth
,x^

was covered with water, to save alive the Manu arid

others. (2) Kurma, the Tortois^who came to support^
the earth, during great convulsions. (3) Var&ha, the

Boar, wlao came to lift the earth out of the waters. (4)

Narasinha, the Man-lion, who came to slay a great

oppressor. (5) V&mana, the Dwarf, who came to deliver

Sien from tyranny. (6 j Parashur&ma, R&ma of the axe,

who came to punish the Kshattriyas for abusing their

power. (7) R&ma, the ideal Inng, and model son and

brother. 8. Krishna, the beloved object of bhakti for

millions of Hindus. (9) Buddha, the prince who resign-

ed his royal grandeur to teach religion, These have all
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come in the past. (10) Kalki, \vho is yet to come in the

future.

Q. 19, Now let us talk a little about ourselves.

Wbat& a man? *

A. A creature composed, like others, of two quite

different parts : one is called the Jlva and is a portion

of I'shvara
;
the other consists of several coats which the

Jiva wears. These coats are called his bodies. You can

see your own outside body ; and the You that sees the

body is the Jlva. The Jiva cannot die, as he is a por-

tion of 1'shvara
;
but the bodies wear out and die.

Q. 20. What does the Jiva do when he loses his

bodies ?

A. At death he leaves behind him this body you

see, like a worn out cloth, He goes into the next world,

dressed in his other bodies. Then he puts off another

of these and goes on to Svarga, and is very happy

there, till the Svarga body is also worn out*

Q. 21. Is hg nappy in, the world next to this?

A. A very good man is happy there, but doos not

stay long ;
but a bad man is very unhappy, and suffers

a great deal. People who tell lies, who get drunk, who
are cruel to women, children and animals, have to sjay

there a long time.

Q. 22. What happens when the Svarga body is

worn out ?

A. The Jiva, helped by the Devas, begins to malse

tsome new bodies for himself, as a man might get &ow
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clothes. Then he comes back to the earth, and is born
in his new baby-body.

Q. 2*3. What fixes the conditions of his new
%irth ?

A. His desires, thoughts and actions in his previ-
ous lives. '

.

Q. 24. What do you mean by desires ?

A. The wish to have things that we fancy will give
us pleasure. We get what we wish for, so we ought to

be careful to wish only for the things that are good SB

well as pleasant

Q. 25. What do you mean by pleasant ?

-4. The things that make us feel happy for a short

time, because they please the bodies.

Q. 26. What do you mean by good ?

A. The things that make us happy for a very long^t
time, because they please the Jiva^eing

in accord with
th& will of I'shvara. *

Q. ST. What are thoughts ?
^

A. When the Jiva looks out at the world through
the eyes, he sees things, and remembers them and tries

to Understand them, and their relations with each other.
This is called thinking, or having thoughts. Sometimes
pictures of

. things you have s<ien come up in your
mind

; these are thoughts.

Q; 2fL What are actions ?

A. The things we do* t
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Q. 29. Why should desires have to do ^ith the

conditions of a new birth ?

A. Because we must have the things that we have

wished%for, and must be born where we can get*

them.

Q. 30. Why should thoughts influence it ?

A . Because we become that which we think about ;
j

if we think about truthfulness, we become truthful ;
jj

if we think about purity, we become pure ;
and if wej

tffink about bad things, we become bad. So our >

character, that governs our conduct^ is macje., fey our
\

:-^...^'.., . .-". :..""'" I'-"'" '

tAW* " '

\

thoughts,

Q. 31. Why should actions influence it ?

A. Because we are paid back that which we
havejl

done ; if we make others happy now, we shall be born

into conditions where others will make us happy; if w|

%iake others miserable now, we shall be born into eon<

ditions where other^vill make us miserable.

Q. 82. What is the name of the Law that deter-

mines all this?

A. It is called Karma, a word which means action.
}

Q. 33. There is another great Law called Yaj^
or the Law of Sacrifice. What is this ?

A. The bodies in*which Jivas live can only be

kept going by feeding them with other bodies. The

bodies of the Jivas living in minerals (stones, earth,

%tc.) go to feed vegetables. The bodies of the Jivas
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living in vegetables go to feed animals and men. As
the Jivas living in animals and men sacrifice the
bodies of others to keep themselves alive, they, in

turn, must sacrifice their bodies to those aboqj them.
Thus the young should sacrifice their bodies to the old,

by serving and helping them; fathers and mothers'
sacrifice their bodies to their children, by taking c'are

of them and working for them; children later sacrifice

their bodies to their parents by saving them trouble,

by running messages for them, by helping as they can
in household work, and still later, by doing for their owfn
children what their parents did for them when they
were little and helpless And every one should give
the sacrifice of prayer to God, who gives him all

things, and should try to do kindnesses to the people
round him.

& 34. If all must live on the bodies of otters,
how should a man know which bodies he should use 1*

A. By avoiding the inflictiSfc ft pain. Grains,
and roots, and leaves, and fruits, and vegetables
generally, do not suffer pain when they are picked
and eaten. To avoid giving pain is the highest sacrifice,

says the great Bhfshma, We should try always not to

grVe pain,

t

t



PART II.

GENERAL HINDU RELIGIOUS CUSTOMS AND KITES.
% %

Q. 35, The elder of }ou are taught to repeat

Mantras in Samskrit. What is a Mantra ?

A. A succession of sounds in a definite order,

arranged so as to bring to us help and protection from

Tshvara, or from some Deva or DevJ.

Q. 36. Does the order of the words matter ?

n

A. Yes. If notes are played in a particular order,

we have a tune
;

if the order is changed, the tune is

spoiled. It is just the same with the words of a Mantra,

Or again, if letters are arranged in a particular order,

we have a word
;
but if we change the order, we have

nonsense, or another meaning.

Q. 37. Can a Mantra be translated into another

language ?

A. If it be translated, it loses its use. An Indian

tune, played on an Indian musical instrument, cannot

be played on a European musical instrument, because

the latter has not all the notes that the Indian one

bas. A language is like a musical instrument, and has

its own set of notes.

Q, 38. What arc* SamsHras ?

A. Ceremonies performed at particular times

during the life, to make the bodies more useful to the

Jiva.
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Q. 39, Which are the most important of these ?

A. The Upanayan&, or giving of the sacred thread,

marking the passage to boyhood from childhood^ and

Viv&ha, or marriage, marking the passage from b^hood
to manhood.

Q. 40. What is ShrMdha ?

A. The ceremonies performed to help the Jiva

when he has put off his earthly body, and gone out of

our sight,

Q, 41. How do these ceremonies help him ?

A. They help him to pass quickly through the
world into which he goes at death, and to reacb the

happy world of Svarga much sooner than he would do,
if he were left to himself.

Q. 42. We hear people talk of Shaucham
; what

does this mean ? *

A. The word means purity. We ought to keep
our bodies very clean, washing tBfem very carefully

every morning. We ought to keep' o'ur cloths clean,

by changing them if they get dirty, and by washing them

every day. We ought to eat only clean food, out of
clean vessels, and drink only clean water, out of a
clejfn pot ;

we ought never to put a dirty pot into a well,
as it poisons the water; if water is dirty, or smells bad,
we should not drink it, nor use*it to wash in, nor to

wash things in. We ought to keep our rooms clean, sweep-
ing and dusting them every day, so that no scraps of

rotting fruit or other such things should be left about,
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Dirt poisons the air we breathe, and so comes inside our

bodies and poisons us. We ought to keep the ground
round our bouses clean, digging all filth well into the

ground; it will do the ground good, but it poisons us*

Wherever there is a bad smell, there is danger to

buman life and bealth. Bad smells are the warnings

from the Devas of danger. Plague, cholera, small-pox,

and other diseases grow out of dirt. That is why the old

Hindus were taught to keep clean, as a religious duty.

Q. 43. What are the five daily sacrifices ?

A. Study ; prayer ; offering to ancestors; feeding

EhUtas and stray animals, by placing some food on the

ground ; feeding, or clothing, or helping, in some way,

poor men. Every Hindu should do these five things

every day.

$. 44. What is worship ?

A. Love of I'shvara; being devoted to Him
;
think-

ing about Him ; praying and singing praises to Him
;
and

trying to serve *Him in all the forms He takes, by
kindness to every one and everything.

A

y. 45. What are the four Ashramas ?

A. Four stages of a human life; those of the stu-

dent, the householder, the ascetic, the Sanny&si

Q 46, What are the four castes ?

A. Four stages inthe long evolution of the JIva;
the Shudra, the manual worker; the Vaishya, the

merchant; the Kshattriya, the warrior
; the Br&hmana,

the teacher.



PART III.

* HINDU ETHICS.
*

Q. 47. What are Eight and Wrong ?

A. I'shvara guides His worlds along the road that

is best for them
;

all that helps the worlds to go along

that road is Eight; all that hinders them is Wrong,

Q, 48. But how can you know what helps and

what hinders ?

A. I'shvara has not left us in ignorance. He has

sent great and holy men to teach us, and tell us what

helps and what hinders. He has given us the power

of thought, that we may understand what is right and

what is wrong. While we are children we must follow

what we are taught. When we are men and women, we

shall be able to understand better why some things

are right, and other things are wrong,; and some easy

things we can understand even now,

Q. 49, What very simple rales have the great

and holy men given us that we may know what helps ?

m
A. (I) That we should never do to another

person what we should not like done to ourselves.

(2) That we should always do t* another person what

we should like done to ourselves. (3) that we should

never injure another, because the other has injured

us, A child who keeps these rules will do right, <
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Q, 50. I should like these rules explained a

little more, Explain Rule 1,

A. We do not like to be struck or hurt
;
we do

not likito be spoken to angrily ;
we do not like to bo^

unkindly treated or made fun of. Rule 1 tells us that

we should not strike, or hurt, or speak angrily to

others, or treat them unkindly, or make fun of them.

Q. 51. Explain Rule 2,

A. We like to be given pleasure, and to be spoken

kfgently, and to be kindly treated. Eule 2 tells us

to try to give pleasure to others, to speak gently to

them, and to treat them kindly.

Q. 52. Explain Rale 3.

A. This is more difficult to practise, because whem

anyone hurts us we want to hurt him back. Rule 8

tells us that if any one speaks angrily to us, we should

answer gently ;
if a ay one is unkind to us, we should

be kind to him, Suppose a wood-fire is lighted ;
if wo

put on more wood, it blazes higher and higher ;
if we

put on water, the flame dies out. Anger shown to

an angryjperson makes the fire of anger hotter and

hotter
; gentleness shown to an angry person puts out

***s

the fire of his anger,

Q. 53. Ought we to be kind and loving only

to men, women and children ?

A* No
; we should be kind and loving to every

thing that can feel pleasure and pain.
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Q. 54. How should we behave to our parents ?

J., We should be loving and obedient, and try to

help and serve them in every way we can, as^Rama-

Chandra behaved to his parents.*
#

Q. 55, How should we treat the aged?

A. Very gently and reverently, as if they were our

parents.

Q. 56, How should we treat our brothers and

sisters, our playmates and friends ?

A. Kindly and honestly, trying always to fcftl

loving towards them, and not thinking of them,

speaking of or to them, nor acting to them, harshly.

Q. 57, How should we behave to those weaker

than ourselves ?

A. We should try to help them and to take care

of them, and should use our greater strength to prStect

them, and never to frighten or hurt them.

Q t 58. What else is very irrrportant in our con-

duct ?

J.. Always to speak and act truthfully ;
to be brave

and frank
;

to be courteous and considerate ;
to be

honest; to be industrious; to be obedient to those who

ar^ over us; to be moderate in eating and drinking.

The child who behaves thus will grow up into a good
r>

and happy man.

* The teacher should tell the children stories about the duties

named,

Printed at the Indian Press, Allahabad.
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I FOREWORD.

THE
Board of Trustees of the Central Hindu College

has laid down the following principles on which

religious and moral teaching is to be given In all

institutions, under its control.

The object of the Central Hindu College being to

combine Hindu religious and ethical training with the

western education -suited to the needs of the time, it is

necessary that this religious att% ethical training shall

be of a wide, liberal snd unsectarian character, while at

the same time it shall be definitely and distinctively

Hindu, It must be inclusive enough to unite the most

divergent forms of Hindu thought, but exclusive enough
to les^re outside it forms of thought which are Eton-

Hindu. It must avoid all doctrines which are the

subject of controversy between schools recognised as

orthodox
;
it must not enter into any of the social and

political questions of the day ; but it must lay a solid

foundation of religion and ethics on which the student

may build, in his manhood, the more specialised princi-

ples suited to his intellectual and emotional temperament,
It must be directed to the building up of a character-^

pious, dutiful, strong, self-reliant, upright, righteous,

gentle and well-balanceda character which will be
that of a good man and a good citizen ; the fundamen-
tal principles of religion, governing the general view
of life and of life's obligations, are alone sufficient to

form such a character. That which unites Hindus in a
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common faith, must be clearly and simply taught ;
all

that divides them must be ignored. Lastly, ^care
must

be taken to cultivate a wide spirit of tolerance, which

not. only respects, the differences of thought and practice

among Hindus, but which also respects the differences

of religion among non-Hindus, regarding all faiths

with reverence, as roads whereby men approach the

Supreme.

Therefore :

i. The religious and ethical instruction must

be such*as all Hindus can accept.

3, It must include the special teachings which

mark out Hinduism from other religions.

3. It must not include the distinctive views of

any special school or sect.

This elementary Text-Book, written in accordance

with this scheme, is intended for the use of Hindu boys

in the middle and upper sections of the High Schools

of India, and is designed to give them a general but

correct idea of their national religion, such as may be

filled in by fuller study in College and in later life, but

will not need to be changed in any essential respect.
r

It contains the fundamental ideas and doctrines

which are generally received as orthodox, but does not

enter into the details as to which sectarian divisions

have arisen. It is believed that while a sectarian parent

or teacher will probably make additions to it, he will^

not find in it anything which he will wish positively to

repudiate.
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While the book may be placed in the hands of the

boys for their own study, it is intended to be simpli-

fied by t&e oral explanations of the teacher, and each

chapter serves as an outline on which lone or more les-

sons may be based.

The shlokas given at the end of the chapters should

be committed to memory "by the boys, They will thus

acquire a useful store of sacred authorities on
fc

their

religion,

*The name of this series, Sandtana Dharma, was

chosen after full discussion, as best representing the

idea of the fundamental truths presented. It has be-

come somewhat of a sectarian name in some parts of

India, but it is here taken only as meaning the eternal

religion*

TMat this book may prove useful in laying a firm

foundation of right thinking in the minds of Hindu

youths, and may help in shaping them into pious, moralf

loyal and useful citizens of their mother-land and of the

empire, is the prayer with which its compilers send it

forth to the world.
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SANATANA DHARMA

PART I.

BASIC HINDU RELIGIOUS IDEAS.



INTRODUCTION.

T:

SANATANA
DuARMA means the Eternal Religion, the

Ancient Law, and it is based on the Vedas,

sacred books given to men many long ages ago.

This Religion has also been called the Aryan Religion,

because it is the Religion that was given to the

first nation of the Aryan race ; Arya means noble,

and the name was given to a great race, much finer

in Character and appearance than the races which

went before it in the world's history. The first

families of these people settled in the northern part

of the land now called India, and that part in which

they first settled was named Aryavarta, because

these Aryans lived in it. "[The land] from the

eastern ocean to the western ocean, between the two

mountains [Himavat and Vindhya], the wise call

Aryavarta." .

In later days the Religion was called the Hindu

Religion, and this is* the name by which it is now
usually known. It is the oldest of living Religions,
and no other Religion has produced so many great

mengreat teachers, great writers, great sages, great

saints, great kings, great warriors, great statesmen,
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them away as unsuitable for times in which people

were less spiritual. Some Tantrika forms of ritual are,

however, used in worship, along with, or inst^d of,

the current Vaidika forms. The books now extant

under the name of Tantras are generally not regarded
as part of the Veda.

That which is found in the Shruti is of supreme

authority and is accepted by every faithful follower

of the Sanatana Dharma^as final. All the sects, all

the philosophical systems,
"

appeal to the Shruti as th

final authority, determining every dispute.

The Smriti, or Dharma Shastra, is founded on, and

stands next in authority to, the Shruti, and consists of

four great works, written by sages, the chief contents

of which are laws and regulations for the carrying

on of individual, family, social and national Mfe.

Hindu Society is founded on, and governed by, these

laws. They are:

Manu Smritih, or Mana-
ma Dharma Shastram. The Institutes ofM

2. ^r^<HHWjj?r:, Yajnavalkya Smritih.

3- ^reftsr^Rn, Shankha and Likhita Smritih.

Pardshara Smritih.

The first of these is the chief compendium of Aryan
law, Manu being the great L^w-giver of the race.

Hindu chronology divides the history of a world into

seven great periods or cycles of time, each of which is

begun and is ended by a Manu, and is therefore called

a Manvantara, Manu-antara, "between [two] Manus,"
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"Six other Manus, very great minded and of great

splendour, belonging to the race of this Manu, the

descendant of Svayambhft, have each produced beings/
r

This srfows that we are in the fourth Manvantara
?

under the rule of the Manu who is, the next shloka

tells us, the son of Vivasvata. Some of his laws are

handed down in the Manu SmritL

The Yajftavalkya Smriti follows the same general
lines as the Manu Smriti and is next in importance
to .Jit. The other two are not now much studied or

referred to.

While the Shruti and the Smriti are the foundation

and the walls of the Sanatana Dharma. there are two
other important supports like buttresses ": the

Pur&nlni, Pur^nas, and the ?f?r?rsr:, ItMsafa, History*

.' Tlje ur|gas consist of histories and stories and

allegories, composed for the use of the less learned

part of the nation, especially for those who could not

study the Vedas. They are very interesting to read,,

and are full of information of all kinds. Some of the

allegories are difficult to understand, ^.nd require the

help of a teacher.

The Itihasa comprises two great poems :

i, The ;cmraw, Rftmtiyanam, the history of Shrf

Ramachandra, the ..son of king Dasharatha, and of
His wife Slt&, and of his brothers, a most interesting
and delightful story, as you all know,

2, The *r?r*rnH, Mah&bhdratam, the history of the

Kurus, a royal family of Northern India, which split
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into two parties, the Kurus and the Pindavas, between

whom a great war broke out It contains an immense

number of beautiful stories, noble moral t^chings,
'

and useful lessons of all kinds.

These two books, the Rdmdyana [and the Maha-

bhdrata, tell us most of what we know about ancient

India, about her people, and her customs, and her

ways of living, and her arts, and her manufactures.

If you read these, you will learn how great India once

was, and you will also learn how you must
behave^

to

make her great once more. l

THE SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY OF

SANATANA DHARMA.

While the Shruti and the Smriti, the Puranas and

the Itihasa, make the edifice of Hindu Religion, we

find that the Religion itself has given birth to a sp^ndid

literature of Science and Philosophy.

The Science was divided into the 5RT*TYR\ Shad-

afigani, the Six Angas, literally Limbs ;
and these six

Limbs, or Branches, comprised what would now be

called secular knowledge. In the old days religious

and secular knowledge were not divided. They included

Grammar, Philology, Astrology, Poetry, together with

sixty-four sciences and arts, and the method by
which study should be carried on, so that any one who

mastered the six angas was a man of varied and deep

learning.

i Summaries of these have been given as lectures at the C. H^
College, by Annie Besant, and are published as The Stoiy of ike

Great War^ and Shri Ramachandra.
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The Philosophy also had six divisions, the

Shaddarshanlni, the six Darshanas, or ways of seeing

things, usually called the Six Systems, They all have

one object : the putting an end to pain by enabling the

separated human selves to re-unite with the Supreme
Self ; and they all have one method the development
of 5-rnTO, Jnanam^ Wisdom. The methods employed are

different, to suit the different mental constitutions of

men, so that they are like six different roads, all leading

to^one town.

As to what is contained in the six systems of philo-

sophy, it will be enough for boys to know this :
'

The Nyiya and the Vaisheshifca arrange all the things
*AWtf^8:*.^'-^ ' **

of the world into a certain number of kinds
; then

point out that a man knows all things by means of his

senses, or by inference and analogy, or by the testimony
of other (wise and experienced) men ; and then they

explain how God has made all this material world out

of atoms and molecules ; finally they show how the

highest and most useful knowledge is the knowledge
of God, who is also the inmost Spirit of man

f
and how

this knowledge is obtained in various ways*

The Sftfikhya explains in more detail and in new
ways tfi^nafure of J^TS Purushah, spirit, and of srvRrX

Prakritih, matter, and^the
relation of the two to each

other.
*

,^_. says t^iat as there are BOW generally
> known five senses and five organs of action, so there
are other subtler senses and organs; and explains more
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fully how they may be developed by men who are seek-

ing to know God, who is their owa true inmost

Spirit.

The Mtmansa explains what Karma is, i. e. action^

both religious and worldly, and what are its conse-

quences, causes and effects, and how it binds man to

this world or to another.

The Vedanta finally tells fully wliat is the exact

and true nature of God, or Atma, and shows that the

Jlva of man is in essence the same as this Inm^fet

God f and explains how man may live so that Karma
shall not tiei bim ; and finally,, by understanding what

the M&y& Shakti of God is, by which all this world

comes forth and appears and disappears, how he may
(after practice of Yoga) merge himself into and become
one with God and so gain Moksha.



,

CHAPTER 1.

THE ONE EXISTENCE.
*

THERE
is one Infinite, Eternal, Changeless Existence,

the ALL.

From THAT all comes forth ; to THAT all returns,

" One only, without a second/* l

THAT includes within Itself all that ever has. been,

is, and can be. As a wave rises in the ocean, a uni-

verse rises in the ALL, As the wave sinks again into .

the ocean, a universe sinks again into the ALL. As
the ocean is water, and the wave a form or manifesta-

tion of the water, so is there one Existence, and the

universe a form, or manifestation, of the Existence*

"A* This verily [is] Brahman." a
'

This is the primary truth of Religion. Men have

given to the ALL many different names, The name in

the Sanitana Dharma is BRAHMAN, English-speaking

people use the name GOD, adding, to make the mean-

ing clear,
<(

God, in His own Nature/* Sometimes the,

Hindu speaks of the ALL as Nirguna Brahman, thc(

Brahman without attributes, or tfie unconditioned Brah4
man. This is to distinguish the unmanifested state!

of Brahman, the ALL, from the manifested state, int

which Brahman is called the Saguna Brahman, th|
Brahman with attributes, or the conditioned BrahmaoJ
the Supreme Ishvara with His universe.

i Chhdndogyop. VI. il L
a MM. III. xiv, I, "This" is the fceciiaical name for a unlverw.

I!
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These are called
" the two states of Brahman V? the

subject is very difficult, and it is enough for a boy
4o understand that the Saguna Brahman is Bfahman

revealed not " a second ", but Brahman shining forth
pW ^%^*%'**^-^

as THE ONE, the Great Lord of Being, Thought and Bliss,

:He is the self-existent One, the Root and Cause of all

beings* He is also sometimes called Purushottama,

the Supreme Spirit, THE SELF. With Himself as Spirit

He reveals the other side of the ALL, which is named

Mulaprakriti, the Root of Matter. Prakriti, Matter,

is that which takes form, and so can give bodies

of all sorts and shapes and kinds ;
all that we can

touch, taste, smell, see, and hear, is Matter, and a

great deal more besides, which our five senses

are not yet developed enough to perceive. The

solids, liquids and gases of the chemist are made

of Matter; all the things round us, stones, trees, ^ani-

mals, men, are made of Matter. But the whole of them

is not Matter ; inaudible, invisille/ "unsmellable, un-

tastable, intangible, the Spirit is in each, an ire;

Amshah, a portion, of Ishvara, We call the Matter part

a srfpc^, Shariram, body, or a eRtV, kosah, sheath,,

or an OTri%i Upadhih, TCj^Cte ; that which embodies^

clothes or carries the Spirit. Thus Ishvara is in

everything, and it is He who gives life to all things.

He is snciir Atma, the Self, the
o Immortal, the Innfcr

Ruler, dwelling in all objects, and thereJs ;
nothing

that can exist apart from Him. An amsha of Him

in a bi^y^lilatter is called a Jtva, or a Jfvatman, a

separated Self.

i tir%hadaro.nyakop. II. 'til i.
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There are some very important differences be-

tween Spirit and Matter, as well as the differences just

spoked of, that the senses, when completely developec^

can perceive Matter, while they cannot perceive Spirit,

and that Matter takes form while Spirit is formless.

It is the Spirit that is life, and that thinks, and feels, ;

and observes, that is the "
I "in each of us. And the

Spirit is one and the same in everybody and in every-

thing. But Matter cannot think, or feel, or observe;

4t is *c4 Jadam, without consciousness. And it has also

the tendency to be constantly dividing itself into

many forms and to become many. So that Spirit and

Matter are said to be the opposites, one of the other ; j

Spirit is called the knower, the one that knows, while

Matter is called the object of knowledge, that which is

known*

Students should try to understand these differences*

and must never confuse Spirit and Matter
; they are

opposites, the first
"
pair of opposites," out of which a

universe is built up.

Just as Spirit has three qualities, ^^ j%r?fr W=Mf
Sat, Chit, Anandamr Being, Thought-Power and Bliss,

so has Matter three qualities, tRj, y&f^ 3T39*i;> Tamah, $

Rajah, Sattvarn -Inertia, Motion, Rhythm. Inertia!

gjves resistance and stability to Matter; Motion!

keeps Matter active, moving about
; Rhythm makes the

movements regular. You may say,
" A stone does not ?

move of itself." But science tells you that every part*

!llB.Jfe.!;.?!: ?.^paTtfcles ' to <) small for you to .see*

Isjnoving rapidlj and,,regularly to, and fro^is vibratmgjl
to use the scientific name.
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Shaktih, or the Divine Power of Ish-

vara, which makes Matter begin to take form, is called

STRT, Mayl, and sometimes ^tar$ftr* 9 DaiviprSfcritih,

the Divine Prakriti. Shrl Krishria speaks of "My Divine

Prakriti
"
as " My other Prakriti, the higher, the life-

element, by which the universe is upheld."
*

The student may think of the great pair of opposites,

Ishvara and Mftlaprakriti, standing, as it were, face

to face, and the Divine Power of Ishvara shining out

on Mftlaprakriti and making the qualities, called guff**

gunah, act on each other, so that many forms begin to

appear. This Divine Power is M^yi, and so Ishvara

is called the Lord, of Maya,

Even young students 'must try to remember these

names, and what they mean, for they cannot otherwise

understand the teaching of the Bhagavad-Gitd winch

every Hindu boy must try to understand. It may be

well to say that the word Prakriti is generally used

instead of Mulaprakriti, the prefix Mtila, Root, being

usually left out.

srsr 5?

n \\ \\

Bhag. G^ia. vii.5
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fag*nf g^rra? ^r 11 ^J ll

N tH II

fwrsfiw r

^ B

ITR i"^* w*mw 5%^^ ftrifewt 1 19 8
1

*

*I will declare that which is to be known, that which

being known immortality is gained the beginningless

supreme Brahman, called neither Being nor Not-

being, xf^.- ft-

"Everywhere THAT^has hands and feet, everywhere

eyes, heads and mouths, all-hearing He dwelleth in

the world, enveloping all.
, 4,^- . 1^'

"Shining with all sense-faculties, vpthomt any sen-

ses
; unattached, supporting everything ; and free from

properties, enjoying properties.
- I if

44Without and within all beings, immovable and also

movable ;
from his subtlety indistinguishable ;

at hand

and far away is THAT.- I ^

"Not divided amid beings and yet seated distributive-

ly. THAT is to be known as the supporter of beings;

He devours and He generates. THAT the Light of all

Lights is said to be beyond darkness; wisdom, the

wisdom to be gained, the end of wisdom, seated in the
'

hearts of all." 1^ I J f

Gli&. xiil.fis -17.
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^
*

^

was in the form pf Darkness, unknown
without marks [or homogeneous], unattainable by
reasoning, Unknowable, wholly, as it were, in sleep.

*

"Then the Self-Existent, the Lord, unmanifest,
(but) making manifest This-the great elements and
the rest appeared with mighty power, Dispeller.of
Darkness.

" He who can be grasped by that which is beyond
the senses, subtle, unmanifest, ancient, containing all

beings, inconceivable, even He Himself shone forth/"

"
I, Gudakesha, am the SELF, seated in the heart of

all beings ; I am the beginning, the middle, and also the
end of all beings/'

\\

6, 7,
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< There are two Purushas in this world, one de-

structiblg
and one indestructible ;

the destructible is

all beings, the indestructible is called the unchanging.

"The highest Purusha is verily another, declared

as the Supreme SELF; He who pervadeth and sustain-

eth the three worlds, the indestructible Ishvara.

"Since I excel the destructible, and am more

excellent also than the indestructible, in the world and

in the Veda I am proclaimed Purushottama." $*

f: 11

"An eternal portion of myself, in the world of

life a living being, draweth round itself the senses, of

which Manas is the sixth, placed in Prakriti."

II \* n

cf^T ^cFf sr^I^FTfcT ^TRxT II ^^ II

" Seated equally in all beings, the supreme
indestructible within the destructible; he who thus

seeth, he seeth. *

"When he perceiveth that the varied natures of

beings are rooted in ONE and proceed from It, then

he reacheth Brahman.

1 i g? i Bfaag* Gild xv 7,""*
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"As this one sun illumineth the whole earth, so
the Lord of the field illumineth the whole field O

" '

BMrata."

373: ^ srlr ggfig^tf <er i

fimr

wirerr *P wra
srngi; it ^ n

x

"Earth, water, fire, air, ether, Manas and Buddhi
also and Ahamkftra these are the eight-fold divisions
of my Prakriti.

"This the inferior. Know my other Prakriti, the

higher, the life-element, O mighty armed, by which
the universe is upheld."

H H n

"Sattva, Rajas, Tamas, these are the Gunas,
born of Prakriti, O great-armed one

; they bind fast
in the body the indestructible dweller in the body.'

1

i Bhag. Gitd vii. 4, 5, a Ibid. xiv. 5,



** CHAPTER II.

THE MANY.

ifHEN Ishvara shines out on Prakriti and makes it fall

^" into shapes, the first Forms that appear are those

of the
psrgjfr?

: Trimftrtih, the three Aspects of Ishvara,

manifested to cause a ssr^nw^, Brahmandam, literally an

Eggff Brahma, a universe, or orderly system of worlds

The Aspect of Ishvara in which He creates the worlds

is named Brahma; Brahma is the Creator. The Aspect
of Ishvara in which He preserves, takes care of and

maintains the worlds is named Vishnu ; Vishnu is the

Preserver. The aspect of Ishvara in which He dis-

solves the worlds when they are worn out and of no

further\ise, is named Shiva, or Mahadeva ; SJnva is the^

Dissolver of the worlds. These are the first manifesta-

tions of Ishvara, His Supreme Forms, His Three As-

pects, or Faces. The ONE, the Saguija Brahmaa 0r, Jtbc*
^^M^-rt.-.W.*,^- *r..,M .,*.->.. -f , .*..

Brahma, the Creator, shapes matter into seven

Tattvani, Elements as they have been called. 1 Different

names are given to the first two ; we may use the names

Mahat-Buddhi, Pure Reason, and Ahamkara, the princi-

ple of separation, breaking up matter into tiny particles,

called atoms. Then come the remaining five Tattvas :

Akasha, Ether ; Vayu, Air
; Agni, Fire ; Apa, Water ;

Pcithivi, Earth. This is called the creation of the

i The western chemist uses the word in a different sense, but the old
meaning is the one we are concerned with.
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Bhutadi, Elements, and out of these all things are partly
made, There is more of Tamo-guna than ofRajo-guaa
and of Sattva-guna showing itself in these* elements,
and so the things composed of them chiefly are dull and

[

x

j

inert
; the inner life, the Jiva, cannot shew its powers,

ij j

} for the c at of matter is so thick and heavy,

1
' Next after the Elements the ten Indriyas are created;

these were at first only ideas in the mind of 'Brahma,
and later were clothed in the Elements; they are the
five centres of the senses : smell, taste, sight, touch, Tiear-

ing, the organs of which are the nose, tongue, eyes, skin

<

and ears
f*
and the five centres of action, the organs of

I '

.
which are : hands

> feet, and those of speech, generation

I 1
and excretion. There is more of Rajo-guna than of

Tamo-guna and of Sattva-guna shewing itself in these

I

Indriyas, so they are very active, and the innernlife, the

, ! Jiva, can shew more of its powers in them.

After the Indriyas, Brahma created in His mind the

,

Devas who are connected with the senses, and also

I Manas, the mind, which is sometimes called the sixth
1

Indriya, when the first five are spoken of, and the ele-

venth, when the ten are taken
; because it draws into

itself and arranges and thinks over all the sensations
collected by the Indriyas from the outer world. There
is more of Sattva-guna than of Tamo-guna and of Rajo-
guna shewing itself in these Deities and Manas.

The student must remember that these gunas are
never separated, but one guna may be more dominant
than another in any particular being. When Tamo-

dominates, the being is called tamasic; when
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Rajo~gu$a dominates, the being is called rajaslc ; when

Sattva-guija dominates, the being is called sattvic. AH

things mgy be divided under these three heads of

S&ttvic, Rljasic, and Tamasic. 1

Brahma next created in His mind the hosts of De~

vas, who carry out, administer, the laws of lshvara f

and see to the proper management of all the worlds,

Ishvara is the King, the One Lord, and the Devas are

His ministers, like the ministers and officials of an

earthly king. The student must never confuse the

Devas with the Supreme Ishvara, with Brahman.

They are His higher officials for the Brahm^cja, as we

men are His lower officials for this one particular world.

The Dev^sometimes called Suras, see that each I

man gets what he has earned by his karma. 2 They give I

success and failure in worldly things, according to!

what a man deserves ; they help men in many ways,l

when men try to serve them ;
and much of the bad

weather, and sickness, apd famine, and other national

troubles come from men entirely neglecting the duties

they owe to the Devas. The Devas are a vast mul-

titude, divided under their five Rulers, Indra, Vayu,

Agni, Varu$a and Kubera. Indra has to do with

the Ether; Viyu with the air; Agni with the fire; Varuiia

with the water ;
Kubera with the earth. The Devas

*

under each have different names, as we see in the

Purtaas and the ItMsa. The student may remem-

ber, for instance, ho\y Bhlma fought with the Yakshas,

i See Bhag. GUd xiv, xvii and xviii.

a Karma is explained in Chap IV,
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In these Devas the Rajoguija dominates: Manu

says that their "nature is action/
1

The Asuras, the enemies of the Devas^ embody
the resistance, or inertia, of matter, and in them the

Tamo-gurja is predominant

Brahma then created in His mind niinerals, plants,

animals and men, thus completing the picture of the

worlds wherein the unfolding of the powers Of the

Jlva what is now called Evolution was to take

place. In Samskrit this world-evolution, or w@dd*

process, is called ^f^TH, Samsira, and it is compared
to a wheel, constantly turning, on which all Jlvas are

bound.

Thus Brahma completed His share of the great

task of a universe, but the forms needed to be clothed

in physical matter, to be made active beings; tWs was

the work ,$F Vishnu, the All-Pervader, the Maintainer

and Preserver of the worlds. He breathed His Life

into all these forms, and as a Pur&ija says, became

Pr^iia in all forms and gave them consciousness.

Then all the Brahma^da
u became full of life and con-

sciousness." But even this was not enough, when

man came upon the scene. Two Aspects of Ishvara

lad given Their Life, but the third Aspect remained,

the One who dissolves forms and thus liberates the

Jlvas, calling them to union ancfcbliss. The life of Maha-

deva must be poured out to complete the triple Jtva

of man, that he might be the perfect reflexion of the

triple Ishvara. This was done, and the human Jlva

began his long evolution, having already passed
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through, evolved through, the mineral, vegetable and

&nimal kingdoms in previous kalpas. A very beauti-

ful
description

of the evolution through plants and

animals to men, until "in man Atma is manifest," and
\

*

''.by the mortal he desires the immortal," may be read I

by elder students in the Aitare^&r$$$$;]^'
1 and will f

be found in the advanced Text Book. I

The special manifestations of Vishriu, called Ava-

tras, must not be forgotten. The word means One
who. descends, from tri passing over, the prefix "ava'*

giving the significance of descending. It is applied to

Divine manifestations of a peculiar kind, in which the

Deity incarnates in some form to bring about some
special result. When things are going badly with
the world, and special help is needed to keep the

world on the road of right evolution, then Vishnu
comes*down in some appropriate form, and puts things /^ 6

right. /

Ten of His ,,Avg|jg^re regarded, as more important
than the others^ and are often spoken of as "

the Ten
Avatiras,

1 '

i. MATSYA, the Fish. Vaivasvata Manu once saw
a little fish, gasping for water, and put it into a bowl ;

it grew, and^He placed it in a larger pot; then again in
a larger, and then in a tank, a pond, a river, the sea,
and ever the Fish grew and filled its receptacle* Them
the Manu knew that this Fish was connected with His
own life-work, and when the time came for Him to
tave the seeds of life from a great flood, and He

s II. iii. 2*
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entered a ship with t

-ads, the grL F
to the world where lav the

coming of the Fish b^an the !T^ the

l life in the world
**"^ ** eTOl .on of

2. KURMA, the Tortoise

Modern Science recognises these three great-2*W -h marked in Hinduism by
4- NARASIMHA, the Man-Lion. This wasUra that came to free the earth from the ny fthe Dauyas. Into this race a child, PrahMda Ls

born, who from earliest childhood was devoid to
Vishnu, despite the threats and the cruelties of his
Dauya father. Over and over, again the father
tried to slay the son, but ever Vishnu intervened to

^savehm; at last He burst from a pillar in the form
oi a Man-Lion, and slew the Daityaking.

5- VAMANA, the Dwarf." .At last He came as
man, to aid the evolution of the human race, and gained
from Bali the right to all He could cover in three steps
one step covered the earth, and thus He won for man'
the field of his evolution.
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6. PARASHURAMA, Rama of the Axe\ This

came to punish such of the Kshattriyas as were

oppressing the people, and to teach bad rulers the

danger of using 'power to tyrannise, instead of to help.*

7. RAMA, usually called Rimachandra, the son of

Dasharatha. He, with his three brothers, cfame as the

ideal Kshattriya, the model king, and He serves as an

example of a perfect human life. An obedient and/

loving son, a tender husband, an affectionate brother,!
a -gallant warrior, a wise ruler, a diligent protector oil

His people, He is emphatically The^ Perfect Man. Hist

splendid story is told in Valmiki's I^dmdyana, and the

lovely version of Tulsi Das is known in every northern

Indian home.

8 KRISHNA, the manifestation of Divine Love and

i worshipped by myriads with
*'

As the marvellous child of Vraja and Vrindslvana, as

the friend of Arjuna, as the speaker of the Bhagavad
Gitd

}
as the wise counsellor of the Panclavas, as the

adored of Bhlshma what Indian boy does not know
His story? He is the central Figure of the Mahdbhdrata,
and His Life is traced in several Puranas.

9* l^lSS^L^16 ^ent ^e prince who gave up throne
and luxury to become a travelling mendicant, Teacher $f
the Truth. He is known as SMkyamuui, as Gotama,
as Siddhartha, and is *the founder of a mighty faith

followed by millions of the human race. In Him Vishnu
teaches vast multitudes of non-Aryan peoples.

10. KALKI, the Avatira who shall close the Kali
Yuga, and whose coming is yet in the future. When
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He comes the Satya Yuga will return to earth, a new
cycle will begin.

*

The developemcnt and perfection of the
r human

type is indicated by these Avat^ras.

"Within Thy Form, O God, the Gods I see,

All grades of beings with distinctive marks ;

Brahma, the Lord, upon His lotus-throne,

The Rishis all, and Serpents, the Divine,

Rudras, Vasus, Sidhyas and Adityas,

Vishvas, the Ashvins, Maruts, Ushmapas,

Gandharvas, Yakshas, Siddhas, Asuras,

In wondering multitudes beholding Thee/
7

$
ti

2

"
Indra, Mitra, Varuna, AgM, they call Him* and

He is golden-feathered Garutman. Of Him who is One

sages speak as manifold ; they call Him Agni t Yamap

x Bhdgavad Gita, yd. 15 and aa. 2 Rigveda. I. clxiv, 46*
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"
A\l

the Gods (are) even the Self : all rests' on

the Self.
"

\ Brahman."

11 Some call Him Agni, others Harm, (others) Praja-

pati, some Indra, others Life-Breath, others the eternal

: i

^

H

now:

i

3
i.,y

;

'
"

* l As from a blazing fire sparks, all similar to each

other, spring forth in thousands, so from the Inde-

structible, O beloved, various types of beings are

born, and they also return thither..,.*,. ...

** From That are born Breath, Mind, and all the

Senses, Ether, Air, Fire, Water, and Earth, the support
*

ofall

x Manusmriti. xii. 119. a Ibid. 123. 3 Mundakop* II. i. *, r^* s
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that 'n Vari US wavs are born, the Gods
Men, Beasts, Birds.

<m%r TOftrj

j
II

'

"From Sattva wisdom is born, and greed from
Rajas; neghgence and delusion are of Tamas, and
also unwisdom. .

''They rise upwards who are settled in Sattva -

the Rajasic dwell in the midmost place. The Tamasir
go downwards, enveloped in the vilest qualities."

n

wrer i

j,

to
.

s, verily, having shrouded wisdom,
attacheth on the contrary, to negligence.~

. xiv.



(Now) Sattva ariseth, overcoming Rajas and

Tamas, O Bharata ; (now) Tamas, (overcoming)

Rajas afd Sattva ;
and (again) Rajas (prevailing over)

Tamas and Sattva.

" When the wisdom-light streameth forth from ail

the gates of the body, then it may be known that

Sattva is increasing,

"
Greed, outgoing energy; undertaking of actions ;

restlessness, desire these are born of the increase of

Rifjas, O test of the Bhiratas.

"Darkness, stagnation and negligence, and also delu-

sionthese are born of the increase of Tamas, joy

of the Kurus."

" When dharma decays, when adharma is exalted,

then I Myself come forth ;

For the protection of the good, for the destruction

of the evil, for the firm establishment of dharma, I am

born from age to age.'*
..............^__^_

i Bhagavad Gita. iv. 7, 8.



CHAPTER III.

REBIRTH.

nation means literally takino- fl^u -

re*ncar-

- s q ^see wh,t is pf.eess rf^ bytl,e

Spice and r
^ Bmyt there is a diff̂ nce

'ShVarais said
powerful,
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unwiseand powerless
1

;
but the Jlva grows hit of

wisdom and power, and that growth is what is called/
^

Evolution.

We'have seen that the Jlva begins in the migswl*

kingdom his long pilgrimage through the physical world

At that stage he is unconscious of the outer world. His

attention is called to it, its ^xistence
is forced on him,

by violent shocks and Wows from , PUtside ; earthquakes, $
volcan^lSiips, "the" rolling^of"the furious surf,

these and many other violent agencies arouse the

jfva's attention to the fact that he is not alone, that

tfiere^tslomething outside him. If. the student read

t̂ j^^^g^f-^ very early periods of the earth's his-

tory, he will be struck by the number of big cata-
^

y
strophes ;

all these were necessary to awaken the Jivas.
f ^^

After a very very long time, the Jlvas were sufficiently Kf

awsfke to be fit for softer and more flexible bodies than

minerals, and 'they went on into
jgjants,

while others,

coming out later from Ishvara, took their places in the

mineral kingdom*

The Jlvas in the plants now became more conscious

of the'outer''world,' feeling
the warm sun, and the gentle^

'breezes, and the"life-giving rain. As they grew older

and more sensitive, they passed into the longer-lived

plants, such as shrubs and 'trees, and in these mor of

their inner powers ^nfolded, tiftj^^

go on into the animal
'

kingdom, While the younger

"ones"came on into the"Vegetable kingdom, and others

> still younger into the minerals.

i SM&etdskvaiarop. L 9.
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broken, so that the student may grasp the main idea*

But, in nature, while the general stream is onward^

there ar many little twists and turnings and runnings

up into bye-ways. A Jiva may slip backwards foj... a,,,,

jtime^
and stay a while in a stage that he has long left

behind him. There is something he has not quite

learned, some power he has not quite evolved, and he
}

falls by this into a lower stage again, as a boy at

school, i?he were idle, might be put back into a lower

cla.^. A Jiva which has reached the human stage

may be attached to an animal, or to a plant, or if he

be 'very tamasic, even to a stone, till he has learned to

use the human form better. Then he is like a man I

in prison, shut out from human society, and un$!'e tof|

use his human powers, for want of freedom.

But the Jiva is not to be tied for ever to the wheel

of births and deaths. The ropes that tie him to this

wheel are his desires. So long,.as_he desires objects

-ilSiJj^^ *le JWSt come .back to this

earth in orderjto,possess and enjoy these objects. But

when he ceases to desire these objects, then the ropes

are broken, and he is free. He need not be born any
more

;
he has reached liberation. He is then called a

Mukta, a free Jiva.
!*fr

Often Muktas remain in this world to help its pro-?

gress, so tliat other Jivas may get free sooner than they
otherwise would. We read about such Muktas in the

Vedas and the Puranas and the Itibisa : sometimes they
gnlMy^u^."-

""
'',;,- -.>" '

.
*'

j?re great Rishis or kings, and sometimes they are quite

simple people. But whatever they may be in outside
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appearance, they are pure and unselfish and calm, and

live only to help others. They are content to labour

for the good of the world, and thy know IJiat they
are one with Ishvara.

" As the dweller in the body passe th in one body
through childhood, youth and old age, so passeth^he
on to another body. The well-balanced grieveth not

thereat."

it

F^r f^arc ?T^%5f ir^ar 5^ i

emit ^r 9 FsrsrRttr ?rr^ fF^ar ?r 5^ H

rreftw sftwrftr

i Bkqgavad Gita. iL 13.
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" The bodies of the embodied one which is eternal,

indestructible and boundless are known as finite.

Therefore fight, O Bharata, (for duty).
" He that regardeth this as a slayer, and he who

thinketh Ire is slain, both of them are ignorant He
slayeth not, nor is he slain,

91 He is not born, nor doth he die : nor having
been, ceaseth he any more to be; unborn, perpetual,
eternal and ancient, he is not slain when the body is

killed.

*' Who knoweth it indestructible, perpetual, unborn,
un

diminishing, how can that man slay, O Pftrtha, or
cause^to be slain ?

<( 4s a H^r1
, casting off worn-out garments, taketh

new ones, so
t}ie dweller in the body, casting off worn-

out bodies, eritereth into others that are new.
4< This dweller in the body of every one, Is ever in-

vulnerable, Bharata. Therefore thou shouldst not

grieve for any creature."

" As a goldsmith, having taken a piece of gold, makes*
another form, new and more beautiful, so, verily the

i Bhagctvad Gita. il 18-22 and 30, 2 Brihadaranyakop^ IV. iv. 4.
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Atrna, having cast off this body and having put a'w

Avidya, makes another new and more beautiful form

<f He who acteth, ascribing all actions to Brahmai

abandoning attachment, is unpolluted by sin as a loa

leaf by the waters.

"By the body, by Manas, by Buddhi, and eve

by the senses alone, yogis perform action, having abaij

doned attachment, for the purification of the self.
i*

" The harmonised man, having abandoned the frui

of action, attaineth to everlasting peace; the non-harm

onised, attached by desire to fruit, is bound/
1

srnnr

T: II

ra ^rfi

fi?r?n n

^ l"w
2
it l

i Bhagav&d Gitd* v. 10-12. zlbid.v* 18-21.
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" The sage looketh equally on a Brahmana perfected

in learning and humility and on a cow, an elephant,

and even^a dog and a Shvap&ka.

"
They have won heaven even here on earth whose

Manas is established in equilibrium. Brahman is de-

fectless equilibrium ;
therefore they are established in

Brahman.

"One should neither rejoice in obtaining what is

pleasant, nor sorrow in obtaining what is unpleasant;

with Buddhi firm, unperplexed, the Brahmau-knower

is established in Brahman.
" He whose self is unattached to external contacts

finds joy in the SELF; and he, having the Self harmonis-

ed with Brahman by Yoga, enjoys happiness exempt

from decay,

SrMt

" That Yogi whose happiness is within, whose
en-*|

joyment is within, and whose light is within,
(himself)J

attaineth to the Nirv^a of Brahman, himself becoming!
Brahman.

o " The Rishis obtain the Nirvana of Brahman, their

i Bhagavad GitcL v. 214*a6,



sins
destroyed, their doubts

removed, their selves
controlled, intent upon the welfare of all beings.

who'^
ear

^^ N
,

irVai?a f Brahman to the yatiswho know
themselves, who are freed from desireand passion, aad controlled in mind."



CHAPTER IV.

KARMA,

is a Samskrit word which means action, but it is

generally used to mean a certain definite connexion

between what is being done now, and what will happen
in the future. Thingj^^ acciderrt^by

chance, in a disorderly way. They happen in regular
;***""*

'

*H***Hi^*;^.'X^w*r^-- . , ,

succession; they follow each other in a regular order.

If a seed is planted in the ground, it sends up a

little stem, and leaves grow on the stem, and the

flowers come, and then fruits, and in the fruits are seeds

again. And one of these seeds planted will produce
a stem, and leaves, and flowers and fruits and seeds*

'ITie same sort of seed produces the same kind of plants.
^JIT"*******^*^Kice produces rice-plants; barley produces barley;
wheat produces wheat; thistle produces thistle; cactus

produces cactus. If a man sows thistles, he must not

expect a crop of sweet grapes; if he plants prickly
cactus, he must not expect to gather juicy apples. This
is karma, and a man, knowing it, sows the seed of the

thing he wants to reap. This is Jbe. firAt thing tore-
, ...,:.':'

...... "~ *' ''--*' *""v
"".'...-"A-vQ.---tf!j..-.>'

<

.^

Now an action is nof quite so simple a thing as it

looks. If I ask a person, "Why do you walk into the
town ?", he will say: "/ wanted a pair of .shoes, and /
thought I could get them there;" or : "/ wanted to see
a friend, and / thought he was in the town ;" and so
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on in many ways : but always, "/ wanted'and I thought

therefore / acted" These three are always found to-

gether.

Now a want is what is called a desire; we desire to

jget something that is the first stage; then we think

how to get it that is the second stage; then we act so

as to get it- that is the third stage. This is the regular

)rder ; every action has a thought behind it, and every

:hought
lias a desire behind it

* These three things action, thought, desire ar^the

three threads that are twisted into the cord of karma.

Our actions make the people round us happy or unhap-

py; if we make them happy, we have sown happiness

like a seed, and it grows up* into happiness For our-

selves ;
if we make them unhappy, we have sown un-

happiness like a seed, and it''

l

gr ws UP into tmhappiness

for ourselves. If we do cruel things, we sow cruelty

like a seed, and it grows up into cruelty to ourselves.

If we do kind things, we sow kindness like a seed, and

it grows up into kindness to ourselves. AA^teverJjgfc,

sow byjour^ gjiQ^ggSL^^J taH.
s ' This is karma.

But action has tbought
behind it. Now

%makes wjhjtfaa,ft^^ the nature and" kind

*
lof mind that we have. 4JSi&U^

* Ideal, oujain^bj0^ If we think

Ikmdly we become kind
;

if wethink cruelly, we become

Wuel ;
if we think deceitfully we become deceitful ;

if

we think honestly, we become honest. Injtjj;iw^..9r
character is made by our thoughts, and

.....
whu ...... w,e,ar,e

again we"shall"
1

be"bprn with the character th
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bein^jjiade by our thoughts now. As we act according

toour nature, or character as a kind person acts kindly,

or a crtfel person acts cruelly it is easy to see thatjac- I

tions in our next life wiU depend on the thoughtsjrf our
f

^^nUife.
This is karma. I

But*' thought has ^^^;J.|hind it, Now desire

brings us the object we wish forT^s^gj^^
soft iron, so does desire attract objectZji we desire

money, we shall have the opportunity of becoming rich

in^uiother life. If we desire learning, we shall have

the opportunity of becoming learned in another life. If

we desire love, we shall have the opportunity of becom-

ing loved. If we desire power, we shall have the

opportunity of becoming powerful. This is karma.

The student should think ovsr this again and again

till he thoroughly understands it, Only when he under-

ITtandls this, can he go on to the more difficult problems
of karma. Karma may be summed up in a sentence : !

"

But the student may ask :
"

If my actions now are

the outcome of my past thoughts, and if my past

thoughts are the outcome of my past desires, ^jnjjngji

helplessly bound ? I must act as I have thought. I^w^*WW^Wte',ikWiKf-
must think as I have desired." That is true, but ta

a certain extent only ;
for we are changing constantly

as we gain new experiences, and the Jlva thus gains
more knowledge, and by the help of that changes bis

desires. In other words, while we have actually

^desired, thought and acted in a certain way in the past
the possibility of desiring, thinking and acting otherwise

has also been present throughout that past ;
and this
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possibility may be turned, at any time, into actuality,

as soon as we realise by means of new experiences, the

evil consequences of acting as we have actually done

in the past.

Suppose a man finds that he has acted cruelly ;
he

learns that his cruel action was caused by his cruel

thoughts in the past, and that those cruel thoughts

grew out of desire to get an object which could only
be obtained by cruelty. He sees that his cruel

actions make people miserable, that they hate jfnd

fear him, and thus make him lonely and unhappy. He
thinks over all this, and he resolves to change, but the

; pressure of his past thoughts and desires is very diffi-

cult to resist. He goes to the root of the trouble -the

desire for the things that he cannot get without crueltyy

and he who is the Jfva says to himself : "I will rw>t let

myself desire those things and whenever I begin to wish

for them I will remember that the desire breeds misery."

He uses thought to check desire, instead of letting

de^re'^cqntrol thought Then instead of desires carry-

ing him away, as if they were runaway horses, he

gradually uses thmiglu^^^i^, and keeps his desires

in check. He. will only allow them to run after objects

that bring happiness when they are obtained.

Young Jivas let their desire^ run away with them?

and so bring much unhappiness on themselves ; older

Jivas grow wiser, and when the desire runs out to an

object the possession of which would as he has found

in the past, cause unhappiness, he remembers that past

unhappiness, and by his thought pulls the desire back.

r

1015G2-
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The student, then, who would make happiness for !

others and for himself, must look well after his desires,

must find out by observation and study which objects, u

in the long run bring happiness, and which bring un-

happiness, and must then try, with all his strength, I

to desire only that the outcome of which is happiness- t

It is very important to realise that escape from the

bonds of birth and death is not gained by any special

mode of life, but that, as Shri Krishna says : "He who, *

established in unity, worshippeth Me, abiding in all
(V

beings, that Yogi liveth in Me, whatever his mode of .

living.
1 ' 1

Janaka, the Kshattriya king, and Tul&dhira

the Vaishya merchant, equally reached liberation, and ^ i"

that, not by fleeing to the forest, but by the absence

of desire for worldly things. I

Janaka was king in Mithili over the Videhas,
\

and, having attained to tranquility of mind, he sang I

this song :
" Unlimited is my wealth, and yet I have !

naught. If the whole of Mithili be burned up with
f

fire, yet for me there will be nothing lost." 2 And so he

told Mtodavya, having repeated this, that whatever I

possessions a man might have were but a source of
[

trouble, and that the gratification of desire, here or ?

in heaven, could not afford the sixteenth part of th5

happiness whicii came, from the disappearance of !

desire. As the horns of a cow grow with the cow, so i

does the desire for wealth grow with its possession, I !

^Wealth should be used for the good that can be done !
j

with it, but desire is sorrow. Looking on all creatures \ j

i Bhagavad Giia. vi. 31, 2 Mahabharata, ShSati Parva, claonmx, <
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as on himself, a wise man gains freedom from all an**

xiety.
1 By the teaching of the sage Yajnavalkya, king

Janaka attained liberation, for it "enabled him totattain

to that Brahman which is auspicious and immortal, and

which transcends all sorrow." 2 And having thus

learned, he became in his turn a teacher, to whom even

Vyasa sent his son, Shuka, to learn the religion of

emancipation.
3

Jajali made great tapas, and became filled with

pride ;
and one day he thought within himself: "Wtfo

in this wide sea and spacious earth is like to me?"

Then cried a voice :

a
Say not such words. Even

Tuladhara, busy in buying and selling, should not thus

speak, and to him thou art not equal,
" Then Jtjali

wondered much that a mere merchant should be put

above himself, a Brahmana and an ascetic, and he

set forth to find Tuladhara, and thus solve the

riddle. Vexing himself, he reached the city of Viranasi,

and there found Tuladhara, a mere shopkeeper, sell-

ing, to whomsoever came, all kinds of goods. Then

Tuladhafa stood up, greeting the Brahmana as was

fitting, and to him Tuladhara related the story of the

great penance that had inflated him with pride: "Angry,
tkou hast come to me, O Brahmana

;
what service

can I render thee?" Much amazed was Jajali at such

knowledge of his past shown fry this humble trader,

and eagerly he pressed for explanation. Then Tula-

dhara spoke to him of the ancient morality known to

i Ibid, cccxxvii. a See the great discourse of Yajnavalkya to king
Janaka ; Mahabharata. Shftnti rarva. cccxi cccxix.

3 Ibid, cccxxvi cccxxvii.
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all though practised by so few of living In a way
which inflicted harm "on none, or, when harm could

not b% totally avoided, a minimum of such harm ; h^

himself asked no loan from any, nor with any quar-

relled ;
attraction and aversion he had conquered; equal

his look on all, without praising or blaming any ;
when

a man is fearless and is feared by none, when he neither

likes nor dislikes, when he does no wrong to any, then

he reaches Brahman. Very beautifully did Tuladhara

discourse of the injuries inflicted an animals and on

men by cruelty, of the nature of sacrifice, and of true

pilgrimage, shewing how liberation might be gained

by harrnlessness. 1

"Man verily is desire-formed; as is his desire so

is his thought; as (his) thought is, so he does action
;
as

he does action, so he attains."

s

"So indeed the desirer goes by work to the object
in which his mind is immersed/ 1

"Now verily man is thought-formed; as man in

this world thinks, so, having gone away hence, he

k
becomes,"

,, ,

T - Mahabharata. Shfmti Parva. cclxi cdxiv.
a Bnhadarawa&op.lV. iv. 5. 3 Ibid. 6. 4 ChMndo$yop. Ill, xiv. ia
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11 Nor do actions pollute Me, nor is the fruit of

action desired by Me, He who thus knoweth Me, is

not bound by karma.

<(

Knowing thus our forefathers performed action

for the sake of liberation; therefore do thou also

form action, as did ourjforefathers in the olden time."

t H

i

: n

9[rT<fT?u

*r

<(

|Whose works are all free from the moulding of

desire, whose karma is burned up in the fire of wis-

dom, him the wise have called a Sage,

i Bhagavad. Gita, iv, 14, i$, a Ibid,
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w
Having abandoned all attachment to the fruit of

action, always content, seeking refuge In non^ although

doing Actions, he is not doing anything.

11 Free from desire, his thoughts controlled by the

SELF, having abandoned all attachment, performing

actions by the body alone, he doth not commit sin.

" From one with attachment dead, free, with his

thoughts established in wisdom, working for sacrifice

(only), all karma melts away.

4tBrahman the oblation, Brahman the clarified butter,

are offered to Brahman the fire, by Brahman ; unto

Brahman verily shall he go who in his action medi-

tateth wholly upon Brahman."

it

l

<J,When all the desires hidden in the heart are

loosed, then the mortal becomes immortal, then he here

enjoys Brahman*"

rwrfta 3 i

*

I BTCW ftrfSarw:

i Kathop* II. v), 14*
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.
"Know the Self the chariot-owner, the body the

chariot
;
know Reason the charioteer, and the mind as

the reins ; they call the senses the horses, the sense-

objects their province. The Self, joined to the senses

and mind, (is) the enjoyer ; thus say the wise. Whoever
is ignorant, always with mind loose, his senses (are)

uncontrolled, like bad horses of the charioteer. Who-
ever is wise, always with mind tightened, his senses

(are) controlled, like good horses of the charioteer*

Whoever is indeed ignorant, thoughtless, always

impure, he does not obtain that goal, (but) comes again
into Sams&ra."

i Ibid. I. iii, 37.



* CHAPTER V,

SACRIFICE.

THE
idea of '*

-offering sacrifices
"

is very familiar in

India, but a student needs to understand the

principle which underlies all sacrifices, so "that he may
realise that every one should sacrifice himself to the

good of others, and that all sacrifices of other things

are meant to teach a man how he ought, at last, to

sacrifice himself.

The first thing to grasp is that creation is sacrifice.

Ishvara confines Himself, limits Himself in matter

in order that a universe may be made manifest Shruti

and Smriti alike proclaim this truth, as in the Puru-

sha Sukta of the Rigveda, or as in the allusion by Sbri

Krishna to the formal sacrifice that causes the birth of

beings.
1 Immersion in matter is, in spiritual language,

called *Me
<

3n^r
w and Ishvara thus sacrificed Himself in

He might taring into separate being portions

of Himself, the Jivas who might develope all His

powers in matter in an infinite variety of forms. This

is the primary sacrifice, and on this is based the Law.

This also gives us the meaning of sacrifice : it is the

pouring out of life for tfce benefit of others.

The Lawf Sacrifice is the

In the earlier stages of their growth they are forcibly!

sacrificed, and so progress involuntarily, without their

G*1a* viii
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own consent or even knowledge, their forms being

violently wrenched away from them, and they propelled

into new ones, a little more developed. Ityis the
"

Jtvas of the mineral kingdom are prepared to pass on

into the vegetable, by the breaking up of their mineral

bodies for the support of plants. The Jlvas of the

vegetable kingdom are prepared to pass on into the

animal, by the breaking up |of their vegetable bodies

for the support of animal life. The Jivas of the animal

kingdom are prepared to pass on into the human, J>y

the breaking up of their bodies for the support of other

animals, of savages, and of certain types of men. And

even the Jtvas of the human kingdom are prepared to

rise into higher races by the breaking up of their human

bodies for the support of .other human lives in can-

nibalism, war, etc,

In all these cases the bodies are sacrificed for the

benefit of others, without the assent of the embodied

consciousness. Only after untold ages does the Jlva

recognise, in the body, the universality of the law, and

begin to sacrifice his own upadhis deliberately, for

;the good of those around him. This is called self-

sacrifice, and is the showing forth of the divinity of

*he Jlva, the proof that he is of the nature of Ishvara.

A wonderful story of utterm^st^self-sacrifice
is told

in the MaMbharata.

Indra, the king of the Devas, was sore beset by the

Asura Vrittra, born of the wrath of a Rishi, whom*

Indra had offended by an unrighteous act. Vrittra,
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heading the Daityas, defeated Indra and his armies in

battle, drove him away from his capital, Amaravati, and
'

took a^y his sovereignty. Long the Devas wandered

with their king in exile and repeatedly they made en-

deavour to regain their capital, but were vanquished

again and again. Finally they learnt that the righteous!

wrath of a Rishi could not be allayed except by
thej

volountary self-sacrifice and pity of another Rishi
; andf

that Vrittra could be slain by no other weapon than the!

thunderbolt made with 'the self-given bones of a holy

one, And they went eagerly to the Rishi Dadhlchi and

told their woeful tale to him, And he was filled with

a great pity and said:
"

I give to you my body willingly

to make what use of it you like," And when their

Artificer Vishvakarma shrank from laying a rude and

painful hand upon that shining body of purity and Tzlpas,

Dadhichi smiled and said:
" Cover this body up with

salt; bring here a herd of cows ; they shall lick off the

salt and flesh together; and ye shall take the bones which

only ye require ;
and so naught of this body shall be

wasted". And this was done, And Vrittra fell before

the might born of that wondrous sacrifice. 1

The Jlva is led up to this point by the teachings

of the Rishis, who bid him make sacrifices of his' po-
sessions for a good that he does not receive imme-

diately ; they show him that when a man sacrifices

tojpjhers, his gifts return to him increased in the future.

A man is to sacrifice some of his goods, which may be
9 looked on as outlying pieces of himself, and he is

it Loc. cit. Vana Parva. c.
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promised that this act of self-denial shall brin*mcreased possessions. Next they were taught to

&

s.nnlar sacrifice, and to deny themselves preVL
joyments, in order that they might lay ^

Another
ksson.,^ugju in

:
these sacrifices was the

'Le^S?-anbear.stoall the beings round hirn^th at
.he not a

solitary, isolate<fiife,T>u t that all

;P

ter-de
P55,dent and can only prosper p

^-ogn|ejhH interdependence. The
hi

.

him to sac.fice daily to the Devas, to
Flishis, to 8nces

tors, to men and animals, and showed him that as a !these made sacrifices to enrich his
life, he had incurredto them a debt, a duty, which he must pay by saci,fice-

A-hS-te,? others, he
......must, in common honesty,

iv^ato.
Sacrifice is right, a thing that oughto be done, that is owed.

5

Finally, as the Jtva recognises his parentage, his

^entity
in nature with Ishvara, sacrifice becomes ah

jjEE2S&.a delight, and the pouf?Hg~ut" of HfTfor
others ,s felt as a joyous exercise of innate divine
powers. Instead of seeing how much he can take andhow I,tt!e he can give, he tries to see how little he can
take and how much he can give. He begins to look'
very carefully into what he takes for the support of his
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own upftdhis, and seeks to reduce to

the suffering inflicted by the breaking of lower-
*

for his support. He abandons the foods and the amuse-

ments which inflict pain on sentient beings, and tries?

to become " the friend of all creatures. He realises

that while the preying of animals on animals, of men

on men, and the slaughter of animals by men for food or

sport, are necessary at certain stages of evolution for

the development of necessary faculties and powers, men

sheuld gradually evolve from these stages and cultivate

the faculties of gentleness, sympathy and tenderness,

regarding the weaker .as younger Selves to be helped,

instead of as victims to be immolated,

As a man lives in such thoughts of his non-separate-

ness from younger Selves, he begins to feel more

really.his non-separateness from elder Selves and from

the Universal Parent, Ishvara.. Slowly he realises

that his true function is to live for others, as Ishvara

lives for all, and that his true happiness lies in becom-

ing a channel in wjtiich the life of Ishvara is flowing, a

willing instrument to do the will of Ishvara. Then

every action becomes a sacrifice to Ishvara, and actions

no longer bind him. Thusjhejaw_

of sacrifice becomes

also the law of liberation.

* srarn

\
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: IL

: t

"I

1

.

"
Having in ancient times emanated mankind to-

gether with sacrifice, Prajapati declared : By this shall

ye propagate; be this to you the Kimadhuk ;

" With this nourish ye the Devas, and may the

Devas nourish you ;
thus nourishing each other ye

shall reap the supremest good.
"
For, nourished by sacrifice, the Devas shall be-

stow on you the enjoyments you desire. A thief verily

is
i hjB i>whq >ji enjpyeth Fi

what
ijs given by them without re-

turningthe gift.

" The righteous, who eat the remains of the sacri-

fice, are freed from all sins; but the impious, who dress

food for their own sakes, they verily eat sin.

n
*' From food creatures come forth : from rain is the

production of food
;

rain proceedeth from sacrifice;

sacrifice ariseth out of action. *

"Know thou from Brahma action groweth, and Brah-

ma from the Imperishable cometh. Therefore Brahman,
the all-permeating, is ever present in sacrifice.

"

~'Gita* iii. 10 15.

'
""""
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"'They who long after success, in action on earth

sacrifice to the Devas ; quickly in this world of men,

is success born of action,"

I

3

"O Kingswlndra, Varuna, to this our sacrifice be ye

turned by offerings and homage: ............................

" O Indra, Varuna, plenteous wealth and food and

blessing give us : ................................................
**'

" This my song may it reach Indra, Varuna, and by

its force bring sons and offspring.
"

^TT

11 Whoever works (sacrifices) pouring libations intc

.the shining of these [the seven flames previously men-

tioned] at the proper* time, him these sunrays lead

where dwells the one Lord of the Devas. Saying to

him * Come, come/, these resplendent libations carry

x Bhagavad Gita. iv. xa-

3 Mmdakop. I. u. , 6.



the sacrificer by the sun-rays, worshipping him and say-

ing the sweet words ;

' This is your pure well*deservcd

Brahma-world. M>
.

. +

srir

l The eaters of the amrita-remains of sacrifices

go to the eternal Brahman. This world is not for

the non-sacrificer, much less the other, O%
best of the

Kurus. "

" From one with attachment dead, harmonious, with

his thoughts established in wisdom, working for sac-

rifice (only), all Karma melts away.
" *

" Whatsoever thou doest, whatsoever thou eatest,

whatsoever thou offerest,'whatsoever thou givest, what-

soever thou doest of austerity, O Kaunteya, do thou

that as an offering unto Me.

"Thus thou shalt be liberated from the bonds of

action, (yielding) good and evil fruits.
"

i Bhagavctd, Gita, iv, 31. 2 Ibid. 23, 3 Ibid, ix, 37, aS.
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THE WORLDS VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE.

TA!E all know one world, the world around us, which
JCJL we catl see> and hear, and touch, and taste, and

smell, Science tells us of many parts of this world,

which our senses are not keen enough to perceive,

things too small for our eyes to see, too subtle to affect

any of our senses. These parts of our world, which

we cannot perceive but about which science tells us, are

still physical, although invisible to us ; they are parts of

our world. Physical matter includes solids, liquids, gases,
and ethers, all made up of atoms of the same kind.

But we have heard of other worlds, which are in-

visible and are not a part of this world, the worlds into

which people go when they pass away from this earth

by death. We read of the Trilokj, the three worlds,

and every one should know something about these, for

in these three worlds the Jiva is bound to the wheel of

births and deaths, and in these his evolution proceeds.
These three worlds are made at the beginning of an
immense period called a Day of Brahma, and perish at

its ending. Four other great lokas, or worlds, com-

plete the Brahraanda, but^they last on through the life

of Brahma. We need not deal with them here. There
are also some subdivisions within the great lokas, to

wfeich the same name of loka is given, such as Preta-

loka and Pitriloka in Bhuvarloka, and Indraloka a-nd

Suryaloka in Svargaloka.
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The three great lokas with which we are concerned,

the Trilokl, are: Bhurloka, the physical world, or the

earth ; Bhuvarloka, the world of *'

becoming^" inter-

mediate between the earth and Svarga ; Svargaloka, the

heaven-world. Of these three, Bhurloka is partly visible

and partly invisible to us
;
Bhuvarloka and Svargaloka

are Invisible. In Bhurloka the Prithvt Tattva is the

basis of all forms: it exists in seven modifications solid,

liquid, gaseous, radiant, etheric,super-etheric and atomic.

These later four are spoken as "the ethers." In Bhavar-

loka seven similar modifications exist, but the basis is

the Apas Tattva. In Svargaloka there are also seven

similar modifications, but the basis is the Agni Tattva.

The Jiva has three sheaths corresponding to these

worlds the Annamayakosha, the Pranamayakosha,
the Manomayakosha, The Annamayakosha, Qj" food-

sheath so called because it Is built up out of the food

we eat corresponds with the visible part of the earth

and is composed of solids, liquids and gases. The

Prtnamayakosha or Prina-sheath, corresponds with the

invisible part of our earth, and Is composed of ethers.

Prana is the life-energy, and includes all the forces that

science calls magnetic and electrical, but is much more
than these. Both these sheaths are connected with
Bhurloka.

The Manomayakosha, minci-sheath, has two parts ;

the denser part, in which the passions have their seat,

Is "orniecled with Bhuvarloka ;
the finer part, in which

play the emotions and thoughts, is connected

!:/ a.
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Other names are used for these sheaths, according
to the object for which the classification is made, but

the student need not become confused by these, for a&

he advances, he will find that his increased knowledge
makes them quite Intelligible. We will only notice

three names very commonly used.

The Sthulasharlra, or solid body, is the same as the

Annamayakosha, made of solids, liquids and gases.
The Sftkshmasharira, or subtle body, includes the

P*ranaraayakosha and the Manomayakosha; in addition
to these, it includes another kosha, the VijMnamaya-*

'kosha, the knowledge-sheath, which connects the Jlva
with Maharloka, a loka beyond the Trilokl in which his

pilgrimage is carried on, one which is not destroyed,
though it is rendered uninhabitable, at the close of the

Day^of Brahma. This part of the SQksbmasharira, the

knowledge-sheath, is relatively permanent, and lasts

through the series of births and deaths,

A table may make these two classifications, and their

relation to the lokas, clear :

SHARIRA. LOKA. KOSHA,

Sthftla. Bhorloka. Annamaya.
Sttkshma. BhOrloka. Franarnaya^
Sukshma. Bhuvarloka, Manoinaya.
Stikshma.

*

Svargaloka. Manonjnya,

[These perish at or after death and are renewed at rebirth,]

Stikshma. Maharloka.
Vijuauaiaiaya.

[This does not perish at or after death, so is not renewed at rabirthj
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The Sthulasharira contains the organs of action, the

hands, feet, and those of speech, generation and excre-

tion, often called the Karmendiiyas; but the tnjs Kar-

mendriyas, the centres which direct and control the

organs, are in the Sukshmasharira. Thus joy, or grief,

or any strong emotion, affects the centres and, through

them, the organs ;
the hands twitch, the feet tap, speech

Is impeded in irritation ; and so on. The Jntnen-
driyas have also their centres in the Siikshmasharira,

while their organs eyes, ears, tongue, nose and skin-*

are in the Sthulasharira.

First, the

from the Sthttlasharlra,
the Jiva drawing it away by means of the Pranamaya-
kosha. This leaves the Sthulasharira a mass of " life-

less" matter; that Is, of matter from which the life *hat
held it together is withdrawn; there is plenty of life

left in the cells of the body, and they begin to break

away from each other, but the ruling life is gone. The
Jiva remains In his Sukshmasharira. Very quickly he
shakes off his Pranarnayakosha. and has then the denser

part of the Manomayakosha as his outermost garment.
He is then called a Preta, and Is an inhabitant of Preta-

l<jjj;a.
If he has been a very good man on earth, he

dreams away happily while in this condition
; but if he

has been a bad man, he suffers wfiile a Preta, craving
for the earthly pleasures which he Is no longer able to

obtain. After a shorter or longer time according to

the strength of these cravings and the consequent

length
of time needed for their exhaustion the densest
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part of the Manomayakosha falls away, and he goes as

a Pitri into Pitriloka. Having spent there sufficient

time tg
1

purify the Manomayakosha from all elements

unfit for Svarga, the Jiva in the purified Manomaya*
kosha goes on into Svarga, and enjoys there the fruit

he has stored up,

When this is exhausted, the time has come for his

return to earth, and the purified Manomayakosha dis-,

solves away, leaving the Jiva in the Vijnanamayakosha. /

t-Ie quickly puts forth his power to form new vehicles,

and creates a new Manomayakosha for his coming life

in the lower worlds. The Devas build for him

mayakpsha and an Annamayakosha^ according to his
,

Karma, and he is again born into Bhurlpk?^

These are the recurring stages of the Jlva's pilgrim-

age :*Iife in the visible world, death, life in the invisible

worlds, rebirth. This is repeated time after time,

time after time. At last, the Jiva grows weary of these

three worlds, and longs for higher, subtler experiences J

and more expanded life
;
he turns away from all these

J

worlds can offer him, and finds delight in meditation, j

in worship, in the compassionate helping of the weaker
;

!

he no longer uses his vehicles to gain pleasure for him-

self, but only to do service to others, and, so used, they
can no longer imprison him. He dwells in the high-l

er lokas, guiding his lower vehicles as his instruments!
J

in the lower worlds, and becomes a co-worker withll f

^Ishvara, either retaining his vehicles for service, orll

throwing them away and entering into Brahman, I
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f< Now verily there are three worldsthe
vPprld of

men, the world of the Pitris, the world of the Devas. "

41 For certain is death for the born, and certain is

birth for the dead
;

therefore over the inevitable thou

shouldst not grieve.

"
Beings are unmanifest in their origin, manifest in

their midmost state, uqmanifest in their dissolution :

what room then for lamentation?"

"The people who know the Day of Brahma, a thou*

pnd Yugas in duration, and the Night, a thousand

Yugas in ending-, they know day and night

"From the unmanifested all ttie manifested stream
forth at the coming of Day; at the coming of Night
they dissolve, even in that called the unraanifested. "

* I. v. 16.

2 Bhagavad Gtiu, ii. 27, 28, 3 Ibid. viii. 17, 18.
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tr

" The knowers of the three (Vedas\ the Soma-drink-

ers, the purified from sin, worshipping with sacrifice,

pray of me the way to Svarga ; they, ascending to the

holy world of the Deva Indra, enjoy in heaven the

divine joys of the Devas.

"
Having enjoyed the spacious Svarga-world, their

holiness withered, they come back to this mortal world.

Following the virtues enjoined by the three (Vedas),

desiring sense-objects, they undergo this passage to

and fro.

" At the end of many births the man full of wis-

dom cometh unto me : 'Vasudeva is all', saith he, the

MahatmS, very difficult to find.
"

i Ibid, ix. 20, 21. 2 Ibid* vii. 19.
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GENERAL HINDU RELIGIOUS CUSTOMS AND RITES.



CHAPTER I.

THE SAMSKARAS.

EVERY
religion prescribes a number of ceremonies, or

rites, to be performed by its followers. The use of
these ceremonies, speaking generally, is (i) to help the

JIva to conquer and purify his sheaths
; (2) to bring to

Ins aid superior Intelligences, such as the Devas and
the Rishis

; (3) to improve the atmosphere around him
;

and so m-ake it easier for him to steady and concentrate
his mind.

To this end are used material objects, gestures,
postures and sounds, all carefully arranged to bring
about the results aimed at.

The objects used are chosen for their good magne-
tism, and in many cases such as particular flowers
offered to a particular Deva because they share the
magnetism of the Object of meditation or of worship,
and thus make a link between that Object and the

worshipper. Thus a mala, a rosary, of tulasi beads is

u^ed in the worship of Shrl Krishna
;
one of rudraksha

in the worship of Mahadeva.
"

^

Gestures and posti^es, for the most part, affect the
Fracas the subdivisions of the life-breath that cir-
culate in the body; some prevent the magnetism of the
j>ody from escaping into the surrounding atmosphere,
and force its currents to move in a way suitable to
calm and quiet thought,
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Sounds are used for all the three purposes mentioned

above. They give rise to vibrations, and as these vib-

rations are regular and even, they make the vibrations

of the Sukshmasharira which is very sensitive and

easily affected regular and even also. When these

vibrations of the Stikshmashartra are made 'regular, the

Jiva is much helped in steadiness of thought and

devotion. Sounds of a suitable kind attract the atten-

tion of the Rishis and Devas to the person uttering

the sounds, and they help him. Further, suitable

sounds drive away hostile Intelligences and bad mag-
netic influences, and so improve the surroundings of

the speaker.
*

,

Sounds thus used rfre called Mantras. A mantra is

a succession of sounds, a definite sequence, the sounds

being arranged in a certain order
;

if the sounds are

changed the vibrations are changed, and the results

will be changed. That is why a mantra cannot be

translated, A translated mantra is like a sentence in

which all the letters of the words are jumbled up, and

so convey no meaning.

There is another thing to remember about mantras
;

if the man who utters a mantra is not trying to lead a

<good life, the vibrations of the mantra will do him

barm, not good. For, as they work on his Sukshma-

sharlra, they bring to bear on it*a force antagonistic to

evil desires and evil thoughts, and shake it very vio-

lently and may even wound and tear it, as his evil

resolves make it vibrate in one way and the vibrations
*

of the mantra force it into another. If his resolves are



good, then they work with the mantra and cause no

conflict^however weak they may be, they aid' and do

not hiiflier.

Mantras need not be spoken aloud, and their silent

repetition is,, indeed, more powerful than audible reci-

tation. They affect the subtler kinds of matter more

than the denser,

Among the ceremonies in the life of a Hindu are

sofne important ones that mark the chief stages of his

life ;
in old days these were numerous, ten standing out

as the chief, but of these ten only some are now prac-

tised. Seven of the Samskaras relate to infantile life

and early childhood. Of these s^ven, the sixth, Anna-

prishanam, the first feeding with solid food, is univer-

sally gbserved ;
and the seventh, Chudtkaranam the

tonsure, and with it the piercing of the ears is per-
formed almost universally. Then comes the important

eighth Samskara, the Upanayana, the leading of the

boy to the Guru who gives him the sacred thread, and

teaches him the Giyatrt, this initiation making him a

Dvija, twice-born.

The Upanayana is the beginning of the student

stage of life, during which Brahmacharya, entire celi~
P

bacy, is enjoined, and the duty of the lad is to study

diligently. This stage is closed by the formal return

home, the Sam&vartanam, after which he is ready to

enter the second stage of life, that of the house-holder,
the Grihastha, the tenth SamskHra, Vivaha, marriage,

Barking his entry into manhood and its responsibilities.



In modern India these wholesome rules have fallen

into disuse, though the Upanayana and Viviha^ Sams-

karas are maintained as ceremonies, Marriagfe is in-

congruously thrust into the midst of the student life, and

the duties of manhood and boyhood are mixed up to

the injury of both. May the ancient rule be speedily

revived.

*' One sound, well-uttered, becometh as the cow of

plenty in the Svarga-world.
"

"The mantra defective in Svara (inflection) or Varna

(letter or colour) is uttered falsely and declareth not

the true meaning. That lightning-word slayeth the

performer himself as (the word)
' Indra-Shatru

'

for

fault of Svara (slew Vrittra, the performer of the

^sacrifice, and the enemy of Indra, instead of slaying

Indra, the enemy of Vrittra, as intended).

i Patanjali's Mahabhasy. VI. i, 84, a JPayini-$hifak&

ti. ii' 26.
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"With sacred Vaidika rites should be performed
the Samskaras of the body, namely, Nisheka and the

rest^of the 'twice-Born, which purify here and here-
after.

1 '

^

" As the outline of a picture is lighted up slowly
with (the filling in of) many colors, even so is Brah-

with scriptural Samskaras.

quoted in

^raGifhy^Sutra. Barihctrd-bhtlshya,

riti quoted ia rs0-GV^-S^m, p. 269.



CHAPTER II, *

t
SHRADDHA.

' *O HRADDHA is the name of the ceremonies performed to

*~*
help the Jiva, who has put off his visible body in

death, by those who remain in this world. The Jiva
that has put off his visible body is called a Preta, and
the part of the Shr^ddha performed to help him at this

stage is called the Preta-kriya. The visible body, the

Annamayakosha, is carried to the burning-ground that

it may be dissolved into its constituents as quickly, as

possible ;
the ashes are gathered together on the third

day, and are thrown into running water, preferably into

a sacred stream. When the Annamayakosha is de-

stroyed, the Pranamayakosha rapidly disperses, andthis

dispersal is quickened by some of the mantras used at

the cremation. Burning is the best way of destroying
a dead body, and this destruction is important both
for the departed Jiva and for those left behind

;
so

long as it remains undissolved, the Prinamayakoha
hangs round it, In consequence of the magnetic attrac-

tion between them, and the Jiva is thus linked to the

earth, which is bad for him
j
on the other hand, a

slowly decaying body in the ground, as in burial, sends
out poisonous gases, and this is bad for those remain-

Ing behind.
^-

The Shraddhas performed after the burning help
in a re-arrangement of the materials of the Manomaya-.
kosha, partly by the magnetic influences of the objects



used, and partly by the vibrations set up by the

mantr^. After a certain time, the SapindJkarana

ceremtny is performed, which helps the Jiva to pass
from Pretaloka to Pitriloka, and he is then enrolled

among the Pitris, or the ancestors living in the subtler

regions of Bhuvarloka. Seven generations, one in

Bhftrloka and six in Bhuvarloka, can affect each other.

When the Jiva passes on into Svarga, he has no fur-

ther need of the help furnished by Shr&ddha.

"Gifts to deserving BrihmtiTias for the sake of

foen6t to the Pitris, in the proper times and places,

and with faith, are known as Shraddha"

it

2

"Skrdddha should be offered to the Pitris, day by
day, with corn and water, or even roots and fruits and
and water, bringing them satisfaction."

i Brahma).ida<~Puydi.m. a Manusmnti* iii, 203.

6
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'"'Out of the five elements, a (subtler but) firm body
5s born (as sheath) for sinful Jivas (after death \ that

they may suffer punishment therein.

" After the suffering of the punishments awarded by
Yama, in that body, (the body) dissolves again into thfc

elements/

"If (the Jiva) has done more Dharma and little

Adharma, he goes on to Svarg-a. and enjoys happiness
there, enclosed in (another body composed of) the same
elements,

" After the cremation is completed (the Jiva) be-
comes a Preta."

u The Jiva remains on the path (/<?. the Preta-lofca)
for a year, O best of -birds

; then he passes on into :thc
fitri-loka (and dwells) with the Pitris,

* (

By the offering of the
'sixteen SkrtUMas he is

helped to d^tell in *joy ^Uh the Pitris. Therefore
should the son ever perform the Sapmdtkam^ "rites
for the father/1

II.



% CHAPTER in.

SHAUCHAM.

SHAUCHAM,
or Shaucha, consists of the rules laid

down for keeping bodily purity, and thus ensuring

physical health and strength. Disease is a sign that

some law of nature has been disregarded, and the

I^isbis knowing that the laws of nature are the laws

df God, the expression of His being, and that the Jlva

is a portion of God enveloped in matter have treated

obedience to the laws of nature as a religious duty.

The visible body, with its invisible double, the

Pranamayakosha, being made of physical materials, it

is necessary to use physical means to make them pure,
and to keep them pure, and we need to understand them
in order to do this.

The visible body, the Annamayakosha, is composed
of particles drawn from the food we eat, the liquids we
drink, the air we breathe, and from a constant rain of

minute particles, too tiny for us to see, that falls upon
us continually from the people and the things around
us. This last statement may sound a little strange,
but it is true. Our bodies are not made of dead matter?
for there is no such

tjjiing
as dead matter. Matter is

made of tiny living things called atoms, and of other

tiny living things that are collections of atoms, A
^ grain, of dust is a collection of myriads upon my-
riads of tiny living creatures, and there are grades

upon grades of these minute lives, till we come to what



are called microbes, that can be seen -with

of microscopes, Now these microbes and
smaller lives are all floating about in the air,

bodies and all things are made up of these. ^
plants, animals, human beings, and all .the ***?

factured things round us, houses, furniture, clot]

are constantly giving off clouds of these

Everything near us, and still more, eve
touch, gives us some of its particles and we
some of ours. If we are to be healthy, we rni*3 *

<!

take into our bodies pure particles and drive: ai

impure ones. The rules of Shaucha are Ii

show us how to do this.

The food we eat must be -pure, Now all

becoming more alive, or are getting nearer
are being built up, or are being destroyed. Puire'fl

is becoming more alive, has life in it which Is tanfc

ing. Fresh leaves and fruits, grains and roots,
full of life which is unfolding; we take that lifei

our bodies, and it builds them up. These things
come impure if they are stale, for the life is tl

departing, they are on the way to death. All flesl

more or less impure, because its life has been taj

Jrom it, and it is ready to decay; the body built b

is more liable to disease than the body built oF pl&

products, wounds heal less qufckly, and fevors j

higher.

Ofliquids, pure water is necessary to health, $

infusions of herbs in it, such as tea, coffee and coq

taken in moderation, are harmless and often



Milk is at once food and drink of the purest kind.

Every form of drink into which alcohol enters is im-

pure, nd most harmful to the body. It is fermented

liquor, that is liquor in which decomposition has begun,

and it injures the tissues of the body, and is a distinct

poison to the brain. Especially is it mischievous in a

hot climate, bringing about premature decay and early

death. So also are drinks impure into which enter

such stupefying drugs as Indian hemp the popular but

health-destroying bhang. I

Pure air is as necessary to health as pure food and
J

drink. As we breathe, we send out a gas? called carbon r

dioxide, which is stupefying, and if we shut ourselves
A a

into a confined space, all the air in it becomes laden

with this, and unfit to breathe. Further the breath

carries out with it waste particles from the interior

of the body, and unless the fresh air blows these

away, they are breathed in again into our lungs and

those of others, and are poisonous in their effects.

We must not.only build up our bodies out of clean

materials, but we must keep the surface of the body m
clean by frequent washing and bathing. The whole

'

:-

body must be bathed, at least once every day, and well

rubbed in bathing, so that all loose particles may b%
washed away, and the skin kept clean and fresh. Any
part of the body thatbecomes soiled, feet, hands, etc.,

should be washed, and washing before and after food :

must never be omitted. To eat with unwashen hands -

is to run the risk of soiling the food with dust and ^

other injurious particles, and the washing after food ;



is obviously imperative. The garments next the body
should also be washed daily.

The Hindu,, evei* accustomed to look at the^outer

world- as the symbol of the inner, has joined to his

outer ablutions the idea of inner purification. As he

\vashes : the outer body, he Repeats mantras for the

purifying of the inner bodies, and thus weaves his
1

Religion into the commonest incidents of daily life.

Students will now see why the Rishis were so

particular about cleanliness. A person with a dirty

body, or with dirty clothes, fills the air round him with

impure particles, and poisons the people round him*. We
must be clean, not only for our own sakes, but for the

1

sake of those around us. A dirty person, dirty clothes,

dirty houses, are centres'of poison, public dangers.

The purity of the Pranamayako&ha depend
1

^ on
the magnetic currents in it. It is quickly affected

by the magnetic properties of surrounding objects, and
we have therefore to be careful on this point also.

Thus some plant-products and plants, while harmless
to the Annamayakosha, are very injurious to the Prana-

mayakosha, such as onions and garlic. Their magnet-
</."<"-

i''"'3^-!W^,;^^^ .-..-,. ,.
;

..O
^

^

ft^js
worse than fliat of flesh. Ihis kasha is also

igosF serTo^ emanations, and
by the Pranamayakoshas of others, What is still more
important is that it is affected by it9own Sflkshmasharlra

and, through it, by those of others. Hence the dangers*
of bad company.- Now the purity of the SGksbraa^
aharlra depends on the purity of its owner's thoughts

*

and desires,, and herein lies the most fertile source of



impurity in the physical kosh-as. No physical koshas
can be pure and healthy if the thoughts and desires

are injure, A man may observe the rules of Shaucha
to the last point of strictness, but if he be proud,

passiqnate, harsh, vain, suspicious, he is pouring im-

purity into his lower koshas faster than any rules can
wash it out. In the eyes of the Rishis and the Devas
such a one is ever ashuchL

n
*

^ Far from his dwelling let him "remove excrement,
far the water used for washing his feet, far the leav-

legs of food, and bath-water,"

"
Being purified by sipping water, he shall always

daily worship in th two twilights with a collected

mind, in a pure place, performing Japa according to
rule."

i

it

3

"
Having washed, the twice-born should eat food

always with a collected mind; having eaten, let him
.rinse well and sprinkle the sense-organs with water," r

iv. 151, ^ /foW. iL 223, 3 /^/ii
~~

*



}
<

*

41 Wisdom, austerity, fire, food, earth, mind, water,

plastering, wind, rites, the sun and time, are the

purifiers of human beings/'

TR:

f!
f

1
fc

'

f
I

ff The body is purified by water, the mind by truth,

*'j
;

the soul by knowledge and austerity, the reason by
, wisdom.n

"There is no purifier like unto knowledge.
"

^TgF i

fl ^: j|

t n
4

"Even if the most "sinful . Worship me with, un-
iivided heart, he too should be counted righteous, for
fee bath resolved rightly.

* Mmnusmriii. ii. 105. a /$/. V. 109.

. 3$, 4 74/rf. ix 30, 3
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"
Speedily he becometh dutiful and obtaineth last-

ing peace. Proclaim (to all) O Kaunteya, that my
devotee perisheth never.

"
I shall cleanse thee from all sins. Sorrow no

more !"

\



CHAPTER IV, *

THE FIVE DAILY SACRIFICES.

I K have seen that there exists a Law of Yajna, of

Sacrifice, and that man's glory is to voluntarily
work with it. We have now to see how the San^tana

Dharma trained its followers to this end.

We may pass over, for the present, the numerous
sacrifices of various kinds laid down in the sacred

books, and concern ourselves only with the " Great

Sacrifices
"

to be offered every day. These are :

The Sacrifice to Rishis, or Vedas,

The Sacrifice to Devas.

The Sacrifice to Pitris. /

The Sacrifice to Men. *

The Sacrifice to BhtJtas.

Each of these has an outer form and an inner mean-

ing, and the latter leads the sacrificer on to the full

life of sacrifice. Let us try to understand both.

The outer sacrifice to the Rishis, or Vedas, is study
and teaching. Every day a man should study some
sacred book, and thus gradually acquire the knowledge
wtthout which he cannot rightly understand himself, bis

position and his duties. And he skould ever be ready

j
to share this knowledge with those more ignorant than

himself: hence Manu, in describing this sacrifice, calls

|
it teaching.

1 A boy should daily offer this sacrifice,

i See Manusmfiti. jli. 70,
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reading and carefully thinking over some, shlokas from

the Bh&gavad-GUa, the Anugita> the Hamsa GHd.or
4fc **" luiui.*'1""1

***^,
i

*^**" 1i*1**

t^djnBuwmt^'"
'

othe sacred work? The carefulness and closeness

of the thought is more important than the amount read.

The' inner meaning is that, all study should be a sacri-

fice; learning in order that we may teach.

The outer sacrifice to the Devas is the Homa, the

recognition of all we owe to the kindly ministry and pro-

tection of these active Intelligences working in nature,
and' the! repayment of it by giving for their service a

share of ou1? possessions. The inner meaning is the

realisation of our relations to the superphysica-1 worlds^

and of the interdependence of the worlds. We must
leara to be in harmony with nature,, in. accord with all

that lives.

The outer sacrifice to- the Pitris is tUe-Tarpana, or

offering of water, to- the older generations of our family,
to our ancestors,- The inner meaning is the recognition
of the greaf c$ebt we owe to- the past, to the generations
Who- occupied the earth before us and who toiled and
laboured that they might hand it on,, improved and

enriched, to us, their posterity. No man is truly
human who does not recognise what he owes to the

past, his debt to the ancestors.

The outer sacrifice to Men is hospitality: every day a

true Aryan should ffed some one poorer than himself.

The inner meaning is the: duty of serving and helping

htwnanity, of feeding the hungry, clothing the naked,

sheltering the homeless, comforting the sad, Those
who are rich are the stewards of the poor.
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The outer sacrifice to Bhutas, to creatures, is the

putting of a little food on the ground, before beginning
the meal, for the invisible lower entities around urn, and

the placing of the remains of the. meal in a suitable

place for vagrant men and animals. The inner meaning
is the duty of caring for those who are beneath us in

the human and in the lower kingdoms, the recognition
of our debt to them for their services to us, and the

practice of kindness and consideration towards them.

Thus the five great daily sacrifices teach man his

relations with all around him, with his superiors, his

equals, and his inferiors. They establish the harmo-

nious relations on which the happiness and prosperity
of families and of nations depend They turn the

wheel of life in accord with the will of Ishvara, and so

help on the evolution of the worlds. They teach ^ich
individual that he is not an isolated unit, but a part
of a great whole, a cell in a vast body : and that his

happiness and progress, therefore, can only be secure

as it subserves the general happiness, and conduces

to the general progress.

tl

Teaching. is the Brahma-sacrTfice, Tarpana is the

Pitn-sacnfice, Homa (the offering into the fire) is the

Deva-sacrifice, Bali (food) is the Bhftta-sacrifice, hos-

pitality to guests the Manushya-sacrifice."

iii. 70,
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"Let a man ever engage in Veda-study, and in

the rites of the Devas.; engaged in the rites of the

Devas he supporteth the movable and immovable

kingdoms."

: firatr

j Bali."

"The Rishis, the Pitris, the Devas, the Bhfttas, and

guests expect (help) from the householders; hence he

who knoweth should give unto them.

"Let him worship, according to the rule, the Rishis

with Veda-study, the Devas with Homa, the Pitris

with Shrtdiha, men with food, and the Bntttas with

i Manusmnii, iii. 75. a Ibid. 80-81,



CHAPTER V.*

WORSHIP.

performance of the five daily sacrifices,*by maa
as an interdependent part of a universe, does not,

however, completely satisfy the longings of the truly

religious man. He longs to come into conscious

relations with the Lord of the Universe, with Jshvara,

with the great Life of which his own is a part, This
need of man finds its satisfaction in worship. When
Vy&sa, master of the final truth of Para-Brahma and

ever working for the .good of all beings, after he Jiad

written even the Mahdbharata and the Brahma-sutras,
for the instruction of men, still found not peace of

mind, Narada counselled him to sing the praiseof

Jshvara; and this he did in the Vishnu-Bh&gavata,

winning thereby the peace he did not gain before. 1

Worship is the expression of love to the Supreme,
of reverence towards Him, of aspiration to. reach.Him
in conscious communion, of longing to be united with

Him, to feel the unity of the individual self with the

supreme Self. It may take the form of praise of His

Perfection, of prayer rooted in a sense of imperfec-

tion, of appeal to His Love, of recognition of His

Power, of meditation on His Nature, of intense long-

ing for His Unveiling and many another^ according
to the temperament and the stage of evolution of the

worshipper. But whether in the peasant or in the

, I. iv-v.
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1 philosopher, it is the expression of the lodging after

+ Brahman ;"thfe expression differs with the emotional and
* intellectual evolution, but the root-longing is the sanre.

4
The All, the^ynconditioned, is never an .Object^

cf

I W.Qrshi|). Attributes are needed for worship, on -which

I the mind can be fixed, by which the emotions can be

* stirred. The Saguna Brahman, Ishvara, is the Object

< . of worship, whom all prayers and praises reach, to

^ Whom all contemplation is directed. He may be adored

as Shiva or Vishnu, as Mahddeva or Nar^yana, as

DurgaorLakshml, as Ganesha, Indra, Agni, SarasvatJ,

'or as an Avatra Rama, or Krishna, or Buddha; but

under whatever name and form, it is Ishvara who is

Worshipped.

\
This explains a matter that often puzzles boys f

wh^ sometimes Shiva, sometimes Vishnu, is 'spoken

I of as the Supreme Being, why one Purina exalts One

I
i and another exalts Another. All these are Forms, and

|
Ishvara is one. The worshipper is worshipping Ish-

'

Vara, and is thinking of Ishvara, under the Form which

! lie loves best. He is not worshipping the Form, but

-4 the Lord in the Form, as a wife loves her husband not

I

the clothes he wears, though even those may be dear

, for the sake of the wearer. The worshipper worships

>j

the Love, the Beauty, the Power, of Ishvara, as reveal-

V ed in some one of His Divine Forms. We can only

|
grasp a little, being small, but we grasp in our worship,

I parts of the one Lord.

This is why the quarrels of different religions, and

jf
of different sects in the same religion, are so 'foolish



and so ignorant. All are worshipping the same Ishvara,

and the differences are only differences of nameg, due

to differences in the worshippers* not in the Object

of worship.

Pftja is the general simple form of worship. A

picture or image is used, mantras are recited, flowers

are offered, water is poured out, and in these outer

forms the inner love finds expression, and then rises

beyond the forms to the Object thus served, The Form

selected as representing the Object is sometimes the

family Deva or Devi, and sometimes is thfe Ishtadeva,

the form chosen by the worshipper himself, or by his

Guru for him.

Upasana is a term that includes many forms of

worship, including meditation, and the daily Sandhya,

which should be performed by all followers of *he

;
Sanatana Dharma, There are two forms of Sandhya,

'

the Vaidika and the Tantrika, and a boy should perform

the Sandhya according to his caste and family customs.

He learns it from a properly qualified instructor, and

should then practise it daily. Meditation, in its defi-

nite stages, belongs to manhood rather than to boy-

hood*

" Even the highest and most stainless knowledge,

even perfect unselfishness in actions, sbineth not-~~
i Vi$h>f-Bha&avta, I. v. is.



>

if uninspired by devotion to the Imperishable. 'How

then
sjiall

acts (bring peace) which (aim at fruit* and

are n%t pure, or even those that are performed without

desire, if they are not offered- up to Ishvara?"

: 8

sriffan vrK^r srftr ^f

il
1

*

"
They who worship the Indestructible, the Ineffable,

the Unmanifested, Ever working for the welfare of
all creatures, these all come to me,

" But the difficulty of those is the greater whose
minds are set on the Unmanifested; for the path of the

Unmanifested is hard for the embodied to reach,

" Those (on the other hand) who offering up all <f.~

actions unto Me and intent on Me, worship Me, medi-
''*

tating with whole-hearted Yoga,
tr

"Those I speedily lift up from the ocean of death I

and existence,, O Partha, their minds being fixed on
*

Me/' L

i Bhagavad-Glta. xu, 3-7* t

7 r



SETCW

*;f m^ WR. snGCTf% soT*aKrq; tr
1

tl The Lord, O Arjuha, dwelleth in the heart of all

creatures, moving them as if mounted on a machine,

by His Mysterious Power.

"To Him fly for refuge with all thy heart, O Bha-
rata

; by His mercy shalt tbou obtain the highest peace
and the eternal resting place.'

7

wf

** Howsoever men approach me, even so do I

(J them, for the path that men take from every side is

'

1 1 Mine.

"Any devotee who wisheth to worship with faith

any such Form, I verily bestow the unswerving faith

*
of that man."

% Bhagavcut-Gita, scvHi. 6i-6a, 2 MM, iv, u. 3



CHAPTER vi.

THE FOUR ASHRAMAS.

have characteristics, just as have individuals,
and among the characteristics of the Hindu nation

in old days were order and balance. The Sanatana
Dharma stamped these characteristics on the people,
and thus shaped a very dignified typ-Q of man, evenly

developed and well balanced. So much are these the

characteristics of the true follower of the SanHtana
? Dharma that Shri Krishna said : "Equilibrium is called

Yoga."
1

The large view of life tjjken in the Vedas is the

root 0f these characteristics. All things exist for the

sake of the Atma, the Self, and by his will. They
exist merely to give him the experiences he desires

to pass through. He wills to unfold his powers in the

lower worlds, and to become the self-conscious Ruler

of the outer realms of denser matter, as he is ever the

ji
Inner Ruler, Immortal. He is not in haste being Eter-

nal, and knows it best to take each experience in order,

and thus to unfold symmetrically and harmoniously^
This order is imposed by Ishvara, the Supreme Self,

on the lower kingdom! of our world
;

the seed, the

root, the stem, the leaves, the flower, the fruit, succeed

each other in due order, and each has its place and

its beauty in its season
;
so also He imposes the stages

i J&hagGvad-Gitci* ii, 48,

I

i,
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0f human life Infancy, childhood, youth, maturityr

old age; this sequence man cannot escape from nor

change; but the unfolding- Jsvatma in man, cteuded

by the matter he has not yet mastered, pushes irregu-

larly in various directions, led by Manas dominated

by Kama, grasping at the things of one stage while

yet in another, and so hindering his due evolution in

each. The child would be a youth, the youth a man ;

the old man grasps backward at the jays of youth ; thus
life is robbed of its serenity and thereby of half its-

usefulness.

In order to counteract this- mistaken eagerness
and lack of balanced order, the great Rishis marked
out for the eldest-born family of the Aryan race the

definite stages in the life of the individual from birth

to death, and the definite stages in the life Sf the

Jfvatma in his long evolution through myriads of birth

and deaths. In each ease these stages are four : in

the life between one birth and one death they are

called Asbramas, resting-places, dwellings : in the life

passing through countless births and deaths they are

called Varnas, colours, or castes.

>
We are concerned here with the Ashramas. A&

said, these stages are four : Brahmacharya, the stage
of studentship; Girhasthya, th' stage of householder-

ship; Vanapra&tha, the stage of forest dwelling, *>.

seclusion ; Sannyasa, the stage of total renunciation, i.e.

Asceticism, 1

s See M&rtusmnti. vi 3 7,
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'

In none of these stages must the man grasp at" the

specia^duties of the other three ; the student must not

be a Householder, a recluse, or an ascetic ; the house-

holder must not be a celibate, a recluse, or an ascetic;

the recluse must not seek again the joys of the house-

hold
;
nor must the ascetic long after the quiet

attachments of the recluse. Each stage has its own
duties and its own pleasures. Discharged and enjoyed
e,ach in its own stage, they lead to the orderly unfolding
of the Jivatma; when the Ashramas are disregarded,

bis evolution is delayed.

Now in modern days the Ashramas cannot be ex-

actly lived according to the details of the ancient rules,

the conditions having changed so much ; but if we get

a clear idea of the fundamental duties of each, we
shallfStill be able to shape the life to an orderly course

of development

The life of the student begins with the Upanayana

ceremony, his ^'second birth/' and from that time for-

ward certain virtues must be striven for by the boy.

He must be hardy and simple in his habits
;

these

virtues make his body strong and healthy; ne acquires

them by rising early, bathing, eating nioderately of

plain food, taking plenty of exercise, not allowing him-

elf to lounge luxuriously and idly. Contrast a boy
who lives in this way with one who lies late in bed,

who over-eats himself on sweetmeats and rich dishes,

who takes little exercise, an'd spends much of his time

lying on soft pillows. The one is alert, strong, hard-

muscled, vigorous, active, and will be a strong healthy



man : the other is heavy, flabby, fat, lazy, or too thin

and weak, and will soon oe diseased and
suffering.

The student must also strive for the virtues ff in-

dustry, obedience, humility and serviceableness ; youth
is the preparation-time of life y and industrious study

to acquire knowledge is absolutely necessary for useful

manhood ; obedience is using the experience of his

elders to guide his conduct, and saves him many a

trouble in early life, and only he who knows how to

obey is fit to rule hereafter; humility lifts him quickly,

as all are willing to share what they have with the

humble ; and serviceableness in the narrow circle of

the family and the school builds up the nature that will

serve humanity.

The student must be chaste in thought and actr

a celibate in mind and body. He must guar* his

thoughts, for the boy who does not think impurity
will not act impurit3

r
. He should not think of sex,,

nor yield to day-dreaming. Only the pure in thought
and in body can pass unstained into happy household

life. The very name of the student is the Brahmacharl,,

which has come now to mean almost exclusively the

celibate.
' Premature age, weakness,, disease, race-decay,,

spring from student-marriage,, against the ancient law.

The household stage is entered at marriage, when

the youth has completed his school and college career,,

and is ready to take up the duties and responsibilities

of household life. Of all the Ashramas this is the

important, for it supports all the others. 1 The-

i See ytfanusmnti. iiL 77,, and 89-90*.
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M welfare alike of the family and of th nation depends
on the householder, and their happiness and prosperity

** are ig* his hands. A good husband, a good father, a

good master, a good citizen, is the noblest of men.

The home is the school of unselfishness, compassion,
*

tenderness, temperance, purity, helpfulness, prudence,

industry, right judgment, chanty. The qualities that

make the good householder, when shown to his own
circle in house and State, are the qualities that make
the Sage and the Saint when shown to all. The degra-
dation of the ideal of the householder has made modern
life petty and sordid, and the half-entrance into it and
the confusion of its duties with those of the student,
caused by the modern evil of student-marriage, has

deprived the entry into it of its ancient solemnity and

dignity. The plucking and eating of unripe fruit

\
deprives the eater of its sweetness.

Certain well-born but thoughtless Brahipana youths

abandoning their homes before due time, went into the

forests to lead a life of asceticism, Indra pitied them,
and assuming the form of a golden bird taught them:

"Follow the household life ! It is the field for the cul-

ls,
tivation of virtues. It is sacred. Worship of the Devas,

study, repayment of the debt to the Pitris by the rearing
of a family and helping on new lives as we have bee*a

\ reared and helped these are the austerest of penances.
Bear the heavy burthen of the duties of the household!

; They that run away from their work fall into sin. To
eat the remnant of the food left after helping the needy

;

is to eat the true remnant of sacrifice I" 1

i Mahtibh&rata* SUfinti Parva. xi.
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When the householder sees his sons able to bear

the full burden of his duties, wlien the signs of age

appear, and his children's children-are round hinp the

time has come For him and his wife to surrender the

headship of the home, and to retire from active life and

worldly labour. A quiet and somewhat secluded life
?

given to study, to self-sacrifice for the good of others,

to the counselling of the younger^ such should be the

third Ashrama in our modern days.

Finally in old age a man may rightly enter the fourth

Ashrama, that of the ascetic, passing his last days in

meditation and worship, till he enters willingly the

life beyond death, to reap the fruits of a well-spent

earthly life, hereafter to return for further evolution.'

it

1

" The student/ the householder, the forest-dweller

the ascetic these, the four separate orders, spring

from the householder."

i

It

WFT

Manusmnti vi. 87. zlbid* iii. a. and vi,
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"Having studied the \^edas, or two Vedas, or even

one Veda, in due order, without violating celibacy,

let 14pi enter the household-order.

" When the householder sees wrinkles (on his skin)

and whiteness (in his hair), and the progeny of his

progeny, then let him retire to the forest."

"
Having passed the third portion of his life in the

forest* let him 'abandon all attachments and wander

(as an ascetic) the fourth portion of his life.
7 '

;
ii

1

"A twice-born man who seeketh Moksha without

having studied the Vedas, without having produced

offspring, and without having offered sacrifices, goeth

downwards,"

"Over-eating is against health, long life, (the attain-

ment of) heaven and merit
;
and is disapproved by the

world ; therefore let it be avoided."

\

ITTH

i Manusmntt't vi. 37. 2 Ibid, ii,
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*' Directed or not directed by his teacher, let the

student ever engage in study, and in doing services to

his preceptor.

" Let the student refrain from wine, meat, perfumes,

garlands, tasty and savoury dishes, women, acids, and

from injury to sentient creatures

" From lust, anger and greed, dancing, singing and

playing on musical in&trumenLS, from dice-playing

gossip, slander and uutruth
;

" Let the student always sleep alone, and let him not

waste hi? seed
;
he who from lust wasteth his seed,

destroyeth his vow."

11

2

lf As all creatures live supported by the air, so the

other orders exist supported by the householder.

i Ibid. 191, 177-180. 2 Ibid, iii. 771 89-90.
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" Of all these (AshraAas), by the declaration of the

Veda-scripture the householder is the highest ; he verily

supporteth the other three.

"As all streams and rivers flow to rest in the ocean

so all the Ashramas flow to rest in the householder,"

r ^ f5T?;F?R ^arrF^^r: it

" He who performeth such action as is duty, inde-

pendently of the fruit of action, he is a SannyS.si, he

is a Yogi, not he that is without fire and without rites.**

i Bhagavad~Gi1a. iv, i*
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THE FOUR CASTES.

N the long pilgrimage of the JivatmS. through my-
riads of births, already referred to, there are four

distinctly marked stages, called of ,old Varna.s, or

colours, and recognised in the social polity laid down

by Mauu as distinct social classes, .or castes.

These stages are universal, all Jivatmas passing

through them
;
the peculiarity of the Sana"tana Dharrna

is that it has made them the framework of its social

polity. In the early days the outer castes co-incided

with the stages : Jivatmas at each stage were born

into bodies belonging to that stage, and the whole of

society was therefore contented and progressive. Burin

these later days, as Arjuna truly foresaw in his distress

on Kurukshetra, varnasafikara, caste-confusion, has

come on Ary^varta and her whole peninsula, Jivatma's

at each stage are being born into bodies of other stages,

and hence, as surely as content and progress arose out

of the harmony of elder days, do disorder and stagna-

tion arise out of the disharmony of the present. How
a better state of things may be brought about is a

question for men to discuss and resolve, not for inex-

perienced boys. What we need he$<* is to understand

the meaning ot caste.

We have said there are four stages.

The first is that which includes the infancy, child-

hood and youth 'of the Jfv&tma ;
he is unfolding youth-
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jful virtues, developing obedience, serviceableness, pa-

tience*; he has few responsibilities ;
his duties may be

suflftned up in the ^ord, Service. Where there is no

caste-confusion, such young Jfvatmas are born only

into the lower social stratum ; they are labourers, arti-

sans, servants, manual workers of every kind, 19 the

social polity of the Sanatana Dharma, such Jiv&tmls

were born into the caste of Shudras. In these days of

caste-confusion, such young Jivatmas, whether born

into the Sbtidra caste in India, or into the correspond-

ing class elsewhere, are happy, contented and useful;

but where, as often happens now-a-days, they are born

into higher castes, or classes, they do much harm to

their surroundings by their incapacity to discharge

higher duties, and to bear the weight of higher i*es-

poysibilities.
So also difficulties arise when older

Jlvatmas are born into the lower bodies, and fret*

against their environment, are discontented and re-

bellious. Of course a really advanced Jlvatrn Is

content in any bp>dy, but the mediocre j!vitm9

quite naturally and inevitably fight against uncongenial

surroundings, and their restlessness is used by Ishvara

to help on evolution and to bring about necessary

changes,

The second stage covers the first half of the

m/s manhood, wheif he is fit to gain wealth, to enjoy
it and use it, to organise labour and direct it, to

undertake great responsibilities, and administer well

accumulated possessions. This includes the commer-
cial class, the great traders, and the organisers of

ill!
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industry, the capitalists, bankers, tjie managers of large
industrial concerns! In the social polity of the >ana-

lana Dharma, such Jlvatrnas were
r

born into the caste

of Vaishyas, and were trained in it gradually to see

as aim the common good and the general prosperity,
instead of mere personal aggrandisement.

The third stage makes the second half of the Jivat-
ma ?

s manhood, when his responsibilities and powers
widen out to include the nation, and he is called to

legislate, to rule, to work unselfishly for the State,
and to use his power to protect and to regulate, not

to aggrandise himself. This includes kings, judges,

legislators, warriors, all who rule and keep order in the

State. In the social polity of the Sanatana Dharma,
such mature Jivatmas were born into the Kshattriya

caste, and bore the burden of kingship and of fighting

for the national defence.

The fourth stage embraces the serene age of the

Jivatma, when earthly things have lost their charm,

and he becomes the counsellor and friend and helper

of all his youngers. This includes the priests, the

counsellors, the teachers of every kind authors,

scientists, poets, philosophers. In the social polity of

tlie Sanatana Dharma, such Jivatmas were born into

the caste of Brahmanas, the advanced and unselfish

ones who gave much and needed little. Caste con-

fusion in India has struck this caste most hardly
as the degradation of the higher is always worse than

that of the lower. The Shudra Jlvatma in the Brahmana

body is the greatest danger to the Sanatana Dharma.



f

Much of the evjl has grown fronr^^Se^tH each

caste^grasping at the work of the other castes
;
and

frdifr each thinking* more of the rights his caste gives

him than of the duties it Imposes. The Brahmana and

the Kshattriya have claimed their privileges ardently,

and have shrunk from the heavy burdens belonging

to their castes. Naturally this attitude has provoked

opposition, and antagonisms have replaced mutual

service and good-will, Hence caste has become a

source of social bitterness, instead of a framework

maintaining all in happy order.

At least this much every boy can do towards bring-

ing about a happier state of things : he can diligently

practise the virtues characteristic of his caste, and

avoid pride, vanity, and grasping at privileges. Let the

Shtdra be remarkable for his industry, fidelity and

serviceableness; let the Vaishya be remarkable for

his diligence, discretion and charity ;
let the Kshattriya

be remarkable for his courage, generosity a^d vigour ;

let the Brthmana be remarkable for his patience,

purity, learning truthfulness and self-sacrifice. And
it may be that, if the castes thus practice their

several Dharmas, caste-confusion may gradually pass

away.
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f
" The Brahmana was His mouth ; the Rljanya was

made His two arms ;
His two thighs the Vaishya^; the

Shftdra was born from His two fet." *"*

i

<(
He, the Resplendent, for the sake of protecting

all this creation, assigned separate Karmas to those

born of His mouth, arms, thighs and feet.

"
Teaching and studying the Veda, sacrificing and

also guiding others in offering sacrifices, gifts and re-

ceiving of gifts, these He assigned to the Brahmanas.

"The protection of the people, gifts, sacrificing, and

study of the Vedas, non-attachment amid the objects

of the senses, these He prescribed |o the Kshattriyas.

*'The protection of cattle, gifts, sacrificing, and

study of the Vedas, commerce, banking, and agricul-

ture, to the Vaishyas.
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** The Lord commanded one Karma only for the

s, to serve ungrudgingly these other castes."

"What is said as to the marks (of conduct) indicative

of a man's caste, if those marks are found in another,

let him be designated by the caste of his marks (and
not of his birth)."

wcf ?r

3
" Not birth, nor Samskaras, nor study of the Vedas,

nor ancestry, are the causes of being twice*bo-rn>

Conduct alone is verily-the cause thereof."

; u

srnerv:

"
Truth, charity^ forgiveness, good conduct, gentle-

ness, austerity, and mercy, where these are seen, Q
king of serpents, he is called a Brahraaga.

" If these marks &ist in a Shadra and not in one

twice-born, the Shudra is not a Shttdra, nor the Brah-
-toana a Brahmana.

i Vi$h*u-Bhagavata. VII. ix. 35- a MaMbhSr
tcoxiii, 108. 3 MaM&harafa. Vanaparva. ckxx. ar, 25, 26,
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" Where this conduct is shown, O serpent, he is

called a Brahmana ; where this is not, O serpent^ he

should be regarded as a SliQdra." * ^

: \

"The Vedas help not the man that hath not right-

eous ways-, even though they be studied together with

all the angas. The Chhandas abandon him at the

supreme moment of death, even as full-fledged birds

their nest.

"To the Brahmana that is void of righteous ways r

the Vedas, even in iheir entirety, and with all angas &pd

all sacrifices too, can bring no more joy than a wife

lovely to see can bring uato a blind husband."

i Va$ishtha*Smnti% vi. 3, .4.



SANATANA DHARMA

PART III.

ETHICAL TEACHINGS.



CHAPTER I.

ETHICAL SCIENCE, WHAT IT is.

SCIENCE
is a definitely arranged body of knowledge,

of facts related to each other. A collection of

facts does not make a science ; the facts must be

systematically arranged in their relations to each

other, and the principles underlying these relations

must be known, before the collection can be called a

science- ETHICAL means that which relates to conduct,

to the way in which rational beings should behave

towards each other as well as towards other creatures.

When, therefore, we speak of Ethical Science, we do not
"

mftan a list of virtues and vices, but we mean a definite

and systematically arranged series of facts of conduct

in their proper relations to each other, and of the

underlying principles of these relations.

Another word for. Ethics is morality, right conduct,
and in order to know what is right we have to under-

stand something about man and his surroundings.

The object of morality is to secure the welfare of

all beings and this is done by showing men, througfi

the Science of Conduct, how to live in harmony with
each other and with their surroundings, Ishvara, is

Love,, and wills the happiness of His universe, is

gradually bringing about universal happiness. This
does hot mean that a right thing always is pleasant,
and a wrong thing always unpleasant, fc$ the time ; but

.H
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It means that the conduct which leads to lasting hap-

piness, to the bliss of union with Ishvara, to Mcisha

in the end, is good. "As the wheels of the cart follow'

the ox, so misery follows sin," and so also happiness

follows righteousness. The fruit of wrong-doing

may be sweet to the taste in the eating, but it is

poison, and brings about bitter pain afterwards,

and sometimes long- continued disease. The boy who
does wrong because it gives him a short pleasure is

like* the ignorant child who plucks and eats the

sweet gaily coloured poison-berries ihat make him in

the evening writhe in pain. It is the duty of the

teacher cf morality to mark every sin as "Poison."

*' The mark of Dharma is Achara 'good conduct).

Achtra is the mark of the good. Higher than all

teachings is Achara. From Achara is Dharma born,

and Dharma enhances life. By Achtra man attains

life; by Achara he attains prosperity ; by Achira he

attains fair fame, here and hereafter."

i Mahdbhdrata. AnushSaana Parva, civ*
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"Acbarais the highest Dharma, declared by the

Shruti arid the SmritL Therefore let the twice-born

that knoweth the Self ever diligently engage therein.

"Thus beholding the path of Dharma issue from

Achara^ the sages embraced Achara as the root of all

Tapas."

* 11

3

^
For/. the well-being of all beings was Dharma

declared. That only which "bringeth such well-being
is Dharma. This is sure.

" Because it supporteth and holdeth together is it

called Dharnia. By Dharma are the people upheld-
That which upholdeth is alone Dharma. This is sure,

<( For the making harmless of beings was Dharma
declared. That wfftch secureth preservation of beings

,
5s Dharma. This Is sure.

i Mamtsmnti, i. 108, no, 2 Mahabkdrata. Shfmti Parva, Raja
Dharnaa. c;x. 3 Ibid. SMnti Parva. Moksha. Ixxxviii.
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tf He who is the friend of f
all beings ; he who is

intent on the welfare of all with act and thought and

speech he only knoweth Dharma, Jaj'ali."
***

r: u
l

" He who wishes to cross beyond this intense dark-

ness, let him not attach himself too much to anything,

for (such attachment) is the great frustrator of Dharma

(religion &c.), Artha (wealth), Kama (pleasure) and

Moksha (emancipation).
*' Of these (four) too Moksha is the truly ultimate

end, for the other three are ever haunted by the fear

of Death the Ender." *

: U

"The wise man, O best of speakers, that knoweth

the proper times, serveth Dharma, Artha and Kama,
all three evenly, dividing his time between them (on

the Pravritti M&rga, the path of outgoing)^

**

But, O king, all beings defire happiness, and
Moksha (belonging to the Nivritti M^rga, the path of

return) is the highest good for them."

i W$kyti Bhagavata, IV. xxii. 34,35.

a MaMbhar&ta. Vana Parva. xxxiii, 41^ 42*
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CHAPTER II.

THE FOUNDATION OF ETHICS AS GIVEN BY RELIGION.

have already seen that the first proclamation
of Religion is "The Self "Is* One." There are
aafcMi'i-

i, .*>!,. !*rr /
"' ' ,v ,,, V. IV ^WW.M, ,,,,,,,,,,,,

>
,,

.,_ .,.,,,;(1

.Wt ti;r

indeed many selves in appearance, but they are all

portions or reflections of the One. Their separateness
is temporary; their unity is eternal. Many pots may
be dipped into a tank, but the water that fills each is

the same water. Many upadhis are dipped into the I

ocean of existence, but the life that fills each is the/

same life. This primary truth of Religion is thev

foundjLtiojQ of,,,Jgthlcs.

We must, then, in our Ethical Science recognise!
the unity of the Self. But this is not enough, for in/

unity there is neither "I" nor " You ", and we havej
seen that our^science deals with relations between *T'\

So we mu.tajso recognise the "diversi-

;
that means that there are many

upadhis of matter, and in each separate up&dhi there
is a part or reflection of the One Self. There'are innu-

merable bodies, innumerable minds, and these bodies**

and minds come into relations with each other, There'
lever be right* Delations until each separate
and body act to other minds and bodies on th.&

E5 ciPle that the7 are
,

at root one, that what helps

hjng that really Ti el ps e.acjh,, and thaL
one reaily injures all. In hurting^



another we are really hurting ourselves. If a hand"

cut the foot belonging to its own body, the blood would

flow from the foot, not from the hand; but presefftljr

the hand would grow weak, for the blood circulates

in the whole body and there is only one supply for all

parts of the body. So also with men
;
and if one man

wounds another, the wounder suffers as much as the

woupded, only the suffering takes longer in making
itself felt.

This, then, is the foundation of right conduct, as

|seen by the Reason. Boys have at first to take moral

^precepts on the authority of great sages and saints,

fas taught in the Shastras, because they have not

fthe power nor the time to think them out for them-

fselves. But they can, in their manhood, verify these

Iprecepts, given in the Sanatana Dharma, by applying

"their Reason to them.

The One Self is in all beings; every Jlvatma is a

portion or reflection of the One Self. Let this principle

sink deeply into every heart, and let each remember

that he who injures another injures himself. Sayeth

Shrl Krishna :
"

I am the Self, O Guclakesha, seated

in the heart of all beings; 1 am the beginning, the

middle, and also the end of beings."
l

Shvetdshvataiopanishat.vL II,



"One God hidethjn all beings. He pervadeth all.

^ He is%the Inmost Self of all beings. He supervised*

all actions. He is tlie resting-place of all beings. He
is the Witness, the Consciousness, the One, above

limitations and qualities."

"This one universal Inner Self of all beings be-

cometh one separate individual self for each form."

i

^ He whoseeth all beings in the Self, and the Self

in all beings, he shrinketh no more (from any, in

dislike).

" He in whose consciousness, full of perfected know-

ledge, all beings have become the Self in. him, thus

beholding the unity, there is no more any delusion nor

any sorrow. n

f3*%

" He whose self Was achieved the union of Yoga,
he beholdeth everywhere, with an equal eye, all beings
in the Self and the Self in all beings."

i Kathopanishat. v. 10. qlsh&panishat. 6, y t

3 Bhagavad-Glta* vi. 9.



CHAPTER III.

RIGHT AND WRONG.

two words, Right and Wrong, are in the

mouth of everybody, but it is not everybody who
can tell us exactly what he means by right and wrong.
Let us try to understand.

We have seen that we have specially to do with

three worlds, the Triloki, and we know that the Trilokl

is created by Brahma, preserved by Vishnu, and dis-

solved by Shiva. Let us think of a new Trilokl. It

is a going forth
; many forms appear, and grow and

develop; they become more and more different; they
evolve into separate individuals; they grow by* the

experiences they meet; they develop their bodies

and minds by taking all they can from outside and

working it up into themselves. This is called the

P2pKJtti.JJte.Wi
tne Path of going forth, on which

the Jivatma is building himself up into a separate

individual, by taking all he can from outside, and

making a strong intellect, a powerful
"

I." When this

Is complete, the Jlvatma has to learn that he himself

is only ar part or reflection of a much greater "I/*
the Ishvara, and that all his powers can only bring

happiness if used as part of that greater
"

I."

begins to see the Unity under the
diversity^ an

wa^from his litde separate self to realise the Oneself ;

o give to all^^that^are^ weaker
?<
than hqjg^to
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share with himself in othlr bodies and minds what he

has accumulated in his own. This is called the Nivritti

*Mafj3, the path of feturn, on which the Jtvatma is

seeking to realise himself as one with all by sharing
all he has with all who need.

These two paths make up what is called evolution,

and along this road of evolution the Will of Ishvara

in His aspect of Vishnu, is guiding His universe. To
work with this Will is Right ;

to work against it is

Wrong,

Now the world, as a whole, is at the turning point

where the Pravritfi Marga changes to the Nivritti

Marga. Most people are still on the Pravritti Marga,
but their way onwards, their higher evolution, lies

along the Nivritti Marga. Hence right conduct con-

sists* of the desires, thoughts and actions that help

oneself and others to tread the Nivritti Marga, the

path that leads to Union. We must aim at decreasing

se^arateness, at increasing unitj' ; all that lessens

separateness and leads towards unity is
Rigjjtj

all

that increases separateness and leads away from unity
is Wrorjg. But for animals, savages, and backward

undeveloped Jivatmas, whose individuality is still very

weak, separateness has still to be aimed at, and what*

is right or wrong for the more advanced is not yet

right or wrong for thftn. This is what is meant by I

saying that moralicy is relative. It is related to our i

^^I|^wr wW*^P"^'/^**'>! *'''*'<'''" 'V*.'f*' tw<*Nlftt*i I

position in evolution, to the path we are on.

"Subtle is morality/' Bhlshraasaid to Yudhishthira
41

1 instruct thee not by the letter of the Veda alone r

to.



but by the Veda as interpreted by wisdom and ex-

perience. None may accomplish his course through
the world aright with fhe help t>f a morality that'll

1 one-sided. The text of the Scripture .should be applied
'

with careful exercise of judgment, otherwise it faileth

i grievously, Ushanas spake this truth in time of old, that

I
Scriptures are no Scriptures if they cannot stand the

test of reason. The presence of a knowledge that is

full of doubts is no better than its absence. A morality
that is based on words, without regard to special

circumstances, leads to error. In a time df long-

continued famine, the Rishi Vishvltmitra took forbidden

meat from a ch&ridala, and compelled the Devas to

take their customary share from that same meat offered

?in sacrifice, and thus to justify his act. Forgiveness

|

befits the SannyasI; it does not always befit the

.The king may forgive injuries to himself. He may not

Jpverlook
the slightest wrong done to the meanest of his

I/subjects,
if he wish himself and his country well. The

sin that attaches to the killing of a person that should

not be killed is equal to the sin of not slaying one that

deserves to be slain. The king should ever exact with

firmness, yea, severity, from all his subjects their

^respective duties. If he does not this, then will they

prowl about unchecked, like wolves, murdering the

weaker and devouring each otheff. It has been sung of

old : 'She alone is a wife that speaketh pleasantly. He
alone is a son that maketh his sire happy. He alone

is a friend who may be safely trusted. That, verily,

is the motherland wherein living is earned. He alone



^

is a king who rulejh strictly without oppression, In

whoss, territories the righteous have no fear, who
tlierisheth the poor and punisheth the wicked/ 'n

The Ashratnas and the Varnas were given In order !

to shew people what kind of virtues they should aim
{

at, in the particular place and time in which they find ?

themselves, and thus to help on their orderly evolution,
i

As all men have not the power nor the time to find

out for themselves the Will of Ishvara, the Shastras

have been given to tell us of that Will, and so to help

us in distinguishing between Right and Wrong. But

some general rules have also been laid down in the

sacred books, by Vyasa and by others, for application

in cases in which the details are not clear or specific,

and therefore
s
the special rules, given in the Shastras,

not <asy or necessary to apply. Such are :

" To give joy to another is righteousness; to give

pain is sin.
17

"Let not any man do unto another any act that he

wisheth not done to himself by others, knowing it to be

painful to himself. And let him also purpose for

another all that he wisbeth for himself/'

"Let not anyone do, an act that injureth another,"

nor any that he feeleth shame to do."
*

"Let him not do to another what is not good for

himself. 1 '

T <sr fafT* ^ Facfinsf

i Mahdbharata. Shfmti Parva. cxxxix, and cxli, cxUi,
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11

*

"Of two kinds is the karma mentioned in the Vedas,

Pravritta and Nivritta, leading to joys or leading to that

I (happiness) than which there is no higher.

'^

** Karma done under personal desire (for gain)

/jihere or hereafter is Pravptta. Karma done without

]such desire, under guidance of perfected (knowledge of

, right and duty ) is Nivritta.

I

u
Doing the former, man evolves into the condition

'

1}

of the Devas. Performing the latter, he riseth beyond
i'the five Bhatas,"

n
2

"
DijBferent are the dharmas in Kritayuga ;

different

in Tretaand Dvapara; different again are the dharmas

of men in Kali-Yuga changingaccording to the changes
of the cycles."

i Mannsmfiti. xii. 88, 89, 90.
a Makabhtirata. Shanti Fan/a, ccxxxi, 27*
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1

" He from Whom is the emanation of beings, byWhom all this is pervaded, by Worshipping Himln' his
iown karma, man winneth perfection.

"Better is one's own dharma* though (appearing)
destitute of merits, than etfen the well executed dharma
of another. He who doeth the karma laid down by
his own nature incurreth not sin.

"Ishvara dwelleth in the hearts of all beings, O
Arjuna, moving all beings by His M&ya, as though
mounted on a wheel,

** Flee unto Him for shelter with all thy being,
Bharata J by His grace thou shalt obtain supreme
peace^ the everlasting dwelling-place/'

"The whole of the Veda is the source of dharma;
also the Smriti and the character of those that know;
the yedaj also the conduct of the good and the satisfac**
tion of the Self.

11

u

i Bkagavad-Gita, xviii. 46, 47, 6r, 62. & Manusmnfa 11
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[The translations of these ahlokas are given on p. 117].

tt\. Shnnti imrva. cdx. ao, at, 23.-

3 Ytijfuwalfya bmntt. ui, 63*



CHAPTER IV.

THE STANDARD OF ETHICS.

have seen that the general] standard by which

actions should be judged at the present stage of

evolution is Union, although many Jivas are not yet
arrived at this stage. For the majority we can test

each action by asking : Does it promote union ? Does
*"""SBV*a-**!.i.(,-~.v--.* , .,.1 ,..,:.-;

"''

it promote separateness ? If the ansWer to the first

question is "Yes/' the action is Right; if the answer
to the second question is

"
Yes/

1

the action is Wrong.
This is why it was said in Chapter I that morality
showed men "how to live in harmony with each other

and^with their surroundings." To live in harmony
is to promote union.

So also when Shri Krishna speaks of Divine and
Asuric properties, we find that he classes as Divine

^^""""^
'"""" '""' '

: '"- "" '* '""
*

those which promote union, and as Asuric those which!

p^mote^sepajateness. "Fearlessness, cleanness ofp
life, steadfastness in the Yoga of wisdom, alms-giving,|^

self-restraint and sacrifice, and the study of the Shas-f

tras, austerity and straightforwardness! harmlessness,|
truthfulness, absence of wrath, renunciation, peace-"

fulness, absence of ci^pokedness, compassion to living

beings, uncovetousness, mildness, modesty, absence 1

of fickleness,! vigour, forgiveness, fortitude, purity,

absence of envy and pride." i Such virtues draw men

i Bhagavad-Gitci* xvi, 1-3,
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together, and are based on the\nowledge that all selves

are one. On the other hand, see how those He
rgarks^

as Asuric, the qualities which drive men apart, prontW^

divisions :
"
Hypocrisy, arrogance and conceit, wrath

and also harshness and unwisdom." 1 And his descrip-

j
, don of the Asuric type of man shews one who is full

r
|

of ahamkara, egotism, and selfishness. 2

|
i Let the young student then grasp firmly this

I
distinction between Right and Wrong, and apply it to

i
|

the guidance of his conduct. In later study, he will

!
i add much to his thoughts on Right and Wrong, will

I j
tearn many details, and have to solve many complex-

j

"

ities
;
but this principle, this standard, will remain

| unaltered, for it is based on evolution, and is in accord

with the will of Ishvara,

t u

"Of all these things, the knowledge of the Self is

the highest. It is the foremost of the sciences, for

immortality is attained thereby.

Ibid. 4. zlbid, 7*18. 3 Manusm'fitL xii. 85^ iiJ, xt9, 133.
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f*

"Let him with collected mind see in the Self both

Real and the Unreal. Thus beholding all in the
*

Self, he turneth not his mind towards Adharma.
" The Self is all the Devas

;
All resides in the Self-

he who thus seeth the Self in all beings, by his own

Self, he realiseth the equality of all and attaineth to

the supreme state of Brahman/*



CHAPTER V.

VIRTUES AND THEIR FOUNDATION.

"f ifEhave already seen that mutual sacrifice, another

** name for mutuajjseryice, is enjoined by the

Sanatana Dhanna, '"and it is easy to see that this

is Right, since it promotes union. Thus the five

daily sacrifices promote union between the sacrificer

and Rishis, Devas, Pitris, Men, and Animals. Another

way in which the Sanatana Dharma teaches us to do

right is by explaining to us the three debts that we

owe: the debt to the Rishis, paid chiefly in the

Brahmacharya Ashrama, by study and by service of the

teacher
;
the debt to the Pitris, the Ancestors, p&id

chiefly in the Garhasthya Ashrama by rearing a family

and by charity ;
the debt to the Devas, paid chiefly in

the Vanaprastha Ashrama, by sacrifice and meditation.

A debt is something we owe
;
we have received

and should repay. This payment of debt, of what is due,

is called the disfihargeiodu> that which we owe to

others, which we^SS^StodoT^'rhe discharge of a duty

fs called a virtue
;
the non-discharge of a duty is called

fa vice. A virtuous man recognises his duties, his

I obligations, and fulfils them ; a vicious man does not

/ recognise nor fulfil them.

Virtues have^also_t>eA. called by Bhlshma ** forms

of Truth". 1 because Truth is that which is Real.
^<^*^*7 1**"- ?

^

_r_r
_m=mMWBmruM ,/ ,.... . ,

i Muhabharata* Shliuti Farva. clxti.
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is indeed, as Bhishrfla says,
" the Eternal Brahman." 1

fifcaffii is the Divine. Nature, and we see this in the

Deflexion of Brahman that we call external Nature.

For all the laws of Nature are expressions of Truth,

and work with perfect accuracy and changelessness.

For the greatest Truth o all,is f
as said before, the

unUy7f"fhe'

l

'Self amidst the diversity of the Not-Self.

All 'other truths and laws are such only because they

are reflections, copies, of this great unitv^in ^diversity.

And the form which this great Truth takes in Ethical

Science is that each one of us should feel for other

selves as for himself, should feel himself to be the

same as, or at least similar to, other selves ; and, so

feeling, we must always tell the truth, because to tell

a falsehood to another is to regard him with distrust,

to Regard him as separate from, or even opposed to

oneself, to prevent him from sharing with oneself in a

common knowledge which should be the same for all

when all are as one. From the setting up of this

separation by untruthfulness, consciously or uncon-

sciously, endless harm results and vices arise. This'

description of the nature of virtues as forms of Truth

corresponds again with our standard of Ethics, for

truthfulness promotes union, while untruthfulness in-** f

creases separateness.

TrjyLlJtil^ has always been a marked characteris-

tic of the noble characters described in Hindu litera-

ture.
" My lips have never uttered an untruth/" is a

favorite phrase of the Heroes. Shr^nshnj promised_ ._
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not to carry arms on Kurukshetra, and when He rm
towards Bhlshma with uplifted whip to help Aflurj
Arjuna refused His help because of His promise.

1

*

also
Yuclhis^ though almost despairing of victory,

would not take His help, because of that same
promise.

* On the other hand, we read that when
Ywihislifhira for a moment in his utmost need forgot
Iiis truthfulness, and told a He to the undoing of

Dror;a, his war-chariot lost the power that up-

| raised it from the earth and it sank to the ground.'*

:!}

When
thjeJP^i^cJavas were yet in the forest, and Shn

J
a

Krishna suggested that Yudhishjhira might send an

army against the Kurus, thus breaking the spirit of

the promise that they would remain thirteen years
in ex He, Yudhishthira's answer was; "The sons of

IVlmlu swerve not from the path of truth.
1 '4 Bven

when loss follows, the pledged word must be kept.

When Prahlikla took the sovereignty of the three

worlds from Indra* Indra disguised himself as a

Bi'Aliuiatya and served him as his disciple. At la^t

FraliLlcla was so pleased with him, that he offered

to give him anything foe asked for. Indra asked

for 1'rahlada's "Shlla", character, manner, behaviour,

*and Prahl&dagave it, though he feared it meant his

own ruin as indeed it didbecause he had pledged
?

i hm word.*

And who can forget JM|hflia
f
s splendid answer,

when his step-tDQther Satyavatf prayed him to take

, Purva, \\%, a Ibid. 3 Ibid. Droija Pan/a, cxciii.

4 Ibid* vaua Farva* clxacaci, s Ibid* Shfmti Farva,
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the throne and marry, against his promise: "I would *J

,' ~|tir^ the three, worlds, the empire of heaven, or^f

anything 'that may be still greater, but truth never*!

will I renounce, Earth may renounce its scent, water^
. MM-W WSW*,l,4**llW<*('' i''

' ^

i may renounce its moisture, light may renounce its 1
!

;

;

power of showing forms, the air may renounce its $
j: susceptibility to touch, the sun may renounce his<7

I glory, fire his heat, the moon his cool rays, space its t

capacity to generate sounds, the slayer of Vitra his%

prowess, the God of justice his impartiality, but I *JF

renounce not truth." 1

Karna^ the man of fire, the man of pride, the man
'* of headlong straightforwardness, was born, the ancient

; story says, with a natural armour that no weapons
could pierce through. The Devas, ever working that

the cause of the Pandavas might prevail, were sorely
anxious lest, in the predestined combat between Karna
and Arjuna, the latter should fail because of that strong
armour. It was Karria's rule that he sat facing the

east, every day, studying the Vedas, till the sun turned

the zenith, and he had vowed that during that period
of his Veda study every day, whatsoever a Brahmana
asked of him that he had to give, he would give to him

unfailingly; and one day Indra, the king of the Devas,

*

seeing no other way, |ook on the semblance of an aged
Br&hmana and appeared before Karna and said he had
a boon to ask. And Karna said that he would surely

give it, if it was at all within his power. Then Indra : !

" Give me this armour that you wear by nature on your
;

Adi Parva. qiii.
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body." Karna replied :
"

I kncTXv thee now to be no

artless Brahmana. but the king pf the Devas him^gifr*
: disguised to help the cause of the Palndavas. But even

{ the letter of my given word must be respected. Take

! what thou askest, though in giving thee thy wish I

know I give my life, and what is even more than life to

me, the only chance of conquering my soldier-rival,
1

Arjuna, -in battle !
" And Karna hewed off that living

armour piece by piece with his own hand and sword, and I

gave it all to Indra, winning thereby a longer life andj
a far nobler name than if he had defeated Arjuna.

1

King Das.feajra.th a,
of the Solar Race of kings,

asked by theTSevas for help against the Asuras, battled

against the latterjas a Kshattriya should. His youngest
wife Kaikeyi^drove his wai'-chariot, arid when the king
sank into a swoon under his wounds, she skilfullylbore
him away on the chariot to a place of safety and pre-
served his life. For that deed the grateful king pro-
mised her two boons, which she put by for future neecL

Long afterwards, when the king was in his old age and

wished to instal his eldest son, Rama, as the heir-

apparent, she claimed the boons, and claimed them

fearfully : Rama, eldest born and best beloved of the

'aged king, noblest of men, should wander forth into

the forests as an exile, and the crown be placed on the

head of Kaikeyi's son, Bharata. Dasharatha, knowing
1 well that it was death to him to grant the boons, yet

granted them and died. Better far that he should die,

'than the king's word be broken, and truth slain. 2

VanaParva, cccviii cccix. 2 Rdmdyawa. Ayodhyakanda
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Bali
Jr

the Daitya king, had conquered Svarga and

_ unchallenged ruler of the three worlds. The

ntes of a great sacrifice, the sacred Ashvamedha, were

spread out at his command. Vamana, Vishnu disguised

as a dwarf, came to the sacrifice and begged as boon

as much land as He could cover in three paces. Shukra,

the preceptor of Bali, bade him refuse to carry out his

gift, since Vamana was Vishnu. Bali answered : "The

grandson of Prahlada shall never speak untruth. I

will give to this Brahmana boy what I promised, even

if he be Vishnu and my enemy." And when Vamana
had covered the Triloki with two paces and demanded i

a third foothold, Bali offered his own head, and took!

as favour the loss of all his kingdom. And for thisf

Vishnu blessed him, declaring:
" His wealth gone,!

his position lost, himself overpowered and chained byf

enemies, forsaken by friends, reviled and cursed by his;

own preceptor, Bali forsook not truth. 371 The Puranas^

say that for such acts of truth, by the blessing of

Vishnu, Bali will be the next Indra, when the present

Deva, whose proper name is Purandara, vacates that

office, (for Indra is the title of the great office of the

sovereign of the divine kingdom, not personal name).

AsJruth is Brahman, those who seek Brahman must If

ABove^and beyond all else,

'

therefore, 1

a boy should strive fo? truthfulness.

I y^s
|hnu-Bhdgavula* vm. xv-xxiii.
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1

"The Brahmana, being born, is born a debtor with

three debts: to the Devas by sacrifice, to the Ancestors

by progeny, to the Rishis by study."

n
2

" After having discharged the three debts let him

turn his mind to moksha. He who desireth moksha,
without having discharged them, falleth downwards,

"
Having studied the Vedas duly^ having produced

offspring lawfully, having oflered sacrifices to the best

of his power, let him turn to moksha,

fi \

shall ye ( all ) attain the

highest goodi

<t
j^e ^Q heipeth not to turn the wheel of life thus

set revolving, sinful of life and rejoicing in the senses,

he, O Partha, liveth in vain."

i Veda text quoted by Kulluka in his commentary on Manusmriti, vi. 36,
2 Manusmriti. vi. 35, 36, 3 Bhagamd-Gtta. ili. u", 16.
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" Truth is ever the (one ) dharma of the good.
1

Truth jg^jthjS: Sanatana Dharm. Bow only to the

Trufrh. '. ruth is the final way. Truth is dharma,

Truth is tapas, Truth is the eternal Brahman, Truth

is the highest sacrifice, for all is founded on and

upheld by Truth.

'Truth is the name of That which is Unperishing,

Unchanging, Eternal It is attained by the Yoga-

meditation that opposeth not any dharma.
"
Truthfulness, equality (impartiality), self-control,

absence of envious emulation, forgiveness, modesty,

endurance, absence ofjealousy, charity, thoughtfulness,

disinterested philanthropy, self-possession and un-

ceasing and compassionate harmlessness these are

.the thirteen forms of Truth."

i Mahdbharnta, Anushasana parva. clxii.
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H
x

**

"The four Vedas on the one side, well studied

together with all their anga* and upangas (are far out-

weighed by) Truth alone on the other/'

" Men place less trust in themselves than in the true.

Hence all wish to secure the friendship of the true."

cprerr

u The true and the good act ever according to the

Eternal Dliarma. The true fail not nor are cast down;
never fruitless is contact with the true; the true feel no

fear from the true. The true guide the Sun by the

power of Truth ;
the true uphold the Earth by the

power of self-denial. The true are the guides of the

past and the future. O king ; the true never suffer in

the midst of the true."

SIT

Mvhabharala, Vana Parya. ixiii. s //>W. ccxnu

, Shfrnti Parva, Apadtiarma, xxxiii,
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"Anger, lust, dejection^ delusion, cynicism, wrongful
j

actmty, greed, emufatiens, envy, jealousy, irritated \\

utarry, sullen hate pr malice, scorn and fear these/*

tnirteen (vices and forms of untruth), O king, are the ^

powerful enemies of living creatures."

" The Devas know not a better being in the uni-

verse, than him of whom the all-knowing Witness

feeleth no doubt when he speaketh."

SIT

" Thy business is with the action onlyy
never with

its fruits; so let not the fruit of action be thy motive^

nor Jbe thou to inaction attached,

" The Supreme Brahman is the Right, is the Truth."

ti* viii. 96.' 2 Bhagcwad-Gttcr, ii, 4.7.

3 Nrisimhottayaidpini-Upanishat. i, 6*
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I Buss AND EMOTIONS,

I \j$ K Imve seen that ^shvara is Thought, Power and

)
**

Bliss, and man, as His child, has also these

1 characteristics* When the Jlvifrn^
j Jft dense matter, the aspect of his nature which

^
is

|
i>iiss is ever going outwards in search of satfsifactio;^

) frying *"to" realise itself by umtmgwijtslf withjtlje

I <illiE,-JWPJiid. ,. The impulses outwards are called

f
^

desires, and when tht*y unite the JivatmA to an object

I that gives him pleasure, so that he desires to be again

united to such an object, the resulting emotion is called

love, or liking. When on the contrary they unite the

Jiv&tmdto an object that gives him pain, so tifat he

desires to avoid union with such an object again,

the resulting emotion is called (hate, or dislike. The

first makes an attraction between the Jivatma and the

object ;
the second makes a repulsion.

The JlvMrnH thinks over these likes and dislikes,

and "gfadualiy "trains himself to direct his emotions

Vrighiiy ;
emotions thus guided by reason in accordance

(wife the will of Islivara develope intoVirtues, and thus

ktjje culture jj>Qhc emotions formg the ethical develop*

p ij Vment ....5f man. As he cultivates the emotion called

'love, h*e unites himself ito an ever-widening circle

of beings, the famijy^the^com'm unity, tlie nation r
the

race, lovi^^tSis^as^h^^ and 'this love becomes
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a continually increasing expression of the Bliss aspect

of hjsonature, which ffnds satisfaction in union.

'^'We have seen thfct evolution is now leading us /

towards union, or, in other words, that the will of

Ishvara is guiding the separated selves toward union'

with each other and with Himself. In this union isf

Bliss
; therefore the Right and the Happy are

insepar-j
able. Over and over again the Sanatana Dharma lead^,

us to this one conclusion. "Brahman is bliss/' therefore

the Jivatrria, being of the nature of Brahman, is also

bliss, and unha^giness only arises when he goes agzmjst

evolution, against the" great WiTI7""goes, "in a word,
.MttmAmKtuw . *

WlflWJjH|iPJ5$Wtrt.. .%f,.,(iS ;i - *'' " l"
1
'

wrong.

Brahman is all this Sachchidaaanda
;

Sachchida-

nanda is this all/
1

^tcT

The Self-born pierced the senses outwards, therefore

the (Jiva) looketh outwards and not (towards) the

inner Self."

i Nnsimhottoratapini Vpanishat. 7. 2 Kalhopani^hat. iv.

10
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m

"When (the Jiva) obtaineth pleasure then he
engageth in action

; never doth he enter on action
without having obtained pleasure ; only when he hath
obtained pleasure doth he engage in action.

*' That which is Infinite, that is (the true pleasure)

happiness; there is no happiness in the finite. The
Infinite alone is happiness.

"Where (the self) seeth not another, heareth not

another, knoweth not another (than the Self), that is the

Infinite. Where (the self), seeth, heareth, knoweth

another (than the Self),, that is the finite. That which

is infinite is immortal ;

"Joy and consciousness, a limitless ocean of joy

than which there is no greater happiness such is

Anauda."

The consciousness of pleasure is the consciousness

of an object desired ;
the consciousness of pain is the

consciousness of an object undesired." _ ........

x Chhdndogyopanishat.
VII ii. i, zxiii. i. and xxw. i.

, ya $arwsa*op4w$hatf , 3 Lt*!*>
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r4 ^ratft

"All beings revelin pleasure, all shrink greatly from

" By the delusion of the pairs of opposites, arising

out of attraction and repulsion., O slayer of foes, all

beings are overpowered in the world/
7

c \

Jl

3

*\Desire, aversion, pleasure, pain, the compound

(organism), consciousness and endur-an^e (born of indi*

viduality; these constitute the Kshettra (the field of

consciousness) and its changes/
1

I

4

'"It is K&ma (desire) and it is Krodha (anger) arising
out of Rajas,"

" In the object of* each sense lie hidden

and repulsion. Let him not fall into the power of

these, for they are his hinderers."

i Mahdbharata. Shlinti Parva. ccxxxi. 27.
Q B&agavad-Gitd.. vii. 27, 3 Ibid, xiii. 6, 4 Ibid, iii* 8^

5 Ibid. 34,
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"But the disciplined self, wavering among sense

objects with senses free from attraction and repulsion,

mastered by the Self, attaineth grace."

2

u He whocasteth aside the ordinance of the Shistras

and favoureth the rule of desire, he cometh not to

perfection, nor to happiness, nor to the highest goal/'

O;%T

" The One Who controlleth all, the inmost Self of

all beings, Who maketh many forms of one form -4hey

who see That One in the Self, only to those rulers of

intelligence belongeth the Eternal Happiness, unto none

else." ,* _________
i Ibid. ii. 64. 2 Ibid. xvi. 23, 3 Kaihopanihai. v, is,



CHAPTER VII.

SELF-REGARDING VIRTUES.

1 A IE have seen that the Jivatma is related to all

*^ around him, and that Ethics is concerned with

making his relations with oth'ers harmonious. But we
must not forget that he is most closely related to his

own^Jkoshas, or .bodies, the parts of the Not-Self that

he has most closely united to himself, and that unless

he is in harmonious relations with these,, he can

hardly hope to be in harmonious relations with the
"... "--.,.. * .

,, ,,./. *f

bodies that are further away from him. While he if

young, these bodies of his master him, and lead him
into

jp.ll sorts of trouble
; as he grows older, he begins

to try to master them, and many a hard fight he has

with them, before he develops the great virtue called-

sel^CG^^^-the control of the lower selves by the;

Higher Sell, of the bodies by the Jivatmi. Virtues thaf
belong to these* bodies, considered by themselves!
rather than in connection with the relations between
different Jlvatmas, are called self-regarding in modern
classifications. But every one can see that a person
who has these virtues will promote harmonious rela-

tions with others mucff more than one who has them
not.

Manu, the great law-giver, lays much stress o;n

ttie necessity for this self-control, and gives some
most valuable advice about it. He says that action has
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%ree
,

forces behind it/ and *that each of these must
be mastered. "Action is born of mind, speecb^mil
body."

1 *
' '""

"*""""" ^
The mpd the Manomayakesha, which includes

the emotions must be conquered. This is the hardest

task of all. For the mind runs after the objects of

desire, swayed and controlled by the longings to

possess the objects which promise to give pleasure.
The emotions are ever craving satisfaction, and the

mind seeks to gratify them, becoming their slave.

The Jivatma must free the mind from this slavery,.

;

and subdue it for his own service^ making- it the

master of the senses and the sense-organs : as Manu

says :
aln conquering this [the mind} the two sets

of five become conquered."
2 The "two sets of five"

are the ten Indriyas, that is the five Jnanendriya* anc!

the five Karmendriyas,

Let the student,. then aim at ruling his mind ;
if

it runs to evil things let him call it back ; let him

allow it to fix itself only on good things. This is the

first, the most difficult, the most essential part of

self-control

The control of speech is the next step ;
we must

think before we speak. Hasty speech leads us into

endless troubles. Arjuna was often very hasty in

Ms speech, and so got himself ftto many difficulties;

as in his hasty vow to slay thimself if he did not kill

Jayadratlfe, the slayer of his son, before sunset, thus

necessitating the interference of Shrl Krishna, wbo

i Loc. tit. 1L 92.
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shrouded the sun prematurely to induce Jayadratha t

corffe out from his shelter. 1 So again in his quarrel

with Yudhishthira, f)rovoked by Yudhishthira's taunt-

Ing speech/ and on. other occasions. Nay, his failure

to keep a hasty vow led to his death on the Great Jour-

ney ; "Arjuna said he would consume all our foes in a

single day. Proud was he in his heroism, but he did

not what he boasted. Hence has he fallen down." 3 He

who has conquered his tongue is near to self-mastery.

Thirdly, the physical body must be controlled,

and not be allowed to hurry us into sin for its

gratification. Says Shri Krishna : "Worship of the

Devas, the twice-born, the gurus and the wise, purity,

straightforwardness, chastity and harmlessness, are

called the austerity of the body."
4 'Youth is the

Cim* lor conquering the body, for it is then most

easily subdued, and set in the right way. For the

body is a creature of habit, and though, at first, it

will oppose the will of the Jlvatma with great energy,

a little perseverance makes it give way, and then

it goes as contentedly and readily along the new road

as it did along the old.

Among the sources of evil and of sorrow that we
should strive to get rid of b3

r this self-control is selfish

desire, for out of the insatiable desire for material

wealth and material pleasures grow many miseries^ and

peace arises from the absence of these desires and not

by their continued gratification. Thus Manki found.

i Mahcibharata. Drona Parva. 2 Ibid. Karna Parva. Ixx. hd,

Mahfiprasthanika Parva. 4 Bhagavad-Gtta, xvii. 14.
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*

For, greedy of wealth, Manki had searched for it long,

but ever he seemed doomecl to disappointment, 'ffcth.

the last remnant of his property he bought a pair <ff

calves to train up for the plough. But fate ordained that

the cord with which the two were tied should get en-

tangled with a passing camel, so that both were killed,

This last mischance opened the heart of Manki, so that

desire fled thence uoconfmed, and Manki burst forth

into sjujjj
: "He that desires happiness must renounce

desiref Well did Shuka say that of these twothe one

who gets all that he wishes and the one who casts off

every wish the latter, who renounces all, is surely

much superior to the former, for none can ever attain to

the end of all^desires* Do thou, my soul, so long a

slave to greed, taste now for once the joys of freedom

and tranquillity. Long have I slept, but 1 shall frteep

no longer ;
I shall wake. No more shalt thou deceive

me, Desire. Whatever object thou didst fix my
heart on, tft'at didst thou force me to follow, heedless,

never pausing to enquire if it were easy or impos-

j'sible
to gain, Thou art without intelligence. Thou

art a fool. Ever unsatisfied, thou burncst like a (ire,

always lambent for more offering. Thou art impossible

f to fill, like space itself. Thy one wish is to plunge me

into sorrow. This day we part From thjs day,

Desire, I live no longer in thy company. I think no

more of thee or of thy train. I cast thee off, with

all the passions of my heart, I, who was harassed with

despair before, have now attained to perfect peace of-

mind, la full contentment of the heart, senses at ease,



shall I live henceforth on what comes to me, and labour

jio nSPbre for the satisfaction of thy wishes, my foe.

Sasting off thee and all thy train, 1 gain at once instead

tranquillity and self-restraint, forgiveness and com-

passion and deliverance/' Thus Manki lost a little,

and gained all.
1

Hear also the story of king YayJUi, who driven

mad by wild desire, took from his own son his fair and

splendid youth to strive to fill therewith the evergaping
maw of Desire the insatiable. For thus the story

runs :

King Yayati, son of Nahusha, of the Lunar Dynasty
of Kings, was over-fond of the pleasures of sense, and

fell into sin which brought upon him the wrath of his

father-in-law, the great Rishi Shukra, the Priest of the

Titan-Kings. Because of that wrath, King Yayati was

suddenly struck with shrivelled and tottering old age in

the very midst of his glorious prime of manhood. He
propitiated the Rishi, and Shukra, taking pity on him,

decreed that he could exchange, for a thousand years,

his age and feebleness for the health and youth of any
of his sons, who should consent willingly to the ex-

change. Yay&ti asked his five sons in succession
;
the

fifth and youngest, Puru, for love and reverence of *

his father, gave him his own youth and took from him

his age for the periSd of a thousand years. For that

long period King Yayati assiduously pursued the

pleasures of the senses, endeavouring to exhaust the

luxuries of the world of matter. But ever he found

[. Shftati Parva, clxxvii..
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that his craving grew, even whjsn his senses dulled

with satiation. He longed in vain that his losing
for the world of sense should bfc exhausted by fulfil-

ment. As one spoke of a wheel running after another

spoke of it, the chase was endless. At the last, as the

thousand years approached their close, a great Vai-

r&gya arose in his mind, and he saw that desire ceases

not with satisfaction but with frustration, He called

Puru to him, took back his own old age with gladness,

and gave to him his youth together with the kingdom,
and retired into the forests chanting the verse that

summed up all his life-experience :

" Desire may not be quenched by enjoyment of its

'objects; it only increases manifold therewith, as fire

with libations of butter.
" 1

Let us pause a moment on the word "harmtess-

ness," in the above quotation of Shri Krishna's words

p. 141. "Harmlessness is the highest Dharma," Bhishma

taught. We,...shp.ul.dL injure nothing. Our life should

be a Bource of help, not of harm. The control of the

body includes this abstention from injuring others.

As said Brihaspati : ''That man who practises the

religion of universal compassion, achieves the highest
e

f good, ..One should never do that to another which one

regards as injurious to one's own self. This, in brief,

is the rule of righteousness."
2

People often harm others in mere thoughtlessness,

and so bring about much trouble. When Yudhishthira
<*r\A

<

niii"ir/M;niaTia onri tiiAii- Bothers were boys and all

KVI", 37. a Ibid, cxiii.
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lived and studied together, Bhima, who was the

$trcJ!lgest of them all, often indulged in practical jokes

and rough horse-pfcay, exercising his great strength

with boyish thoughtlessness upon the younger and

weaker boys. When a number of them climbed up
into a tree to pluck the fruit, he would take the trunk

between his hands and shake the tree, till the little

boys tumbled down like ripef rttits. Bhima thought it

was great fun *and laughed; but some of the boys

were hurt, hurt in body, and, what was worse, hurt in

mind. Again, when they were out bathing and swim-

ming in the river that flowed beneath the walls of

Hastin^pura, Bhima would swim underneath the other

boys, and, catching hold of a number of them, would

dive into the water, and hold them there till they were

alm/>st drowned, while his own greater lung-capacity

helped him efficiently against similar distress. He

delighted in this, but the others were agonised. What
was the consequence? A smouldering fire of repulsion

and dislike, that later on grew into a blazing fire of

hate that consumed Kaurava and Pandava alike. The

boyish thoughtlessness of Bhima was one of the chief

causes of the Great War. Jt is true that unless the

combustibles are there, the spark will not kindle the?

fuel; unless the tissues are tainted, the microbe will

not develop the disease; still it is our duty to guard
against such a destructive spark, such a death-bringing

microbe, as long and as carefully as we<an. When
thoughtless exercise of. strength hurts the weak who
cannot retaliate, then the anger that is born but is not
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vented becomes transformed into what is contempt-

uously called hate and malice, but is in reality far^fess

to blame than the careless spoliation of the weaker by
the stronger. To the superficial eye of one who is him-

self equally inclined in his secret mind to oppression,

such acts may appear blameless or even magnificent*

But to the just eye of a true chivalry they will

always appear in their real character of meanness and

tyranny. And he who studies the Great History

carefully knows well that the P^ndavas were not all to

praise, nor the Kauravas all to blame.

The triple control of mind, speech and body results

in righteousness, in right
character expressing itself in

right conduct The man who lias thus put himself into

right relations with the things nearest to him, his own

emotions, mind, and body, and has thus partially

acquired the virtues classified as "
self-regarding

"
or

**

egoistic" in western ethical books, is able to practise

more effectively those classified therein as "altruistic",

:

those which arise in relation to other living beings.

We have now to study the virtues and vices which

arise in the relations between human beings. These are

best classified under three heads :

1. The virtues and vices which arise in relation

to superiors.
'

m

2. The virtues and vices which arise in relation

to^equals.

j. The virtues and vices which arise in relation

to inferiors,



(

In this - way we shalf obtain a clear and simple

claspSficatipn
of the virtues which make our relations

with all around us harmonious, and seeing them di&-

tinctly, we can strive to attain them. And we shall

also see plainly the vices which make disharmony
and can try to avoid them. All the virtues have their

root in pure Love and have. Bliss, for their fruit
;
all the

vices have their root in personal Hate and their fruit is

Misery.

t

*TcT%T ^W^HFW^H^^PfT: H

CRT:

"
Karma, that briflgeth good or evil fruit, ariseth in

the mind, or in speech, or in the body. And threefold

are the paths of men, according to their kanffia, high or

low or middling.

i Ibid, xii, 3, 4, 8, 10, tz.
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But know that the inftid IB the mover of the

erabod!ed (M with the tea marks, of the three l^ds,

and the three natures."

W<Jtva) reapeth" good or evil, mental with the

niud*Jl with speech,
and bodily even wuh the

body.

rThe dandaof the speech,
the danda of the mind

the dlda otthe act-he who has laid these rods (of

u e over his intelligence,
he is the Tndand^

-Having laid these rods (of control over his

mind J refpect) to all beings, and havin, conquered

Land anger, (the Jlva) attaineth perfects.

* 1

II

1

; of the twice-born, the

;as, celibacy and harra-

of the body.

i not disturbance, and

wholesome, and diligent

speech.

vii, *4 iSi l6
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" Peace of mind and gentleness and silence, self-

sufj^-ession and purity of purpose this is the austerity

o
t
f the mind."

" Not by the enjoyment of the objects of desire doth

desire abate; rather it increaseth again, as fire with

libations of butter."

"There is no doubt, O great-armed warrior, that

the*restless mind is very hard to control And yet,

O son of Kunti, it may be controlled by constant prac-

tice and by Vairagya.

*' In whatever direction the mind, unsteady and rest-

less, rushes out, from that same direction should it be

restrained and brought back into the Self."

n
3

"Or if thou art not equal to constant practice then

do thou do (all action* as) My work. Doing all work

as My work thus too shalt thou attain perfection."
,- ....... -.- -

1 Mahabharafa, Anushasana Parva, cxvi, 37.

2 Bh&gavad-Gitd. vi. 35, 6. 3/6*V. xii. 10.
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Frt ^rr ftr^mftr urrfR: I -X

srrweft

" That Which is the Eternal of all eternals, That Which

is the Life of all lives, That Which being One inspireth

Many with desires the wise that behold That One

seated within themselves, to them alone belonged the

lasting peace, unto none else."

Straw ^^srersrftgiitT *ftf?n:*g vi^wfF^rt i

II

"The kinsman is the congenital foe such is the

view of those whose minds are blinded by the greed of

wealth. To him whose wealth is wisdom, the world

that is filled with his elders, equals and youngers, is

(as a world of) parents, friends and children/
7

fw

*

u He that, without having conquered himself, wish-

eth to conquer his ministers, o^that, without having

conquered his ministers, wisheth to conquer his foes,

he faileth helplessly._*
____________

. v. 13. 2 Balabk&rafa, Udyoga Parva, ii, r/.

3 Ibid* cxxviii, 29, 30.
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( But he that couquereth himself first. own

foe/and thereafter conquers his ministers and his foes,

(%is work) is not vain."

ferar^r 1

: II

t

u Not one (but many are) the branches of dharma

that have been declared by 'the wise, each resting upon
his own knowledge. But Dania (self-control) is the

basis of them all.

" The elders, the seers of the sure, have declared

that Dama leadeth to the Highest ; especially for the

Brahmana is Dama th (whole of) San^tana Dharma.

u The nian that is not self-controlled raeeteth sufier-

ing everywhere; and many troubles he <^iuseth, all

arising out of his own defects.

i /bid, Shanti Parva. clx, 6, 17, 13-16.

( 12 )
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18 For all the four Ashramas, Dama Is the highest

vow. I shall declare to thee the marks thereol^the

characteristics of which Daraa is the source ; *

"
Forgiveness, self-possession, harmlessness, Equa-

bility, truthfulness, straightforwardness, the conquest
of the senses, skill, gentleness, modesty, restfulness,

absence of scorn, absence of excitement, contentment,,

sweet speech, harmlessness, and absence of jealousy

pf all these is self-control the source,"

H
1

'*

Self-possession, patience, self-control, integrity,.

restraint, intelligence, learning, truthfulness, absence

ot anger these ten are the works of dharma."

i

44
Harmlessness, truth-speaking, refraining from

theft, control of the senses, such is the essence of

the dharma that Matm declared for all the four castes.'
7

|t :

ftrar w&J ^ ^rgci; n

"Truthfulness, absence of thgft, absence of anger^

modesty, purity, intelligence, self-possession, self-con-

trol, restraint of the senses, learning this is declared

to be the whole of Dharma."

s Mamtsntiiii* vi. 92. 2 ILid* x. 63,. 3 Yajnavalkya* iii. 66.
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CHAPTER VIII.

VIRTUES AND VICES IN RELATION TO SUPERIORS.

OVE which is unselfish prompts us to make sacrifices

for others, and to restrain ourselves for the

common good ; therefore such love is the root of virtue^

of the qualities that promote union. So also hate

prompts us to take from others, to grasp at all desirable

things for our own separate enjoyment to the injury of

others
; therefore hate is the root of vice's, of the

qualities that promote separateness. Moreover, when
we make a sacrifice for one we love, we feel happiness
in making it, and we thus learn that the deepest hap-

piness, real bliss, lies in giving, which is the joy of the

Jfvafma, and not in taking, which is the joy of the

bodies.

Let us see how love impels a man to act in relation

to his superiors, to those to whom he looks up, A
man's superiors are : God, the Sovereign, Parents^

Teachers, and the Aged.
Love to God shows itself as Reverence, Devotion^

Worship and Submission to His Will. We find all

lovers of God,show these virtues. See how Bhishma
reverences and worships Shri Krishna, the Avatara of

Vishriu : at the Rajasuya sacrifice of Yudhishthira,

Bhishma bids them offer the first Arghya to Him, and

Narada declares that *' He who approvetfi not the

worship offered unto Krishna, the Oldest One in the

universe, deserveth neither soft words nor consideration.
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^}> Krishna, with eves

gnrded as dead though

BlAshma fay dying, Its

in<l, word and act," and

I is blessing;'
2 he closed

recital of " the thousand

*t woids, crc bidding all

permission to depart.
11

j Daitya king Ilirai.iya-

most famous examples

teachers could say, he

liar i. In vain did his

: to kill bin. ;
the wild

iplcd on him failed to

have anihhcd him lay

the sword that shtmkl

blunted from his neck ;

carried death along his

;
and at last Narasimha,

granite pillar, and deli-

e tyrant who sought to

"s palace to flee from the

*,
shows such, fervour ot

d steadfastness in wor-

,iin* and gives him as

Boundary of the Trilokl,

i. 8. a Ibitt. SliAnti i'arva,

4 Sec Vitfiwi Vuruw* I atvi x
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. Nothing, perhaps, is* more marked in the perfect

:^tean character of RSmachandra, than His unwaver-

"ing submission to the Divine Will. Over and over

again during the whirl that followed his sudden ex-

. elusion from the throne, He calms those around Him

by reminding them that all that happens is by the

good law, and He Himself is utterly unshaken by the

storm, knowing the Real amid all changing unrea-

.

lities.

On the other hand, we read constantly of the over-

throw of those who do not honour the Supreme Lord.

Mighty rulers like Ravana, who was monarch in Lanka,

fell because they thought themselves rivals of Ishvara,

and set themselves against His loving will for the

worlds. 1 Jarasandha, the king of Magadba, refusing,

theugh bidden by Shrl Krishna, to set free the kings

he had captured, was slain by Bhima ;
2 Shishupala

fell before the discus of the Lord he denied
;

s
Duryo-

dhana perished, with his friends and followers, for his

persistent rejection of Shrl Krishna's counsels ;
4 the

list might be extended for many pages. Out of all

these shines out the warning that those who show hate

to Ishvara rnust perish,
**

Loyalty to the Head of the State is equally insisted

on in the Shastras, not only by direct command but

by example. When Yudhishthira is King in Indrapras-

tha, and his four brothers go out to war, they bring

to his feet all the^torealth they gained j^they fought

i Rdmayana* Yuddhakandam. 2. Mahabharaii* Shalya Parva. xx.

3 Ibid. si. 4 Ibid* Shalya and Sauptika Parvas and ante*.
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for their King, not or themselves^ So when Yudhish-

thira was exiled after the gambling-match, and*5he

people came out to follow him, leaving their allegiance

to Dhritarashtra, the loyal prince bade them return

to Hastinapura and obey their proper ruler, since

only thus c6uld they secure the general prosperity.
3

This loyalty was fostered in the people by the

devotion to duty imposed on the King, and by the high

ideal of kingship insisted on. Utathya, of the race of

Angira, instructing the King Mandhata, son of Yuvan-

ashva, said :

u One becometh a King in order that he

may uphold righteousness, and not that he may conduct

himself capriciously. The King is the protector of
,

the

world, O Mandhata ! If he act righteously, he attaineth

to the honors of a veritable God upon earth. But if he

act unrighteously, he sinketh into hell. All creatures

rest upon righteousness; and righteousness, in turn,

resteth upon the King. That King alone is a true King

whoupholdetb righteousness. If he fail to chastise

unrighteousness, the Devas desert his mansions, and

be incurreth obloquy among men." 9

Patriotism, the love of one's country, and PuKlic

Spirit, caring for the nation more than for oneself, are

^virtues that are so closely akin to loyalty that they

should never be separated from itv "King and Country'*

are the Object of true loyalty. No man should be

without this love of country and the readiness to

sacrifice hRnself for his native land ;
for national

i Ibid. Sabha Parva xxv xxxiii. a Ibid. Vana Parva. L

3 Mahabkamta. SUiati Farva. xc.
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greatness cannot exist without patriotism and public

spirit, and national greatness means, in the long run,

femily and individual- prosperity : the whole and the

part cannot be separated. Public spirit makes a man
feel the successes and the sufferings of his country

as though they were his own as indeed they are.

It makes him try to protect the weak from injus- |

tice, to resist wrong, to uphold the law, to stand for
j

justice, to refuse to make unfair profit at the cost of

the community, or to cheat it by evading what is due

to it from himself. The heroes of ancient India are

constantly described as "intent on the welfare of

others"; Shrl Krishna bids Arjuna see "to the protec- ^."^

I !. ,tion of the" masses," to '"the maintenance of raan-
///

/ kind." 1 The man who thinks only of himself and of

,!iis family is short-sighted, and is really undermining

his and their future happiness,

To Parents is due ever the most complete Obedience,

and this is one of the most often-repeated injunctions

of the Santana Dharma. See how Ramachandra, the

Great Example, obeys his father. When Dasharatha

is inveigled into granting Rama's exile and the son is

told by Kaikeyi that His father fears to speak his

will: "Speak, O honoured lady, the desire of the'-*

King," is His quick reply,
" and I will carry it out.

"There is no service greater than service of the father,

than carrying out his words." And to all arguments

counselling resistance, He gives the steadfast answer ;

*There is no power in me to transgress my father's

i Bhagctvad-Glta* iii. 20, 25.
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order I shall abide fry my father's orders.
77 *

And later, when his father was dead, and Bharata, rfost

unwilling regent, held His crown intrust, all His
answe^r

to Bharata's passionate pleadings that He should ascend

the throne was that His father had sent Him to the

forest, and had placed Bharata on the throne; each must

do his own task, according to the father's word.

c< What my father hath commanded must not be made

untrue/' 2

Again we read In the Mahdbhdrata the story of

the knower of Brahman, shrouded in the impure

body of a fowler, who led to his parents the Brah-

raana Kanishka, who came to learn wisdom at his

feet The -fowler took the Bnlhmana to the beauti-

ful rooms in which he had housed his aged parents,

saying that his own happy state of knowledge and

peace was due to his filial piety; having bowed low

at their feet he introduced his guest, and then told

him ; "These my parents are the idols that I worship ;

whatever is due to the Devas I do to themTo me

they are like the three sacred fires mentioned by the

learned ; and, Brahmana, they seem to me to be as

good as sacrifices, or the four Vcdas...The two parents,

the- sacred fire, the soul, and the guru, these five, O

good Bralimana, are worthy of the highest reverence."

He then told Kanishka that he Jiad acted wrongly in

leaving his parents in his anxiety to learn the Veclas,

and that he should go back to them and console them,
" Return fo the side of thy father and mother, and

* Aycdhyfikfiwlara. xv -xxx, 2 Ibid, xc.
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b quick and diligent in honouring thy parents; for

I flb. not know if there be any virtue higher than

$is.'
J1

*

Who does not know how Bhishma won the boon,

that Death should not touch him until he himself

permitted it, by resigning throne and marriage to win

for his father the bride for whom, in silence, the

father's heart was yearning. King SMntanu, of

the Lunar race of kings, wished to marry the beau-

tiful Satyavati, but struggled against himself for

the sake of his son Bhishma. A stepmother, he

thought, might not be kind to his beloved son. The

care born of the struggle showed on King SMntanu's

face, and Bhishma made enquiry of the ministers

and learned the cause. He went to the father of

Safoyavati and asked that she be married to the King.
The father said: "The King is aged; thou shall

shortly reign in his stead. I would rather marry my
daughter to thee." But Bhishma :

"
Say not such a

thing. When my father has wished to marry her, she

is my mother already ; give her to the King." Then

Satyavati's father :
'* But I shall do so only if her son

succeeds the King in sovereignty." And Bhishma said

at once :
"

I promise to forego my birth-right, I shall

place that younger brother of mine upon the throne."

But Satyavati's father said again :

" We know thy
word once given may not be broken. But what shall

bind thy sons from disputing their uncle's right ?"

Then Bhishma said :*" I promise never to marry at

i Mahdbhdrata. Vana Parva. ccxiii~-ccxv,
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all; so there shall be no sons to me who may dispute

their uncle's right. Now do thou let my father have*his

wish." And because of his fearfu? promises the DevarfB

cried out with a bodiless voicS :

" He has been

known as Devavrata so long; he shall now be known

as Bhlshma the Terrible "terrible surely to himself,

but most loved and most dear, to all true Hindu

hearts. King Shantanu too, when he heard that the

vows had been already made and could not now be

-helped, took Satyavatl to wife ;
but in the fullness of

his father's love bestowed on Bhishma the gift of death

at his own will alone. Men that prevail over their

passions thus, and can conserve their manhood perfect-

ly, may well prevail against the might of death itself,

long as they like, 1

On the other hand, it was Duryodhana's stubborn

insolence and disobedience to his parents that pre-

cipitated the war which destroyed his house. a Over

and over again his father pleaded with him to yield

to the just demands of the Pandavas, and give

them a share in their ancestral property, but Duryo-

dhana scorned his piayers and persisted in his own

way. Even when his mother, Gandhart, begged him in

the open sabha. to obey his father and to regard his

S *

duty, he treated her harshly and disrespectfully, and so

brought on his head the doom offailure.
No son can

succeed who grieves his father or mother by dis-

obedience or by disrespect

The Tfacher is added to the Father and Mother,

b the Sariatana_ Dharma, JfJ^ejM^
i Parva. c.

~"
a Tbid. Udyoga Parva, cxxx,
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of reverence and service, and we see this virtue also

in trie ancient heroes who should serve as examples to

ajl Hindu boys, Kftnv deep is the love, how unfail-

ing the reverence, shown by the Pandavas to Bhishma,
to Drona, even when compelled to fight against them ;

see them bowing at their teachers
7

feet ere the battle

joins on Kurukshetra ;

l and when Dhrishtadyurnna

seized the white locks of Drona, hear the agonised cry

of Arjuna : "Bring the teacher alive ! do not slay

him! -he should not be slain 1" and his heartbroken

sob when the crime is complete : "I have sunk into hell,

overcome with shame."-

The only valid reason for disobedience to the Guru

is held to lie, in the Sanatana Dharnia, in previous

promise or clear duty. Bhishma, the example of

dharma, gives a striking illustration of this in his

career. After the death of his father Shantanu,

Bhishma, in accordance -with his vow, placed his

younger brother Chitrangada on the throne, and when

Chitrangada was slain in battle, then he placed the

second brother Vichitravirya on the throne of Hastina-

pura. Looking for suitable wives for Vichitravirya,

Bhishma heard that'the three daughters of the King of

Kashi were about to hojd a Svayamvara, and were in

all respects worthy of marriage with his brother. He
went to KashI and by his sole might in battle carried

them off from the midst of the assembled candidates for

their hands. When he brought them to Hlstinapura,
the younger two, Ambika and Ambalika, willingly

i Ibid. Bhishma Parva, xliii. 2 Ibid, Drona Parva. csciii cxciv.
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r

consented to marry VichitravJryq, : but the eldest, Amb,
said she wished to marry Shalva, King of another

country, having chosen him for husband long before 1

Bhishma sent her with all honor to King Shalva
; but

he sent her back saying she had been won in battle

from him and he could not take her back as a gift.

Then Amba said to Bhishma: "
If Shalva will not

marry me, because you won me from him in battle,

then you must marry me yourself."" Bhishma was

greatly distressed for her sake, but in view of his vow

of lifelong celibacy could not consent. Then Aniba

was very angry and went to Bhlshma's Guru Parashu-

raTna; and Parashurama sided with her and ordered

Bhishma to marry Amba". But he declined, deeming
the keeping of his vow a higher duty than obedience to

his teacher in a wrongful order. And ultimately^there

was a great bat tie- between Parashurama and Bhishma,

For many days the single combat lasted, and many
wounds were received by both

;
and more than once

they fainted with fatigue and loss of blood and shock

of serious wound ; but reviving again, they renewed the

fight, till on the twenty-eighth day, the aged Parashu-

rama acknowledged that he could do no more; and

Bhishma won his cause. Yet because, however

unwillingly, he had brought much sorrow upon Amba,
Karma decreed that she should prove the means of

hi s death.

Reverqp.ee to the Aged fitly closes the list of virtues

jvhich should flower when we come into relation with

i Mahdbharata* Adi Parva. cii.
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our superiors, and it was one of the marked characte-

ristics of the ancient Hindu character. The wisdom

wiiich is the fruit of long experience is the precious

treasure in possession of the aged, and they willingly

pour this forth for the benefit of the teachable, court-

eous, respectful youth. In the hurry of modern life,

this respect for the aged is apt to be trampled under-

I foot, and it is the more necessary that care should be

H taken to cultivate it.

^ * yishijtu-Bhcigavata* III, xxv, i3, 19, 25, 27,
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" Tliere is no other path to thje attainment of Brah-

man, so auspicious for yogis, as devotion towards the

Lord who is the Atma of all.
*

" With his mind full of wisdom, dispassion and

devotion, he seeth Prakrit! losing its power and Purusha

as stainless.

" Where the good gather there are heard, the stories

that give knowledge of My Power, and are as nectar to

the ear and heart. Listening to them he turneth rapidly

to the Path of Moksha with faith and joy and devotion.
"
Turning away with dispassion from sensuous

sights and sounds because of devotion to Me, he

dwelleth ever in thought on (the mysteries of) My
creation, and thus, restraining his mind, essayeth the

straight paths of yoga and attaineth union.

**

Giving up the service of the attributes of JPra-

kriti, his knowledge and yoga (realisation of Unity)

blossoming with (the help of) Vairagya, and his devotion

offered unto Me, he realiseth Me as the Pratyagatmi

(the Inmost Self]."

c

TCR
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frrcnrfaOT*f^^

" From its own nature, some sages say, others from

time arising (came the universe) ; verily from the majesty

of God revolves in this world the Brahma-wheel,

" Him of Ishvaras the supreme and great Jshvara,

Him of Devas the supreme Divinity, ofLords the Lord,

the greatest of the great, God, the adorable Ruler of

worlds, (Him) we know.

" He needeth no instrument nor hath aught to do,

nor is there any found who is equal or superior to

Him*; His supreme energy is self-dependent and mani-

fold, Wisdom, Power and Activity.

4< None in the world is His lord, nor His ruler, nor

His cause ;
He is the Cause, the Ruler of the rulers of

the senses, of Him there is no source, no sovereign.

i{ The one Ruler of the many actionless, He maketh

manifold the seed
; therefore the wise who perceive

Him within themselves, for them is eternal joy, for

none others.

" Eiernal of Eternals, Intelligence of Intelligences,

One among many, who fulfilleth the wishes of all,

having known that Cause,, attained by theSa^khya and

the Yoga, (man) is freed from all bonds."

i ShvetdshvGtaroptini?hal.vii 1,7, 8, 9, 12, 13.
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* For the protection of the whole world God created

the King, when the kingless people were scattered

through fear.

"
(He created the King) out of immortal portions

taken from Indra, Vftyu, Yama, the Sun, the Fire,

Varuna, the Moon and the Lord of wealth.
* ' *

" For him the Lord created His own son Dharma,

the Prote^or of all beings, a*s the Dancla (Sceptre, or

Rod of Power ),
clothed with the

Brahma-radiance^

-4 <

, ^ i
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11 The Danda governeth all the people, the Danda

atone protecteth ;
the Danda waketh while others sleep,.

the wise know the Danda as Dharma,

"They declare the wielder of Danda to be the King,

that speaketh the truth, acteth after deliberation, is

wise, and versed in Dharma, Kama and Artha,

"Wielding it righteously, the King increaseth in all

three : but if he be given up to Kama, unjust and

mean, then he himself is slain by the Danda.

" A great fire is the Danda, difficult to be borne by
those who have not achieved the Self; it slayeth,

together with his family, the King that strayeth from

Dharma/7

SRTTJ

By the great-souled King was this world made full

of Dharma and all the people were gladdened ; hence

is he called the King.
2

srawt c^f *TT% iFcr:

. Shanti Parva. lix. 145, ja lt>ntt Ixviii, 59, 60.

IS.
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" The King is the Inmost heajt of Irs people, he Is

their refuge, their honour, and their highest happiness;

relying on him, they conquer righteously this woijd

and the next.
" The

. King also, having governed the earth with

self-control, with truth, and wiih the heart cf

compassion, having sacrificed with many sacrifices,

attaineth to fair fame and everlasting seat in SvaigaJ*

^raf fqcrr \

<( Ten Upadhyayas doth the Acharya exceed and a

hundred Acharyas the Father; but the Mother exceedeth

even a thousand Fathers in the right to be honored.

"The Teacher, the Father,*the Mother, and an
{

elder Brother must not be treated with disrespect, |

especially by a Brahmana, though one be grievously
f

offended (by them).

j Atamtsmnii. ii. 145. 2 I bid. 225, 22^, 250, 234,
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:

*' The service of the^fe three is declared to be the

besl austerity.

" For they are declared to be the three worlds, the

the three orders, the three Vedas, they the three

sacred fires.

* *

" All duties have been fulfilled by him who honours

these three
;
but to him who honours them not, all rites

remain fruitless."

I)

: snsrT

ft The vital airs of a young man mount upwards to

leave his body when an elder approaches ; but by

rising to meet him and saluting, he recovers them.

*' He who habitually salutes and constantly pays
reverence to the aged, obtains an increase of, four

things ; length of life, knowledge, fame and strength."

ti. ii. 120, 121.



CHAPTER ll.

VIRTUES AND VICES IN RELATION TO EQUALS.

f
E have next to consider our relations with the

equals that surround HS on every side, and to

know what virtues should be developed, what vices

avoided, in order to make our home and our outer
relations harmonious and happy. Let us first think of
those of the home, for they are of primary importance
pure and happy homes, in which family virtues are

practised, make the foundation of prosperous States of
successful nations. We have seen the relations that

should exist between parents and children, and we
must now study those that should be found between
husband and wife, between brothers and sisters.

The Hindu books- are full of stories of the love that

should bind a husband and wife together, or Conjugal
Love. " Husband and wife are the same/'

1
says Manu,

they are one, not two ; love makes the two into one-
love protective, sheltering, tender, on the side of the

husband ; love yielding, sweet, devoted, on the side of

the wife. *' Let mutual fidelity contiuue until death,"
2

Rcimachandra and Slta form an ideal husband and

wife; they enjoy all life's happTnesses together, and

suffer together all life's sorrows
; they take counsel

together i* all perplexities, and share together all

difficulties. We see them first in unclouded bliss,

i Manusmnti, ix. 45. a Ibid, 101.
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Prince and Princess, hs$py as the day is long; when

the ^coronation of Ramachandra approaches, we see

them fasting and praying together ;
when the shock of

the sentence of exile comes, Sita accepts It carelessly

at first, caring only for her husband's presence, and

she would go with him, she "whose heart is wholly

thine, knowing not another, ever clinging to thee,

resolute to die if left by thee." Thorns would touch

her skin like soft linen, dust would be as sandal-powder,

grass would serve as blanket, roots and leaves as

pleasant food, so long as she was by her husband's side.

"O Rama, thy company is heaven, thy absence hell,"

Only when he pleads with her to remain behind, does

her heart fail her. And when he bids her come, she

tosses gaily to her attendants all her costly robes and

priceless jewels, stripping herself of all that women

iove^ without a sigh, caring only for the joyous fact that

exile could not separate husband and wife. Happy as

a girl, she is said to be, playing in the forest glades,

.unmindful of the lost royal splendour, since she is,

night and day, at Rama's side. But though so blithe.,

she yet is wise, and we hear her counselling her

husband with grave thoughtful words, as they wander

on the outskirts of the forest of Dandaka, When she

is carried away by Ravana, the mighty Rakshasa, how
her husband's love breaks forth in protracted search,

ia wild outbursts of foment. " Sita ! Sita !

" he cries in

his anguish as 'he searches for her,
4<
art thou hiding,

art thou playing? Oh come ! Such sport is-my death/ 7

While he laments and seeks, Sita is exposed to every

temptation to be unfaithful, to every terror and cruel
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threat. "Devoted t> one fiushand, I will never sin

against him. With wealth and riches thou canst*not

t'-'mpt me. As the rays of the SUM are his own, so
aijj I

RAghava's alone." 1

And hear the story of S.lviiri who won her husband
from the grasp of Yania, king

1

<! Death. King-
Ash va pat J,

of the Mudra lands, obtained a daughter by

long v/or.ship of the Dovas. They called her Savitri.

Fitlr was she as a figure of &..>!d, and sweet as the

jessamine flower, and the people w rshipped her as a

Devi, conic ti them for their g^ocl deeds, When
she came of ago, her father said to her :

" Choose thou

* a llttiii:^ husband for thyself" And she went forth

a^careh, with royal retinue* When she returned^ a rter

the lanso of many imnths, the Rislii Nirada was

slaying with her father; and in his presence she

announce*! the choice that she had made* "King
Dytrna'sena of the SiiAlva country^ old and blind and

driven from his country hy his enemies, lives in a

forcs% leading a, hermit's life. His son, Satyavdn^

have I clnscn for my ,sp-)U>e." llien NAradasaid:
u Alax ! O King! innocent S\vltri ha'.h done ilU

n
*'Is

he not fitting mate for Suviiri?
1"

tlr: king asked Nirada;

*
ll Ii lie wjak iu mind or body, wanting in forgiveness

or in courage?'* Narada said; *'in nothing is he

|

:

wanting of all this. Strong agd radiant as the sun

| himself is Sut.yav&n, generous like Knntideva, just like

Shi hi, magnificent like Yayati, and beautiful like the

W'>on, 1 Hi? all this wealth of virtues must pass away
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from the earth within a ytar. "His span of life is very

short." With sinking heart Savitri heard the Sage's

words, yet said :
u
.But once can a person say

' I give

away\ And I have said it once,
'
I give myself away to

Satyavtn.' I cannot choose again.'* Narada said:.

u Because thy daughter wavers not, O King I I give

niy blessing to the marriage ;

" and went away.

Swift messengers went to Dyuraatsena, and he sent

back word to Ashvapati: "I once myself desired

alliance with thee, but saw not how to ask for it in.

my fallen state. Now that the bless-ed Savitri is coming

to me of her own accord, I know for sure that Lakshmi's

self is coming back unto our ancient house." So the

"marriage came to pass. Joyously Savitri passed from

.her palaces to the hermit's cottage. Eagerly she

attended to the least wants of her aged father-in-law

and mother-in-law, rejoicing to perform the humblest

duties of the household, and by her tender ways and

loving words enslaved the heart of her husband. But

ever underneath all this, the fire of secret agony lighted

'by the words of Narada burned within her soul
;
and

ever she counted the days of the prescribed year.

At last the hour appointed for the death of Satyavan
was only four days distant. Then she resolved to seek""1

theJielp of the Devas by fast and prayer. And all the

three days she fassted, taking not a drop of water.

Early she rose on the morning of the fateful day,
finished the morning rites, and touched the feet of her

elders. All the ascetics dwelling in that forest blessed

her on that day, saying that she should never know
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the pangs of widowhood. AntI when the time came for

Satyavan to go forth with his axe' upon his shoulders

into the wood for work, as usual, she made her heart
c

strong and followed him. He asked in wonder why;
but she said she wished to go with him that day j

and

so they went, beholding the beauties of the hills, the

waters, the woods, and the birds and beasts. Then

Satyav^n began his daily labours, filled his wallet with

fruit and felled dried branches for fuel. But suddenly

a famtness came upon him and his head ached greatly,

and he said this to Stlvitri and lay down. Then S&vitr4

placed his head on her lap and snt
r
with breaking heart,

awaiting she knew not what. All at once she beheld a

majestic and awe-striking form, dark yet shining, clad
8

in red attire, standing beside her, and gazing with fixed

yet flashing eyes at Satyavan. Gently she placed her

husband's head on the ground, stood up and made

obeisance. And the form said: 'The days ofSatyavfin

are ended : I am Yarna, Lord of Death ; and because

he is so virtuous, I have come to take him away myself,

rather than have sent my emissaries as usual" And

he drew the SQkshma Sharira of SatyavAn from his

fleshly body, and departed with it towards the

South. And Savitri also followed. Then Yarna said :

*M
Desist, O Savitri ! go back and perform the funeral

rites of thy lord. Thou hast discharged thy duty, and

come as far behind thy husband*as mortal may go/'

Savltri replied :

" Whither my husband gocth, thither

I go. This i^ the eternal law for man and wife- If I

have loved my lord with undivided love, if I have

served my elders reverently, if there be any power in
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penances, then be my*path unchecked, out of thy

favour, Yama !" And innocently like a little child she

repeated the lessons.of dharma that her loving elders

and her own gentle soul had taught her. "By faithful

service, treading household ways, to wisdom ha^ve I

won and to religious merit. Close not these ways,

O Death, depriving me of my gathered fruits,
71 "Wise

and reasonable art thou, O Savitri, and thy words are

sweet, Save thy husband's life, I give thee any boon."
tl His father lives in darkness, gracious King; by thy

favour let his eyes once more behold the day."
" Fairest of earth's daughters, I grant the boon thou

seekest. And now return, O weary earth-born feet,

that may not tread the gloomy path of Death." "Where

he, my husband, goes, I still must follow. Fruitful is

righteous company, O King of Death, and sweet is it to

dwell with one like thee. Not fruitless may such fair

abiding prove." "Take then a second boon as fruit,

O peerless lady, but ask not for thy husband's soul/'

said Yama. " Give then, O King of mortal worlds, his

kingdom to my husband's father, his kingdom rent from

him by evil men/' "He shall regain his throne," said

Yama, "and reign thereon. And now go back, fair

dame, nor follow further." But with sweet words and

honeyed praises, Savitri still followed the Lord of Death,

and won from him two other boons, one hundred sons

for her father, and one hundred for herself. When

the fourth boon was granted, Savitri spoke in praise

of righteous living and of high discharge of duty, till

Yaraa, charmed by her eloquence and wisdom, granted

her yet another boon, and Savitri quickly claimed her



husband's life, since Yam a ha~d granted her a hundred

sons, and righteousness would be infringed if other

were their father save her husband. Thus did a
faitji-

ful wife win back from Death her husband, and brought
to his family prosperit3

r

, riches, and length of^days,

since even Yam a, King of Death, is weaker than a pure
wife's faithful love. 1

Nor can the Hindu boy forget the story of Darna-

yantt, the wife of Nala. Nala
}
son of Virasena, and

king of the Nishadhas, loved Damayanti, daugher of

Bhima, the king of the Vidarbhas, and Damayanti
loved Nala, though they had not met each other, but

each -had only heard, the other's praises as being in-

comparable upon earth. Now the 'Svayamvara of the

princess was proclaimed, and thereto went king Nala,

and Damayanti chose him to be her husband, although

the Devas, Indra, Agni, Varuna and Yama were among
the suitors for her hand, and Nala and Damayanti
lived together in great love for eleven happy years,

and two children were born to them. In the twelfth

year came Pushkara, and challenged king Nala to play

him at dice, and Nala played, and lost again and again,

till at length he had lost to Pushkara his kingdom and

all his wealth, even to his garments, and went forth

an exile, with only one cloth, half covering his body.

Then Damayanti, his wifehaving sent her* children

to her father's care when she saw how the games were

going went forth after him, clad also in a single cloth,

and ia the outskirts of the city they wandered, hungry

Mahdbkarata, Vana Parva. ccxcii ccxoviii.
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and athirst To
completl their misery, Nala lost his

cloth in the attempt to catch therewith some birds f. r

fgod, and hopeless aiad desperate, he wished Damayantl
ti be spared the suffering of hunger, and repeatedly

p minted out to her the road to her former home. But

Damayantl clung to him, weeping, sobbing that she

wouM not leave him, that when he was weary the

would soothe him, for in every sorrow there \vrs no
such medicine as a loving and faithful wife. Presently,

wearied out, she lay sleeping on the bare ground, and

Nala argued with himself that it would be kinder to

leave her, so that she might seek her relative?, than to

keep her wandering in misery with him. Thus thinking,
I he cut in half; with a sword that was lying near, the

f
1 cloth she wore, leaving one half around her; and,

wrapping round himself the other half, he fled from her,

maS with grief. The hapless Damayantl awaking, found

herself alone, and bitter was her grief, more for Nala's

loneliness than for her own loss. She sought her hus-

j band eagerly, but found him notfound instead a huge

I serpent, that wrapped her closely in his coils. How she

| escaped, and what fresh perils befell her ere she found at

last shelter as companion to a princess of the Chedis,

jt

is to]d at length in the Nalopakhyana. Meanwhile
q

I Nala had rescued a snake ringed round with fire, and

I, by the magic of the snake his form was changed and

|

J

became unrecognisalfle, a$d he wandered till he reached

ft the cit}^ of king Rituparna, whose charioteer he became.

/);
Tims were husband and wife severed, the}* who loved

,
each other so dearly and so well. Now king Bluma
sent forth Brahmanas to search for his daughter and
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for Nala, and one of them, Sudeva by name, recognised

the sad Queen as she sat in the king of ChediV palace,

and told her piteous story to the^Queen-mother, who

proved to be her mother's sister. Then Damayantt, in

spite of warmest offers of hospitality, departed to. her

father's house, and king Bhlmasent out again messen-

gers to seek Nala, charged to bear a message to be

uttered loudly in every gathering of men, which in

veiled allusions, intelligible to Nala only, prayed him to

return to his lovely sorrowing wife. Long they sought,

and at last found one who, after hearing the outcried

message, spoke sadly of wives whom their husbands

had deserted, and he was called Bahuka, charioteer of

Rituparna, king in Ayodhya, Returning to Damayantf,

Parnada the messenger told what had been said, and

her quick woman's wit devised a way by which to bring

Nala to her side. "Go to king Rituparna," she said, "2nd

tell him that Damayanti holds another Svayamvara on

the morrow after thy arrival in Ayodh37a." For she

knew that none save Nala could so drive as to reach her

father's palace from Ayodhya within so brief a space.

As she planned, so it happened. Rituparna bade

Bahuka drive him swiftly to the city of the Vidarbhas,

and Bahuka, sore at heart^chose swift steeds and drove
"

them, as only he could drive, reaching the city of the

Vidarbhas by that same evening, and there, by Dama-

yanti's tender wiles, he was ledato give signs that he

was indeed Nala, as she suspected, for he wept over

his children^hen he saw them, and he cooked as only

Nala could cook ;
then she bade them bring Bahuka into

her presence, and husband and true wife recognised
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each other, and long thereafter lived they in wedded

bliss, their kingdom regained, and their children around

rfiem. 1

Moreover, a wife who truly loves and serves her

husband gains more of inner development and know-

ledge than she can gain by long austerities and painful

penances. For thus we read in the story of the

Brihmana's wife who angered Kaushika. Now the

Brahmana Kaushika made^ great tapas. One day he

sat in meditation under a tree, when a crane sitting on

a branch befouled his person. He opened his eyes and

looked up angrily at the crane ; and, such was the

psychic power stored in Kaushika by his Tapas, that

the crane was killed by that angry glance as if struck

by lightning. Kaushika was sad at the death of the

crne and glad also with the pride of tested power.

He went into the neighbouring town to beg as usual

for his daily meal, and asked the first good housewife

that he came across for it. As she was fetching him

some food her husband came in tired with his daily

work, covered with dust. Asking Kaushika to stay a

while, she began to attend to her husband. Sometime

elapsed and Kaushika's impatience grew. When she

came back to him at last with the food he needed, he*1

looked at her with angrier eyes than he had looked at

the crane, and asked* her how she had neglected the

BrUhmana for so long. She answered gently : "My
duty to my husband is more urgent t^ian

to the&.

Restrain thy wrath and learn forgiveness, Brahmana !',

i Mahabhdmta, Vana Parva, Hii hocix*.
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Look not at me with anger trfet will injure thee. I am
no crane !

)r Kau&hika was thunderstruck and qfles-

tioned her, and she replied:
4t No penances -have^I

performed to gather psychic powers; only served my
husband single- mindedly. If ihou wouldst learw \et

more about the virtues of our simple household duties,

go to the "fowler of distant Mithila." Kaushika went,"

with a humbled mind, to Mithiia, and stood at the fringe

of the great crowd of customers around the fowler's shop.

The fowler saw Kaushika, went up to him, and, bowing
low to the Bi ahmana, said :

a
I know why the faithful

housewife sent thee to me, and shall resolve thy

doubts and show thee why I can do so," Then the

fowler took Kaushika to his home, and showed him his

aged parents, as we have already seen. 1

How brothers should show Brotherly Love we i^e

In the whole story of the Rdmayana, and it is said that

Lakshmana was like Rama's life, so dear and close the

bond, nor would they sleep apart, nor apart engage .

in sport ;
we see him follow Rarnachandra into the

forest, and stand waking on waich while Rama slept ;

we see him sharing in the search for Sit, ever wise

in counsel and loving in sympathy ;
and when Laksh-

mana lies senseless, arrow-pierced, before Lanka, hear

Rama's piteous cry :
" What have I to do with life

and what with war, now Lakshmana lies wounded on
the field of battle ? Why, forsaking me, dost thou

wander in other worlds? Without thee, life and

victory, nay, Sita's self, are worthless."

i Mahabharala* Vana Parva. ccv.
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The whole story . of*the Mahdbhdraia shows how

brotherly love and union lead to prosperity and fame;

for never do we find the Pandavas with warring

interests, or leading separated lives. Yudhishthira

represents the family, and all the efforts of the younger

are directed to his enrichment and his prosperity. Fcr

"him they fight, and ail the wealth they gain is gained

for him
;
for him Arjuna seeks and wins the divine

weapons, by sharp tapas and fierce struggles and long

and weary wanderings. And equally does Yudhish-

thira cherish them, regarding their joys and sorrows as

his own.

Yudhishthira has risen into Svarga, and looks

round on every side to find his brothers and his wife.

*T desire to go whither my brothers are gone," he cries

agarh and again, and nowhere among radiant Devas

and triumphant Rajas can he see the faces he so dearly

loves.
" Ye mighty ones !" at last he cries,

" what is

your heaven to me apart from them ? That is heaven

where my brothers are. This is not heaven for me/'

Then the Devas bade a heavenly messenger lead forth

the King, and take him to the land where now his loved

ones lived ;
and turning their backs on Svarga they went

out, and began to tread a path that led into ever-

deepening gloom. Darker and darker grew the air,

gloomier and gloomier yet the shadowy way. Foul

things of nauseous smell and horrid shape crowded

round them as they went, and beneath their feet the

ground was slippery with blood, and was strewn with

fragments of the corpses of the slain. Sharp thorns
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and piercing ieaves obstructed it, and burning sand,,

and iron stones white-hot. Astounded, the Jung

questioned his celestial guide, .who told him that
Jje

had been bidden to lead him thither, but if he were

weary, he could return, Slowly, doubtfully, Yudhish-

thira turned, sure that his brothers could not dwell in

region so foul and evil ;
but as he turned sad cries arose

on every hand, and piteous prayers that he would stay

a while. " Who are you ?" asked the wondering King,
and answers sobbed from every side. "

I am Karna."
"

I am Bhishma." "
I am Arjuna." "I am Nakula."

u
I am Sahadeva." "I am Draupadi." And so with

others, dearly loved on earth, il Go back, go back to

Svarga," cried the king, wrought to anger by his

brothers' wrongs ;

"
go back to, those who sent you

here as guide. Not with them my place, but here, here,

where my loved ones dwell. Go thou back to Svarga's

barren joys ; better with these in pain than there in

lonely bliss." And as he spake, heaven's fragrance

breathed around, and all was balmy air and shining

light and thronging Devas. For stronger than hell is

love, and fidelity than pain.
1

Among the virtues to be shown outside the family,

Hospitality stands in the first rank, and how highly it is

to be valued may be seen in the story of the half-golden

mongoose, that attended the g^eat sacrifice of king

Yudhishthira, where all the arches and the stakes and

sacrificial vessels were of gold, and whereat all men
took as the^ would of gems and money, none forbidding

i Mahabharata. Mahuprasthaaika Parva, iii. and Svargaroharia
Parva, i, .
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them. Yet cried the mongoose, that the sacrifice of

the* wealth there gathered was of less worth than a

small measure of pondered barley, given by a poor

Brahmana to his guest. And thus he told the tale.

There was a Br&hmana who kept the unchha vow, and

daily lived on the grains of corn he gathered, making'

one frugal meal a day, he and his wife, with son and

daughter-in-law. And a terrible famine laid waste

the land and few were the grains left upon the husking-

ground by the threshers, and ever thinner and thinner

grew he and his, till they were but as living skeletons.

One day it happened that he had gathered a little

barley, and, having powdered it,, the wife divided

it into four, that each might have a scanty meal, and

joyfully they sat down to eat. But ere yet they had

touched the little heaps of grain, a guest stood in the

dootway, and, quickly rising, the Brahmana brought
him in, and gave him water and a s-eat, and then set

before him his own share of the scanty food. The

guest eat but still was hungry, and the wife brought
her share*and placed it in her husband's hands that he

might put it before the guest. "Shaking art thou

with weakness, mother of my son/' he said :

"
keep

thou the food and eat, lest my home lose* its sunshine."

But she pressed on him the food, that the dharma of

hospitality might not be broken, and, with a sigh, he

took and gave. Yet still the guest was fain for more,
and the son brought his meagre share, and the Brah-

mana, aching for his son's hunger and the emaciation

of his youthful body, laid that third portion before the

guest. But alas ! even then the guest was still hungry,

H
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for each little share was as nothing for a hungry n

and the young wife's share was now held out t

host's shaking hands, but he drew*them back \vitl

guish at his heart. ''Not yours, my little one, not y
not yours,"

" Father of my son's father/' she

with sweet humility of voice and gesture,
"

shi

not out from sharing your good deeds. As a Dev

guest. Feed him, then, from this my food, wh
as thine own flesh," Weeping he took, and thcri

gontlc smile laid it before his guest, who took ait

Then, as the guest rose up, bright light shot

ami in the midst he stood, radiant and splemlii

truly was the guest a l>cva
T
the Lord of Rightcot,

Dharma, the strong and pure. And in a few

that In: bad left uneaten, the mon^onso rolled, nj

bis bndy turned to gold by the magic of that so

su jrirrb':-,.s is UK: gracious virtue of ho.spiUi

transforming is its power.
1

A widirt! fowler, black in skin like his ow
of daily murder of innocent birds and beasts, .

in the eyes like bis burning malice against bis

\v,v uiu:e overtaken try a terrible thunderstorn

mt'liUtt ul' a fotrst. The open glades were c<

into lakirs and tlu; i'aiinva},s into running stro

sii**iiir,nt 1 btt IiJ^bi-r lauds to whidi he tried

way wen? iiivani.il by boars anci^ lictus and otl

df-iit/i:stH of itu? jusigbr. Sluvcring with <':old
f

'

wait ttar, he yt't rcrfraiiurcl nt iVuni hii> cnu;

1". pvuiiK *tn '01
'

s
tH.>pi|4t:t>!i Iving on the groiui;
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down by the torrents ofthe rains and frozen with the

col3, he picked her up and mercilessly thrust her into

tlje cage he carried. Wandering on he shortly came

to a lordly tree that stood in the midst of the forest,

and extended a benevolent shade and shelter to myriads
of the feathered tribe. It seemed to have been placed

ttiere on purpose by the Creator for the good of all

creatures, like a good man for the benefit of the world.

The fowler took refuge beneath the spreading boughs
of the tree. By and bye, the clouds dispersed, and the

stars shone out. But the fowler was too far away from

his home and resolved to pass the night under the tree.

As he lay under the tree he heard the he-pigeon lament-

ing: "Alas! thou hast not yet returned, dear wife!

What can have happened to thee ? If that dear wife of

miije, with her bright rose-eyes, sweet coo, and softest

plumes, cometh not back to my nest, my life shall no

longer be worth living. The house is not the home,

in truth; the wife is the home. She eats when I eat;

she bathes when I bathe; she rejoices when I rejoice,

and sorrows when I sorrow. Yet if I am angry, she

always speaks with sweetness only. Life is empty-

without such a spouse. Without such, a palace is an

empty wilderness. Such an one is a trusted com-

panion and beloved associate in all one's acts of virtue,

profit and pleasure. The wife is the richest posses-

sion of her lord. She is his one unfailing associate in

all the concerns of life. She is the best of medicines

for all the diseases of the mind. There is no friend

like unto the wife : no refuge better than she.'*
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Hearing the lament of hef husband, the she-pigeon

caged by the cruel fowler said to nerself: " Unlimfted

is my happiness even In the mid^t of agony that my
husband thinketh thus of me. She is no wife with

whom her lord is not content. But we must* also

think of this poor fowler, overtaken by the cruel storm

and kept away from home. He is now our guest,

having taken shelter underneath our abode." And she

cried aloud to her husband, explaining the plight of

the fowler. The pigeon too, with instant sympathy,

forgetting his own sorrows, addressed the fowler ;

" Welcome to my house as honored guest, and tell me
what to do/ J The fowler said :

"
I am stiff with cold;

warm me if thou canst." The bird gathered together
a heap of dead and fallen leaves ; picked up one in his

beak, flew and very soon returned with a tiny ember
on it from some neighbouring village. In a moment
the fowler found himself warmed by a grateful fire ;

and the bird asked him again for service to be done.

The fowler asked for food this time. The bird

thought :
"

I have no stores wherewith to feed him ;

and yet a hungry guest may not be left unfed." As

he reflected deeply, a new light arose within his mind

and he cried to his guest :
u

I shall gratify thee I I

have heard in former days from high-souled Rishis,

and the Devas and Pitris also, th#t there is great merit

in honoring a guest. O friend ! do thou be kind to me
and accept my humble service l

r> With this he flew

around the fire three times and then entered the

flames, offering his body to his guest for food.
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At that awful act of Uttermost guest-honoring, an

unknown horror of "his own past life of sin seized on

t|ie
mind of the fowler, tearing up his evil nature by its

deepest roots, and leaving him all shattered. " Thou
art my highest teacher, high-souled bird ! "Thou

showest me my duty 1 Front this day I expiate my
sins, denying rosy comfort to this sin-fed body,

evaporating it with all its crimes by daily fast and

tapas, as the strong rays of the summer sun dry up a

small and dirty pool. Taught by this example I shall

practice righteousness alone henceforth." He threw

away his club, his nets and traps and iron cage, and

set at liberty the widowed mate of the deceased bird*

The she-pigeon thus released, circled round the funeral

. pyre of her husband, weeping;
** Limited are the gifts

that the woman receiveth from her father or her mother

or Tier son. But the gifts that the husband giveth to

her are limitless! He giveth her his all and all him-

self! After all these years of happiness with thee, I

cannot live alone!
1 ' And she threw herself also into

tine ire.

With a new-born vision the fowler beheld the two

ascending co heaven in glorious forms ; and the more

confirmed in his resolve thereby, he took up his abode <

in the forest, living a blameless life thenceforwards, till

the forest-fires, kindled by dried branches rubbing

against each other in a summer-storm, consumed his

body, as the penance had consumed his sins. 1

tat Shanti Parva. cxliii-odix.

J
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Readiness to forgive wrongs is a sign of a truly

noble nature. It Is said of ftlimacliandra that a ,

hundred injuries left no trace u'pqpi his memory, while

one benefit was graven there. 1 And listen how Vidura

forgot insult and forgave. King Dhritar&shtra craved

Vidura's help touching the evil conduct of Duryodhana,
and Vidura counselled his brother wisely but firmly,

praying him to enforce on Duryodhana his duty o-f

peace with his P&nclava cousins, and to make his sup-

porters win forgiveness from the wronged and exiled

princes. At this, Dhritardshtra became much incensed,

and hotly blamed his righteous brother, accusing him

of partiality, and finally of foul disloyalty, adding gross

insult to the charg
fc

e, and going from his brother's side

in wrath, Then Vidura sadly sought the Paridavas, .

and told how he was sent away with angry words, and

counselled them with wisdom, urging urbanity find

gentle ways. And after Vidura had gone, King Dhri-

tanlshtra repented him of his harshness and injustice,

and sent after him to beg him to return, exclaiming :

"Go, O Sanjaya, and see if my brother lives, he whom
I have driven away in angry madness. Never has he

wronged me, nor committed any fault, while I have

grievously wronged him. Seek him and bring him

hither, Sanjaya the wise." So Sanjaya went, wondering
whether Vidura, the calm and strong, would pardon his

weaker brother's changing moods, and become again

the pillar of his throne, And going to the forest, he

found Vidura, highly honoured by the princes and by

i JKawajaua, Ayodhyfikilndara,
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I all, and approaching him* prayed him to return. Then

f
'

Vfdura, without hesftating even for a moment, rose and
; p took leave of his royal nephews, and hastened to his

I elder brother's presence, who prayed forgiveness for

\
the wrong committed. Gently Vidura spoke: "OKIng,

i I have forgiven. Worthy of highest reverence art thou,
:

my elder, my superior. Eagerly have I come, longing

to see thy face. And if I seemed to favour the sons

of Pandu, it was because a man's heart yearneth over
4S* '

those who are distressed, more from emotion than from

reason. Dear are thy sons to me as they, O King,

but the sorrows of the latter moved my heart" Thus

; gently and magnanimously spoke the younger brother,

forgeting, as unimportant, the insults he had received.
1

Urbanity is a virtue very characteristic of the old

Hindu life. We see the most exquisite politeness in

language and in action, as we read how the great ones

I

of the epic poems, good and bad alike, behaved towards

I
guests and friends and foes. Ramachandra is gentle

|

in speech, and prefaces his speeches with a kindly

I
smile. 55

Lakshmi, the Devi of Prosperity, speaking of

i the Danavas as endued with sweet speech, with friend-

** liness and with forgiveness, declares that She dwelt

with them because of their virtues. When they gave

way to wrath, and harshness, and unfair dealings, She
left them/attended by the Devis who abide with Her

Hope, Faith, Intelligence, Contentment, Victory, Ad-

;
vancement and Forgiveness.

3 So Narada is said to be

sweet-speeched, large-hearted, straightforward, free

j Mahabhnrata. Ashvaraedha Parva. xcii. zRamayana. Ayodhyil-
kandam, i. 3 Mahabharata, ShSnti Parva. ccxxviii. .
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from wrath and greed, and therefore was everywhere

regarded with respect and love* 1
Again, Bhisbfha

teaches that we should not disparage others by look

word or thought, nor speak evil of any ; that we should

never injure any, nor behave with unfriendliness ;<hat

we should pass with indifference opprobrious speeches,

and, even when another seeks to anger us, should still

speak agreeably, and when slandered, we should not

slander in return. 2 So again Narada described a N%a,
named Padma, who was walking on the threefold path
of acts, knowledge and devotion, and spoke of him as

ever hospitable, practising forgiveness, and abstaining

from inflicting injuries. He was truthful in word and

free from malice, kind of speech and seeking the benefit

of all. A Brahmana went to see him, and to learn

from him, but on arriving at his house found him absent.

His wife hospitably welcomed the stranger, and after

exchanging courteous speech with her, he left her and

waited patiently on the banks of the river the return of

her husband. While waiting there, he did not eat, and

the relatives of the absent Naga, approaching him in great

trouble of mind, urged that they were bound to shew

him hospitality. "The whole community, young and

old, is being afflicted, since this thy fast implies that
" we are negligently leaving unperformed the duties of

hospitality." Gently replied the Brahmana that by
their kindly wishes they had fed hm, but he could not

eat until the Naga chief returned. Presently he arrived

and in his conversation with his wife, we see the duties

i Mahabharata. Shanti Parva* ccy^x. 2 lbid% cclx$viii%

-1
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of the householder; his rSligion is in doing good to all;

all Vho corneas guests must be hospitably entertained;

the householder mu^t be gentle, free from wrath and

arrogance, must be' generous and truthful. 71 Thus of

old was taught the duty of the citizen to those around I

him. 1

it

" Women must be honoured and adorned by their

fathers, bi-others, husbands and brothers-in-law, who

desire welfare,

" Where women are honoured, there the Devas are

pleaseS ;
but where they are not honoured, no sacred *

rite is fruitful.

"Where the female relatives live in grief, the family

soon perishes utterly; but that family in which they are

not unhappy prospers ever.

i Makabhdrata. Shanti Farva, ccclvi ccclxi. 2 Manusmnli. iii. 55 5s
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11 The houses in which female relatives, not being

duly honoured, pronounce a curse, perish completely} as

if destroyed by magic." *

siirfcr 5 i

II

f

"Tliis is the extent of the man : his wife, himself and

his children; Brahmanas thus declare that the husband

and wife are known as the same."

%sr:^

"To be mothers were women created, and to be

fathers men
;
therefore religious rites are ordained in

the Veda to be performed together with the wife,

"Let mutual fidelity continue until death ; this may
be considered as the summary of the highest law for

husband and wife,

"Let man and woman, united in marriage, con-

stantly exert themselves, that they be not disunited, nor

violate their mutual fidelity."

Jtt;

. ix. 45* zlbid. ix, 96, 101, 102,
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^fttr

H
x

"Grass, room, water, and fourthly a kind word ;

these are never wanting in the households of the good.

"A guest who Is sent by the sun In the evening

must not be driven away by a house-holder ; whether

be have come at a convenient or inconvenient time, he

must not stay in the house without entertainment.

"'Let him (the householder) not eat any food which

he does not offer to his guest ;
the hospitable reception

of guests procures wealth, fame, long life, and heavenly

bliss."

n
2

" Let him speak the true, let him speak the pleas-

ing, let him not speak an unpleasing truth, nor speak

a pleasing falsehood; this is the ancient law."

li

" He whose spefich and mind are pure and ever

carefully guarded, he obtains all the fruits that is ob-

tained by means of the Vedanta. a

i Manusmnti. iii. 101, 105, 106. 2 Ibld^ iv. 138,

3 Ibid* ii. 160, 161.



** Let him not, even though distressed, cut another
*

to the quick (by his speech) ;
nor meditate acts of

hostility to others ;
let him never, utter the malignant

word that disturbs (the mind of the hearer)."

" Let him avoid unbelief, censure of the Vedas and

slighting of the Devas, hatred, obstinacy, pride, anger
and harshness. 1 '

^t^rr

n
2

" Let no one utter cruel words, or wound (with

them) the vitals (of another) ; let none seek to subdue

his enemy by unfair means. Let him not utter that

Inauspicious speech, belonging^ to the evil worlds,

whereby another is agitated,
*' The man that ever wounds the vitals of others,

. harsh, ancf sharp of speech, ever piercing other men

inii ii, 163^ a MoMbh,draia. Adi Pg^va. Ixxxvii. 8, 9, n, 12, 13.
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with the thorns of evll*words
r
he is the man. most

abandoned of (Lakshmi) fortune, and ever beareth,

bound to his mouth, ^.n evil demon.

"
They are verily arrows, these evil words that

issue* from the mouth
;
he who is wounded by them

sorroweth night and day, for they wound the vitals.

The wise man unlooseth not such (shafts) at others.

" There are no riches in the three worlds like unto

these compassion, friendliness to all beings, charity

and sweet speech.
" Therefore ever speak gently and never harshly ;

honor the worthy ; give, but ask not."

j H
1

" The man that has given way to anger may commit

any sin, he may slay even his elders, or insult those

worthy of his reverence with harsh speech ;

" He may send himself to the abode of Death.

Beholding these great faults in anger, have the wise

ones conquered it."

\

H

cfTTT

i M&hdbharata, Vana Parva. xxix, 4, 6.
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" What one thing, O Brahmana, (Indra asks of his

Preceptor Brihaspati), if a man shall practise '"well,

shall he become a standard for all beings, and attain to

fame widespread ?

" Gentleness is the one thing, O Shakra, which if a

man will practise unremittingly, he shall become a

standard for all beings and attain to fame widespread.'

" This one thing bringeth joy to all the worlds
;

practising it towards all beings, the man becometh dear

t
unto all and always."

11 He that with wisdom suppresseth the anger that

hath risen within him, him the learned knowers of

truth declare to be the true Tejasvl

ata. Shfinti Parva, ixxxiv. 2, 3, 4.

a Ibid. Vana Parva, xxbc. 17*
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CHAPTER X.

VIRTUES AND VICES IN RELATION TO INFERIORS.

s we go more and more into the world, we come
across many people who are much younger than

ourselves, people of the next or of later generations,

people also who areJess educated, or who are poorer,

or below us in social rank. With such people, inferior

to ourselves in some special point or generally, we
enter into relations, and we need to know what virtues

we should cultivate, what vices we should avoid, if our

relations with them are to be harmonious.

The first and most obvious of these relations is that

with our youngers, and the best examples of the

necassary virtues are seen in the relations of parents

to their children. Tenderness^ Compassion, Gentleness,

Kindness, how strongly these virtues shine out in loving

parents, and how happy they make the home. Fathers

and mothers love their children, suffer in their sufter-

ings, are glad in their pleasures, feel sympathy with

them in everything. ,

,

This fact is beautifully brought out in an ancient stony,

the story of the sorrow of Surabhi when her children

suffer. In days of yore, Surabhi, the celestial mother of

the race of cows and kulls, once stood before the king of

the Devas, shedding tears. Indra asked her eagerly:
u Why dost thou weep, auspicious mother of the cows?
Hath any ill befallen thee?" Surabhi replied:

" No
evil hath befallen this body of mine

;
but I am grieving



*.

for my offspring. See, O Kipg of the worlds, that

cruel husbandman beating my feeble son that labors at

the plough, and falls again and again in his weakn^s.
The stronger of the pair beareth his burthen easily ;

but the weaker beareth it with difficulty. It is for him

I grieve with heavy heart and tearful eyes." Indra

asked in wonder :
" But thousands of thy offspring

are thus treated ever}'' day 1" And Surabhi replied:

v "And for each of those thousands that suffers -thus, I

weep, O King, and I weep more for the one that is

j
weaker than for the others." Then Indra understood

the love there is in the mo ther's heart for her child in

suffering, and poured down showers on the fields of

earth, and sent comfort to man and beast alike. *

Very tenderly is shown the love of Dasharatha for

Ramachandra, his perfect son, both in his joy over^His

splendid qualities and his sorrow in His exile. Listen

to his words as he addresses his princes and his nobles,

when he proposes to instal his son as his successor, to

seat Him on the throne. Every sentence breathes his

love and pride. And when Kaikeyl has claimed her

boons, and demands Rama's exile to the forest, see

Dasharatha falling at her feet, declaring that though
the world might live without the sun, without Rama
he could not live :

"
I lay my head at thy feet, Be

merciful to me, Have pity on ipe, aged and. on the

verge of death/' a And so true was this, that when
Shri Rama at last tore himself away from His father,

that fatherwent home broken-hearted, and died from

* MahMhtirata, Vana Parva, ix. Ratnayaya, Ayodhyli Kandam, xii,
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grief f8r his exiled son;1 And remember the pitiful

scene between Ramachandra and His mother Kaush-a-

lya, when He carries her the news of His exile. He
shall not-go, she cries in her anguish; without Him she

will pine away and die. Or, if He be fixed in will to

go, in loving obedience to His father's orders, then

will she also tread the forest paths.
" Like unto a cow

following its young one, shall I follow there, O my
darling, wheresoever thou shalt go,"

2

And see the woe of Kunti, when her five noble sons

the Pandavas, are driven away into exile after the

^shameful gambling match in which all was lost. Kunti

bravest of women and of mothers, who, when the

hour of battle came, bade Shrl Krishna tell her sons that

the time had come for them for which a Kshattriya

woman bore a son, and that even life should be laid down

for honour's sake this Kunti wailed, broken-hearted,

and could scarce force herself away from her sons,

could scarce forbear to follow them as they went forth.
8

Or again, note tlie agony of Arjuna over the death

of his heroic son, Abhimanyu ;
as he returns to the

camp from the field of battle, he feels an unaccustomed

cloud enwrap him, and turns to Shrl Krishna for help,

for explanation. Eagerly he questions his brothers, who

fear to answer him, and Ijis
sad heart feels the piercing

anguish of his son's death ;
and surely the youth must

have thought, as his foes closed in around him, ''My

father will rescue me from, this fierce storm," but his

j Mmayana. A" V.hykrlry]^. Ixiv. 2 I bid. xx-xxv.

3 M.u'i:i ,,':> ritix, -Sabhu Paiva.

15
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father came not to his nelping, and he fell, pierced

by a hundred wounds. Not to have been present to

protect his child that was the thought that gtung

Arjuna to madness, for ever the heroic soul longs to

protect the weaker
;
much more then when the hero is

a father, and the weaker is a well-loved son. l

This duty of Protecting the Weak is incarnated in
"'

. . '.-.-; '..^i.i.,. M.,^ -.H,.?...., -..,:., . .;.:i...!.ft--'
'

the righteous King, and it is the fulfilment of this duty
which awakens the loyalty of his subjects. "To

protect his subjects is the cream of kingly duties,""

says Bhlshma. " The King should always bear himself

towards his subjects as a mother towards the child of

her womb as the mother, disregarding those objects*

that are most cherished by her, seeks the good of her

child alone, even so, without doubt, should Kings
conduct themselves." 3 So stringent is this duty of

protection, that King Sagara exiled his own eldest son,

Asarnanjas, because that prince, in reckless cruelty,

drowned the children of his subjects in the river. 4

Many are the stories of the ways in which good

Kings defended the weak who trusted in their protec-

tion, and this sense..of duty embraced the lower animals
'

ftrfV!,.'',^,*..*'-'"

4"' " " ' "*

as well as men. A dog had followed King Yudhishthira

the just from Hastimlpura through all his weary

wanderings on the last great journey, and had crossed

with him the vast desert, the only survivor of that

long travel save the King himself. Indra has come

down from heaven to fetch the King to Svarga, and

i Mahabharata. Drona Parva. Ixxii. a //</. Shfmti Parva. ivui,

3 Ibid. Ivi. 4 Ibid. Iviu
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bids him mount the car ar&l speed
The Diving stoops, and gently touches the head of his

faithful canine follower :
" This dog, O Lord of the

Past and of the Present, is very devoted tome. He too

should*go. My heart is full of compassion for this

poor child of earth."
" No dog may tread the heavenly

fields," said Indra in reply.
"
Immortality and a state

like unto my own, O King, far-stretching fortune, high

success and all the joys of heaven these thou hast won

to-day. Cast off then the dog, who hinders thine

ascent Naught cruel is there in the act
; earth-bound,

he dwells on earth." "O thou of a thousand eyes,

o O thou of righteous living, no Aryan may commit an
'

act unworthy of an Aryan. I care not for a bliss

;

bought by the casting off of one who is to me devoted."
" Heaven has no place for persons followed by dogs,"

I

said Indra sternly.
" Abandon the dog, and come*

I
Time passes swiftly."

" To abandon the devoted is a

! sin, sin immeasurable, say the wise, As black as the

I slaying of a Brahmana is this sin of abandoning the

I

weak. O Indra, mighty one, not for the sake of

: winning happiness will I cast away this dog." In vain

*** does Indra command or plead ; the King remains

: unmoved. Nor can sophistry confuse his clear vision :

i he had abandoned his brothers and his wife, why not

;

his dog? says Indra. " This is well known in all the

i worlds that with the dead is neither friendship nor yet

I quarrel When my brothers and Krishna fell and

i died, no power was mine to bring them bftck to life
;

! hence I abandoned them. I did not abandon them so

! long as they were living. This one lives. To terrorise
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the seeker for protection, to slay a woman, to steal

what belongeth to a Brfthmana, to injure a friend, to

each of these crimes, methinke, is equal the s\p of

abandoning one so devoted, " And then the dog
vanished and Dharma, Deva of righteousness, stood in

celestial glory where had crouched the clog, and with
him and Indra, hymned by Ucvas, praised by Sages,
the righteous King was carried to the heavenly world, *

Hear yet another tale of ancient days.

King Shibi, son of Ushinura, sat in his spacious hall,

in the midst of his assembled court, All at once, a

dove flew in, and, rushing through the air, flung itself

Into the broad lap of the king, panting, breathless,

fainting with fatigue and fear, As the king stroked

and smoothed its ruffled feathers in a wondering
tenderness, soothing back its breath and life with his

caresses, an angry hawk dashed into the hall also, and

came to a sudden pause before the king. In reviving

terror, the dove cried out in a human voice :
*' Thou art

the'Sovereign of this land wherein 1 dwell 1 have a

right to thy protection too, i come to thee for refuge
from my enemy/' But the hawk said also with the

human voice: *'I too reside within 'thy sovereignty,
O King, and this is my appointed food by Providence

itself. If thou deniest it to me, then surely thou

refusest me my right," The king pondered a while and

said; (< Ye both are right ! TlTou hast a right, O dove,
that I protect thy innocent life from harm

;
and thou,

O hawk, dhat I deprive thee not of thy just food !

But thus shall I resolve this knot of clharma, Take

* MahUprasthUmka FarvaTHC
"""""'
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tfeou other food from me* O hawk, till thou art full P*

But the hawk said: u
I must have the dove itself, none

otlir;orif other, then flesh from thine*own body,

King, of the weight of this very dove." The

angry Ministers would have slain at once the hawk
that menaced thus the priceless life of their beloved

master, and cried out against the petty thing. But

King Shibi said : "Lsit here as the sovereign, not for

small or great, not for dove or hawk, but as living
embodiment of Dharma, as example to my people. If

1 fail in the small, I shall fail in the great also
; and my

people shall fail grievously, imitating me. Bring up' a

pair of scales !" Stricken with a great sorrow, power-
less to disobey, setting their teeth against the out-

welling groans, the ministers brought up scales. With
one gentle hand, the King placed the dove into one, and

with the other strong hand he hewed a piece of flesh

from his own limbs. But the dove was too heav}%

And the King hewed off another piece. And the dove

was much too heavy still. And the wondering King
hewed off still another piece of flesh from his body.
But the dove grew ever heavier. At the last, the

King threw his whole body into the scale. And behold,

the hawk and the dove disappeared, and in their place

stood Indra and Agni, and they cried aloud : "Truly
art thou a King, and knowest well the Sovereign's first

duty of protection ! We have found thee more than

we had heard. Thy body is no longer mangled. Live

thou long within the hearts of thy people." V*

T Mahahhnrata. Vana Parva. oxxxi. cxcvi. and AnushSsana Parva, xxxii*
The story is told of different heroic kings.
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It is true that these stories are told of Kings,

because they are regarded as the type of the Protector

of the weak ;
but boys can also show protection, ip a

smaller measure, to all who are weaker than themselves.

For these stories are told in order that we may take

example by them, and copy in our own lives the virtues

they describe.

The great type of Compassion so that his compas-
sion has passed into a proverb,

"
compassionate as

Rantideva " ~was again a king. Once he and his de-

pendents went fasting for eight and forty days, and on

the morning of the forty-ninth day he received some ghi,

milk, barley, and water. To this frugal meal they sat

down, when a Brfthmana came as guest, and he fed

him ere touching the food. Then, when the Drahrnana

had departed, lie divided what remained into 'equal

shares, and gave to each, reserving one portion for

himself. But as he prepared to cat, a Shudra came,

and he gave him gladly a share of that small meal.

And when the ShCidra had gone, ere yet he could break

his fast, a man came with a troop of dogs, and the rest

of the food, save one drink of water, Rantideva gave to

these. These also went, and Rantideva raised to his

parched lips the welcome drink. " Give water, a little

water," moaned a voice near by ;
and Rantideva,

turning, saw a miserable forfn, an outcast c lying on

the ground, turning longing piteous eyes at the water

inhishancU Bending over him, with swect'com passion

beaming from his tender eyes, Rantideva gently raised

the outcaste's head and put the cool pure water to his
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.panting dust-soiled lips. {{Drink, brother!'' he said

kindlt, doubling the vaiue of the gift with his mild

graciousness. And as the outcaste drank r the loving

heart of Rantideva burst into prayer to Hari: <c
I do

not asU for the eight SiddhJs," thus he spake ;
"I do

not ask Nirvana. Only I ask that I may pervade all

beings, suffering for them their miseries, that they may
live without sorrow. By giving this water to save the

life of this suffering man, my -hunger, thirst, languor,

distress and giddiness -have all passed away." And
this prayer has ever remained the most perfeet expres-

sion of compassion.
1

The danger which is connected with the shewing
out of tenderness and protection to the weaker than

ourselves is the vice of Pride. . It arises from ahamkara,

that gives the sense of separateness. of "
I
" and '*

you,"

and thinks more of the fact that t(
I am helping this

weaker one,
"
than of sharing what is really a common

store with one temporarily shut out from it by his

separate form. By letting the mind dwell on one's

own usefulness and power to do good, pride is

awakened, and quickly ruins the good work that has

been performed. None that wears a separate body

may escape the power of this subtlest and most

dangerous of foes, that is known as ahamkara. Even

the very highest fall beneath its sway in unguarded
moments and unavoidably suffer the consequences,

for the Law of Karma is inflexible, and equal for high

and low alike. Many a warning is therefore^ given in

i Bhag&vata Puraya. DC. xxl,

'-t
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the Smriti against ahamkara and pride, the great and sub-
tle foe of the wise and strong,* Listen to some okthes.

The ancient sage NArayana spent ages in the

severest penance on the peak known by the naifie of

Badari, of the Himalaya mountains. To -test his

freedom from the attractions of sense objects, Indra

sent thousands of heavenly nymphs to play about in his

Tapovana, his grove of austerity, and divert his atten-

tion away from his austerities. They did as directed.

The JJishi Nar&yaria saw with his illumined eye the

purpose of their coming and smiled with confidence.

By his Yoga power he produced as many thousands of

similarly shaped forms, and sent them forth to offer*

hospitality to Indra's hosts. The latter were ashamed
and prayed to the RLshi to forgive their evil purpose.

He was pleased and did so and further offered them
a boon. And the boon they asked was that hershculd

be their husband and protector. Great was his perplexi-

ty, but having said that he would give, he could not say
no. He repented sadly :

** Tins great trouble has

arisen out of my ahnmkara, without a doubt. The

first cause of the frustration of all dharma is aham-

kara." Then lie said to the maidens: "
It was against

my vow to enter into the household life iu this birth.

In another birth, as Krishna, which 1 shall have to

take for other work also, 1 shall redeem my promise,

and bear the fearful weight #f this huge household,

marrying ye all out of the high- families into which you

also shall be born/' 1

ti. IV* vi, viL
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Vishvamittra, King of Gdhi, belonging to a line of

* Kshattriya Kings founded by Kusha, who came direct

from Brahma, returning to his kingdom with his ar-

mies after a grat tour of conquest, passed through

tjie Tapovana of the Sage Vashishtha. Leaving his

armies at a distance, Vishvamittra went in reverence

to the hermitage of the Sage to make obeisance,

Vashishtha received him with all honor and kind-

pess, As Vishvamittra rose to depart,, fearing lest

his armies cause disturbance in that ptace of peace,

Vashishtha offered hospitality'to the King with all his

forces. Visvamittra declined again and again, very

unwilling to burden the ascetic's scant resources ; but

Vashishtha insisted again and again, intimating ttiat

by the powers of his tapas and with the help of his

wonderful cow Nandini, he could with ease provide all

**

that liis regal guest could need for all his retinue. Thus

in him arose ahamkara. Vishvamittra thus overpressed

consented, and beheld the wonders of the cow. Then

greed arose in his mind, and he said :

" What need

has a Brahmana of such a cow : it is fit possession only

for Kings/' and he asked Vashishtha for the cow.

Vashishtha then grew sad, but said: "Take the cow,

if she consents to leave me." But the faithful cow

would not; and when the men of Vishvamittra endea-

voured to drag her away by force, then she appealed in

piteous terms to
1

her master not to abandon her. Then

Vashishtha gave way to wrath, the natural next step

after subtle ahamkara and pride, and^i great war arose

between the Brahmana and the Kshattriya, which
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changed the whole history of the land. The cow called

forth to her aid many non-aryan trtbes, Shakas and*1*

Pahlavas, Yavanas and Barbaras, and they were destroy-

ed by Vishvamittra
;
but finally the Brahmana power

of Vashishtha overwhelmed the Kshattriya proweaB
of Vishvamittra

;
and in Vairagya, he gave up his

kingdom and practised the severest tapas for ages,

resolved to obtain the Brahmana power ;
and this he

succeeded in doing, after long, long ages of self-denial,

and peace wa* made between him and Vashishtha, and

Vashishtlia recognised him as a BrahmarshL

To be King of the Devasis to hold a position that

may easily fill tlvc heart with pride, and from this cause

Imlra several times fell from his high estate. Once,
surrounded by his Devas, he sat on the throne of the

three worlds, and when Brihaspati, teacher of all the

Devas, came before him, Indra kept his seat, not rising
*

up to receive the great preceptor. Then Brihuspati
turned and went his ways, abandoning the Devas,
whom the Asuras then assaulted with success, chiving
them and their King from Svarga. Tins led to many
another trouble, and to the slaying of a Brahmana on
two several occasions by Indra, so that lie had to

perform much penance, ere he became purified.
1

Now, while Indra was performing this long pcnnncc,
the Devas, in order that Svarga mi&ht not suffer the

evils of anarchy, elected King Nahuslu of the Lunar

Dynasty of the earth's Kings, to hold the high office of

the Ruler of Heaven* None other was found fit for it,

reiya, VI. vii, viii,
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But, as Nahusha ruledP, and ruled with greater might
than Indra himself, pride grew in his heart from day
to day, and thoughts of sin came into Ifis mind behind
the thoughts of pride. And he said to the Devas:
41 f bear the burdens of Indra, I must have his rights
also. Let Shachi, the wife of Indra, appear before me."

\ Then the Devas spoke with each other in their distress,

, and thought that Nahusha was no longer fit to rule in

. heaven, and felt also sure that the time for Indra's return

was nigh. But who was strong enough to stand before

Nahusha? The might that he had earned by past good
deeds could be defeated only if he roused the wrath

of some great 'Rishi by some dire offence. And so

j they spoke with Shachi, and told Nahusha that Shachi

, would vsee him if he came to her home on the shoulders

: gf the Rishis. Nahusha ordered a conveyance borne by
Rishis. And the Sage Agastya and others were asked,

by order of the King, to lift the sedan chair. And they

consented gentry. But, as the procession marched,

Nahusha, in his eagerness and overflowing pride,

touched Agastya's head with his foot and angrily

^^ ordered him to go faster. Then Agastya saw that

Nahusha'sj^ii^ anc} he pronounced a curse

on him, and Nahusha fell from heaven into a hug

serpent's body on this earth, and suffered the pains

of a high soul confined to a low body for many, many

ages, till released therefrom by the wise words of

his descendant, Yudhishthira, the King that had no

enemy,
1

I i Mahabharala. Vana Farva. clxxix clxxxi,

J
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Now Bali, son of Virochana, fead dwelt long in high

prosperity, for the Devi Shrl, or Lakshm!, abode witl?

him as recompewce for his good deejds. But pride in

his own righteousness and in the happiness it brought

him, entered into his heart, and he began to thiftk

highly of himself and ill of others, and wrought evil

to them instead of seeking their welfare as before.

Then was the Devi displeased with Bali and determined

to leave him, and to go and dwell with his enemy Indra,

the Deva King in Svarga. And vainly Bali lamented

his folly, when he saw the Devi, who had long blessed

him, living with his rival "And this/' said Utatthya to

King Mandh9,f&, "is the result of malice and pride.

13e thou awakened, O Mandhata, so that the Devi of

prosperity may not in wrath desert thee. The Shrutis

declare that Unrighteousness begot a son named Pride

on the Devi of Prosperity. This Pride, O King, led

many among the Suras and the Asuras to ruin. Many
royal Sages have also suffered destruction on his

account Do thou therefore awaken, O King, He who

succeeds in conquering him, becomes a King. He who,

on the other hand, suffers himself to be conquered by

him becomes a slave, 1

r Sometimes the inferior may save his superior, by
his wise action, from falling into sin due to wrath and

pride. Thus did a son save his father, in very ancient

days. Chirakarin was the son of Gautama, of the race

of Angirasa, and as his name implies for Chirak&ra

means acting srtowly he thought long ere he acted,

i Mahabharatat, Shfinti Parva, cxc.
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gnd was very cautious and discreet. Fow Gautama
saw his wife commit a sin, and being very angry, he

said to his son : "Slay this woman !" and went away.

Then Chirakarin thought long how he should act, being

compelled on the one side by the duty of obeying his

father, and on the other side by. the duty of reverencing

the sacred person of the mother who bore him.
" Obedience to a father's commands is the highest

merit. Protection of the mother is a clear duty. How
shall I, then, avoid sin ? Son am I both of my father

and mother. All that the son has the father gives.

In his satisfaction, all the Devas are satisfied. His

words of pleasure bring blessings to the son. But the*

mother ? She is the giver of the body, the protector of

the child. When the son. loses his mother, the world

tor him is empty. Like her is no shelter, no refuge,
no defence; none is so dear as she." Thus mused

Chirakarin, bewildered by conflicting claims, Again
he thought: "The husband has his names (Bhartri,

Pati) as the supporter and protector of the wife. If he

cease to support and protect, how shall he remain the

husband? And my mother is to me the object of my
highest reverence." Now Gautama, his mind calmed

by meditation, was overwhelmed with the thougrft

of the sin he had committed in commanding his son

to slay his wife* and he hastened home, weeping,

blaming his own carelessness for his wife's offence, and

hoping that his son had not obeyed him. " Rescue me,
"

he cried, thinking of his son,
" rescue me and thy

mother, and the penances I have achieved, as also
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thine own self, from grave sirfk" r So It befell that

Chirakarin, by his patience and careful consideration,

did his father's real will though nt his hasty ordei>

and thus saved his father from a grievous sin, inspired

by pride and wrath, l

" Created beings must be instructed for their wel-

fare without giving them pain, and sweet and gentle

speech must be used by a (superior; who desires (to

fulfil) the- sacred law."

*'

By protecting those who live as Aryans, and by

removing thorns, Kings, solely intent on guarding their

subjects, reach heaven."

" The King has been created to be the Protector of

the castes and ashramas, who, all according to their

rank, discharge their several duties."

ftr^hr r

(< As the weeder plucks up the weeds and preserves

the corn, so let the King protect his kingdom and

destroy his foeg."

i Mcihdbhtirata, Shanti Farva. cexlvL 2 Mtuiusmnti, \\, 159.
d, ix. 253. 4 Ibid* vii. 35. 5 ibid, no.
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: HK*fer

" Let him, without making distinctions, feed newly-

m^rried women, young maidens, the sick, and preg-

nant women, even before his guests."

<4 Way should be made for a man in a carriage, for

one who is above ninety years old, for a sick person,

for one who carries a burden, for a woman, a Snataka,

a King, and a bridegroom."

*nf<i?

|i
II

s

sftftf

"
Compassion is the mark of the great merit of

saints -compassion ever secures the blessings (or love)

of the good." _ _

4 Mahdbjiarata.
Anushfiaana Parva. v. 28.
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CHAPTER XI,
"

THE RE-ACTION OF VIRTUES AND VICES ON EACH OTHETI.

\ if E have now considered many virtues and vices
**

separately, and have seen, in many illustrations,

how virtues lead to happiness and vices to misery,
We have finally to see how a virtue helps to produce
a virtue in another, and a vice a vice, so that we may
learn how to help others to Tightness of thought and

action, and thus promote their happiness. By showing

Jove to others, we awaken love in them ; by showing

hate, we awaken hate. We are apt to feel as others feel,

A man who is angry makes those around him angry,

and so quarrels arise and grow more and more bitter.

An angry word brings an angry reply, and that brings

a still more angry retort, and so on and on. On the

other hand, gentle words bring gentle words in reply,

kindness arouses kindness, and good deeds cause good

deeds in others.

When this is understood, we can use right emotions

to counteract wrong ones in others, instead of letting

ourselves run into wrong emotions when these afe

shown to us. If a man speaks angrily to us, and

we feel inclined to answer angrily^
we should check

? ourselves and answer very gently, and this gentle

answer will soothe him, and make him feel less angry.

This is what i* meant by returning good for evil, and

only by acting in this way can we restore harmony when

it is disturbed, and preserve it for the happiness of all
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When Draupadi urge^ king Yudhlshthira to attack

the* Kurus, after he -had been so cruelly cheated and

ruined by them, the wise king pointed out to her that

tl?e returning of eviF for evil could only result in the'

continuance of misery. 'The wise man who though

persecuted, suffereth not his wrath to be aroused,,

joyeth in the other world, having passed his persecutor

over with indifference. For this reason it has been

said that a wise man, whether strong or weak, should'

ever forgive his persecutor, even when the latter is

in straits, If amongst men there were not some equal

to the earth in forgiveness, there would be no peace

among men, but continued strife born of wrath! If the
;

-

injured were to return their injuries, if one chastised

by his superior were to chastise his superior in return,

the consequence would be the destruction of every

creature, and sin would prevail. If the man who hath

ill speeches from another returneth those speeches ;

if the injured man returneth his injuries ;
if the

chastised person chastises in return
;
then would fathers

slay sons, and sons fathers ; then would husbands

slay wives, and wives husbands ; then, O Krishna, how
could birth take place in a world thus filled with anger ?

For know thou that the birth of creatures is due to

peace."
1

Hear how Dasharatha the king turned away, by
soft humility, the ang'er of his wife. Kaushalya, mother

of Ramachandra, rent by anguish for the loss of that

unequalled son, exiled for long years from her fond

i. Mahabhdraia. Vana Parva, xxix. 2528,

16
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arms, spake for the first tun<% angry words to Dasha-

ratha :

" Thou hast murdered tfty sinless son With

thine own hands, O King. Well hast thou trodden

the Ancient Path, maintained by thy ancestors wflh

so much toil. The husband is the first refuse of

women; the son is the second ; the kinsmen the third:

there is no fourth. Thou hast abandoned me; Rama is

gone ;
1 cannot leave thee here to go to him. In every

way thou hast destroyed me, and destroyed the king-
dom and the people,"

Thfe King heard the harsh words, and bent lower

under that greater burden of sorrow. His mind wan
all distraught, and he lost consciousness. Recovering,

he saw Kaushaly& still beside him. In that moment
the memory of that past sin of his, of which this misery
was the consequence, came back to him. Burning
with the double sorrow of that sin and of the loss of

Rama, trembling, folding hands, and bending head, he

spoke to her :

"
Forgive me, C) Kaushalyli I fold my

hands to thee, Ever wast thou tender-hearted, even
unto others. Bear with thy husband, whether he be

good or ill. I am so broken already by my sorrow,

Speak not harsh words to me, even in thy anguish."
She heard that piteous speech of the humbled King; and
tears of pity rushed forth from her eyes like new rain-

waters from the waterfalls.
|-Ier anger vanished,

yielding place to deep humility and remorse and fear

of sin for those harsh words. She seized the hands
of the Kin$ and put them on her head, and in great

agitation said :
"
Forgive, forgive me, O King-, I
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entreat thee with my had upon thy feet, It Is for

me to ask thee for forgiveness, not for thee to ask of

ni, for so great sin would come to me. That woman
is not honoured of the wise, in this or in the other

worlds, who compels her husband to propitiate her.

I know the dharma, and I know that thfou, my hus-

band, knowest it, and therefore most perform thy

promise and maintain the truth. Sorrow for my sou

drove me in a weak moment to say those words of

wrong. Sorrow destroys all firmness ; sorrow destroys

all wisdom : there is no enemy like to sorrow. It

, swells within my heart, like rivers in the rains, when

I think of my beloved son." 1 Thus was Kaushalya's

bitterness overcome by Dasharatha's sweet humility

and patience. If he had answered bitterly to her bitter

words, the quarrel would have grown, and their com-

mon grief would have driven them from each other,

But he met her pride with humility, her reproach with

meekness, her anger with tenderness, and thus humi-

lity, meekness and tenderness were aroused in hen

So again does Ramachandra awaken trust towards

Bharata in Lakshmana's angry breast, by showing

out that, trust Himself. Rima, gone forth from Ayodhya,

with His wife and brother, to keep His father's word

unbroken, dwelling in the forests, heard the distant

murmurs of a marching army, and bade Laksh-

mana ascend a tree and look, Lakshmana saw that it

was Bharata coming into the forest with a great throng

of men. Anger at the exile forced his thought at once

i Ramdyana, Aycdhyakandam. Jx. 1x1.
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into th-c way of suspicion O,gamst Bharata, and he

carne in haste to Rama and asked him wrathfull^ to

prepare for "battle, as Bharata ^was coming to slay

them and so make sure of Ins sovereignty* But

Rama's mind was full of love to Bharata and not

anger. And* tenderly He said :
" Mistrust him not. I

will say to him: ' Give all this kingdom unto Laksh-

mana,' and he will say but one word, 'YesV The wrath

of Lakshniana vanished, giving place to shame. And
Bharata came and begged and prayed of Kama that

He should go back to Ayodhyfi, But Rama would not

break His father's word in letter or spirit. And Bha-

rata carried away the walking-sandals of Rama and

placed them on the throne as symbol of the rightful

Sovereign, and ruled Ayodhyfi in His name and as His

regent, for the fourteen years of Rama's wanderings*
1

%

Over and over again in the dark days of their exile,

did his wife and brothers, losing heart and patience,

blame Yudhishthira for his loyal adherance to his com-

pact with the Kauravas, and his patient endurance of

wrong. Over and over again did that noble heart,

pierced and tortured by the reproaches of his loved

ones, win them back by gentleness to the path of

truth and honour. Thus Bhlma, giving way to fierce

anger, bitterly upbraided his elder brother with u the

trite merit of sticking to a promise'
7 made to gamblers

who had over-reached him, laid the loss of kingdom and

riches at hi^door, reproached him with weakness, with

deserting the virtues of his order, with making himself

i Rawayana, Aycdhyfikfin'Jam, xlv.
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"
.

ridiculous. But Yudhishyhira, summoning all Iris pati-
ence and remaining silent for a few moments, answered

gently that doubtless^all Bhlma's words were true: "I

^annpt reproach thee for torturing me thus, piercing me
with thy arrowy words

;
for from my own folly alone

has this calamity fallen upon you all. I should have

controlled my mind, and not have allowed it to be

influenced by arrogance, vanity and pride. I cannot

then reproach thee, O Bhima, for thy winged words.

Yet have I given my pledge, and who may break his

pledged word? Death is easier to bear than the gain-

ing of a realm by a lie. What avail, then, to speak to

me thus harshly ? My heart is broken by the sight
of the sufferings 1 have caused. But I may not break

my word. Wait, O my brother, for the return of better

dayfs, as the sower waits for the harvest. For know,
O Bhima, that my promise may not be made untrue.

Virtue is better than life itself or than the joys of

heaven. Kingdom, sons, fame, wealth, all these do
|

not corne up to one sixteenth part of truth." Thus

patiently did the prince bear his brother's angry taunts,

and ever was he ready to meet harsh blame with

gentle humility, and to win by love a yielding that his

proud brothers would never have given to wrath. 1

As gentle sympathy arouses love, so does thought-

less ridicule arouse-, hatred, and hatred, in its turn,

gives rise to many evils. The fame of Yudhishthira

spread far and wide, and all men praised the splendour
of his Raj asuya sacrifice. Now this praise, bestowed

i. Mahdbharata, Vana Parva. xxxiii, xxxiv.
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on his Jiatecl rival, filled with jealousy the heart of"'* ^ * 9
Duryodhann, and this evil emotion was rendered

bitterer andlnorc active by the careless disregard of.

his feelings shown by Bhlnia aud by others. For one;

day as Yudhishthira was sitting on his golden throne,

surrounded by his brothers, by many courtiers and

Kings, Duryodhana and his brothers entered the

assembly hall
;
and as he came, he was deceived by the

art of Maya, the Danava, who had built YudhLsht.hira's

palace with skill and craft, and taking the crystal

lake as water, he drew up his garments to avoid

wetting them, and later fell into water which looked

like solid ground. Then Bhfma laughed out boisterous-

ly and rudely, and others followed his bnd example,

although Yudhishthira reproved their lack of courtesy,

And Duryodhana, with black frown, went away

ashamed, with rage in his heart, and returned to

Hastinftpura, vowing* vengeance for the insult
;
and

this was one of the many causes that led at last to the

gambling match and the exile, and the fierce battle of

Kurukshetra, and the slaughter of Duryodhana and of

his and Yudhishthira's kinsmen,
1

Evil returned with evil does but give birth to new

evil, thus lengthening the chain of misery. Bbrigu

had a son, Jamadagni, who became famous for his

great austerities and rigid life, and in his family was

born Rima, called later Rama of tffe Axe. Now Rama,

though a Brilimana by birth, was at heart a Kshattriya,

and his character was, as his grandfather Bhrigu had

Bkdgvtvafa Pura&a* x Ixxv, Mahdbharuta* SabhH Farva, xlvii,
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prophesied, "fit for the military order," and in Jajnadagai

also lurked hidden a seed of that fierce temper, which

.
al|

his austerities ha^d not availed to wholly burn away.

.And this caused sore trial a-nd misery to befall this

great race. For Jamadagni, furious at heart because oi

a hasty doubt of his wife's chastity, bade his sons, one

by one, to slay her
;
but none would lift hand against

the mother's sacred person save Rama, the youngest,

who smote off her head with an axe. Being granted a

boon by his father, he asked that his mother might be

restored to life, and then went on pilgrimage to expiate

the crime of matricide. But not thus could the evil

wrought by Jamadagni's anger be exhausted. While

her sons were absent, Renuka, the wife of Jamadagni,
"

left alone, had to offer hospitality to Arjuna, son of

Kritavirya ;
and he, intoxicated with a warrior's pride,

?^
*

not deeming her reception worthy of his greatness,

carried away forcibly the calf of the cow whose milk

supplied the butter for the daily sacrifice. When Rama

returned, Jamadagni told him what had happened, and

the plaintive lowing of the cow for her young one

increased the anger aroused by the recital; and so,

losing self-control in passion, he rushed off and slew

Arjuna, cutting off his thousand arms after fierce^

fight. This act aroused, in turn, the fierce wrath

of the kinsmen of Arjuna, and, to return evil with

evil, they rushed" to the hermitage of Jamadagni,

where he sat engaged in meditation, and slew him

with arrows, defenceless as he was, siting immersed

in contemplation. Nor yet was the tale of slaughter

completed, since forgiveness the only thing that
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could cut the chain of evil -(Vas qot in the heart f>f

Rima of the A^e ;
and he, having bewailed his father

and having burned his body with <Iue rites, vowed by
*

that funeral pyre the slaughter of the Kshattriya ca^te *

for thus the evil grew, ever swelling to larger and

larger proportions. Then, taking up his axe, he

attacked and slew the kinsmen of Arjuna, and after

that warred with all Kshattriyas, exterminating well-

nigh that warrior caste. 1

Even when we are treated with injustice and

unkindness, it is best to preserve sweetness and

agreeableness of behaviour, and thus win the one who
c> so treats us, be he superior, equal or inferior, to show

sweetness and agreeableness in return. Once DurviUa

visited Duryoclhann, and proved to be a very difficult

guest to please. In vain did Duryoclhana and Ifis

brothers treat him with the greatest honour, waiting

on him clay and night. Sometimes Durvilsa would

say: "1 am hungry, O King; give me some food

quickly." And sometimes lie would go out for a bath,

and Duryoclhana would have food prepared for his

return, and on returning* Durv^sa would say:
"

I shall

not eat anything to-day, as I have no appetite." Coming

suddenly, he would say: ''Feed me quickly/' And

another time, rising at midnight, he would call for a

meal, and when it was brought would carp at it and

refuse to touch it, Tims Durvfisa tormented

Duryoclhana pr a while, but when he found that

Duryodhana never showed either anger or impatience,

i Mtthdbharata Vana Parva. cxv- estvii,
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thgn he became gra,ciou% to him and said : i* I have

power to grant thee a boon. Choose wjiat thou wilt

Rieased as I am wkh thee, thou mayest obtain from

me^ anything that is not opposed to religion or

morals." 1

Sometimes, indeed, a man is so hard-hearted that no

kindness can melt him, and then he goes on unyielding-

ly till,
at last, he perishes, Duryodhana may serve

as a striking illustration of this. Having robbed his

cousins of their kingdom and riches and driven them

into exile, Duryodhana resolved to feast his eyes on

their poverty and hardships in the forest, advised by

the wily Shakuni, who told him that he would increase

his own joy by seeing the misery of his rivals ;
he took

with him his brothers and frierids and the royal ladies,

thftt the Pandavas might suffer shame under the contrast.

His cruel plot failed, in consequence of his being attack-

ed and captured by the King of the Gandharvas and his

hosts, whom he had insulted in his overbearing pride.

Some of the fugitives ran to King Yudhishlhira and

prayed his aid.; the gentle King, rebuking Bhlma for

his cutting words of refusal, bade his -brothers arm
"

themselves and rescue their kinsmen, remembering that,

by the seizure of Duryodhana and the ladies of their

house, the family honour was stained.
" Entreated for

help in such word* as, <O hasten to my aid/ who is

there that is not high-souled enough to assist even

his foe, beholding him seeking shelter with joined hands.

The bestowal of a boon, sovereignty anS the birth o

a* Vana "parva. eels.
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a son, are sources of great joy$ But, ,O sens of Pdndti,

the liberation of a foe from distress is equal to all the

three put together." So spake tli high-soulcd King,

and his brothers obeyed, 'J he battle rngcd for sonic- ,

time, and then Arjuna and the King 6f the Gandharvas,

who were friends, checked the struggle, and Arjuna

enquired into the reason of the attack on Duryodhana*
The celestial King explained that he knew Duryodhana's

wicked motive in visiting the forest, and lie was carrying

him for punishment to Indra. Arjuna prayed his friend

to set free the captives, and at last the Ganclharva King

promised to do so, if Yudhishihira so wished, after

hearing the whole story, The Pftndava prince listened

silently to the account of the mean and cruel outrage

contemplated by Duryoclhana, and thanking and prais-

ing the Gandharvas, he set Duryoclhana and ^is

companions free, When the Gandharvas were gone,

Yixlhisbthira spoke lovingly to his cousin : ''O child,

never again do thou so rash an act, for rashness leads

never to happiness, O BhSrata. O son of the Kuril

race, blessed be thou with all thy brothers. Go back

to thy capital as thou wilt, and be not thou sad or

cheerless," Thus kindly did the blameless King treat

his envenomed foe, the earthly author of his misery ;

but Duryoclhana, departing, was only the more filled

with grief and anger ;
the very kindness bccnme a new

offence, and he sullenly returned to* llastinftpura, only

hating the more bitterly those who had returned his

evil with kinctty aid. 1

Mahdhharctta. Vana Parva,
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Fortunately such ddggedness in angry feeling is

comparatively rare, for as the sun softens butter, so

4oes the warmth ,of kindly feeling soften the angry
mood.

Even when anger shown, to us arouses in us a

corresponding feeling of anger, we may try to check it,

and may refuse to give it expression in word, or look, or

gesture, Such repression gradually extinguishes the

feeling, and at least we have succeeded in not casting

fuel on the flame to increase its burning. After some

practice of this kind, we shall find that the anger of

another no longer causes any feeling of anger in our-

selves, and we shall be able to use all our strength in,,

sending kind feeling to meet the harsh feeling of the

other.

It is now easy for us to see why bad company should

be avoided
;
if we are with people who are thinking

unkind, or unclean, or other evil thoughts, or who are

doing wrong actions impure, intemperate, gluttonous

acts their feelings will work on us, and will push us

towards thinking and acting in a similar way. Any
evils of such kind as may lie hidden in ourselves will

start into more active life under such influences, and

will become stronger and more difficult to fight against,*

For these reasons a boy who wishes to lead a pure and

industrious life at school, preparing himself fora noble

and useful manhood, should avoid bad company, as

much as he possibly can. And if at any time he is

forced into it, so that he cannot escape, he should keep

his mind very busy with pure and high thoughts, and
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tii us try
A
to affect those round hi]??, and to influence

them for good, instead of allowing himself to be

influenced by them for evil. In this way we may turn

our knowledge to good use, applying it to practic^ in

our own lives, for thus only can we make our knowledge

fruitful, and by noble living help to bring greater

happiness to the world.

" Let him not be angry again with the angry man
;

being harshly addressed, let him speak softly."

"Cross beyond the passes difficult to cross
; beyond

wrath by forgiveness ; beyond untruth by truth.
"

" He who is not angry with the angry, he is a phy-

sician unto both, lie saveth himself as well as the

others from great danger."

i A'lanit&mfiti. vi, 48, s Satna l^et/ti.

3. Muhcibhtirata* Vana I'arva. xxix. y, 4 //-/>/. 37,
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"
Forgiveness is Tru.th, forgiveness is (source and

stipport of) the pSst and the future. Forgiveness is

Tapas, forgiveness is purity ;
this wofW is upheld by

forgiveness.

; \

" If a person deeply pierces a wise man with barbed

words, the wise man should take refuge in patience.

The man who, provoked to anger, only smileth back

gently, not yielding to anger, he taketh away from
the^

provokcr all his merits.

"
Spoken to harshly, I say nothing ;

even when

assailed, I always forgive. This is the best-this that

the elders have named Forgiveness, and Truth, and

Candour, and Gentleness.
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8t Addressed harshly, let him not reply harshly.A t^f:

The wrath of the wrathful assailant consumeth himself,

and taketh away all his merit. c
-

*' He that, addressed roughly, answeretli not rough-
*

ly nor even mildly, he that being struck controlled!

himself and returncth not the blow, nor wisketh ill

unto the assailant, verily the Devas envy him.

"Abused, insulted, beaten, let him still forgive (all

Injuries) from the low and vile, from his superiors,

from his equals; so shall he attain perfection.'*

2i7^s

Fwerat^r
*' He indeed is the wise and good man who con-

quereth his wrath, and showeth forgiveness even when

insulted, oppressed, and angered by a stronger/' *

\
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[Seep, 215.]

Ma/xr&Jiettafa. Vuua I'urva, xxix. cr-aS,
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*ra[Tftff

<( May all cross beyond the places hard to cross ;

may all behold good things ; may all attain to happi-

ness
; may all rejoice everywhere.

"Aum ! Tell the Truth, Act the Right.

*' Truth alone prevaileth, not Untruth, Aurn l
n
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PEACE TO AI^L BEINGS.
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